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ABSTRACT
WrittcB ReteUtep of Narrative aad Expoiitory Tciti: Case Stady of Eleaicatary
Primary Grade Delayed Male Readers
by
Timothy Todd Houge
Dr. Thomas Bean, Exammation Committee Chair 
Professor o f Instructional and Curricular Studies 
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas
This study examined how four second grade delayed readers, vfoo were delayed 
m various stages o f readmg and writing, read and wrote about narrative and expository 
paved-topfe texts. This study was based on the assumption that: (a) elementary primary 
grade children could read and write about narrative and expository texts; (b) delayed 
readers are children ̂ x> can kam  to read, even though they are below grade level if 
they are given the opportunity; and, (c) written reteOmp could be used to assess 
students’ understandmg o f  texts and are one method o f bringmg the readmg-writing 
relationship together.
A case study research i^iproach was used to examme atxl describe the eiqierience 
o f the four delayed readers, and the phenomenon o f their selections and readinp and 
written retelK opofnarrative and e^w sitory texts. The participants* wrfttenreteOinp o f 
the paned-topic narrative and expository texts were anafyzed for textual patterns and 
assigned a  richness score. The examination ofthewrfoenreteUmgs o f  the pamed-topic
ifi
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
texts was used to determine the quality o f their writing and then* stylistic features as 
conqxured to the original texts thQr read and wrote about. It also determmed whether 
elementary primary grade delayed readers could write about narrative and expository 
texts demonstrating their comprehension o f the text.
Conclusions drawn from the study, and discussed in the final chapter, suggest 
that: (a) the four elementary primary grade delayed readers were capable o f 
demonstrating preference for narrative or expository text and supplying relatively high- 
quality explanations for why th ^  chose one over the other; (b) the foiv elementary 
primary grade delayed readers were successful in reconstructing the linguistic structural 
patterns o f the original narrative and expository readmg texts m their own writing, 
therefore confirming that the text they read does have an affect on their writing; (c) the 
written reconstructions o f the original narrative and expository texts reflect the 
comprehension o f the elementary primary grade delayed readers and their ability to read 
and write about narrative and expository texts; and, (d) the four elementary primary grade 
delayed readers each were able to compare and contrast similarities and dissimilarities 
between the narrative and expository origmal readmg texts.
IV
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
The following study sought to qualitatively examine the extent to which four 
elementary primary grade delayed readers could read and comprehend paired-topk 
narrative and expository texts as revealed through written retellings. It explored the 
degree to which these delayed readers were able to write about and summarize the text 
structures found in narrative and expository texts.
Statement o f the Problem
There is very little research about elementary primary grade delayed readers' 
reading and con^rehension o f narrative and expository texts. Most existing studies have 
occurred within the context o f the elementary intermediate grades (Harkrader & Moore, 
1997; Alvermann & Boothby, 1982; Palmer & Stewart, 1997). However, there have been 
important exceptions in this regard.
Morrow (1984 ,198S, 1986) and Pappas (1991,1993), for example, orally read 
expository and narrative text to kindergarten students and discovered the students were 
capable o f  oralfy retelling both types o f texts. Moss (1997) and Clark (1997) recently 
completed similar studies using first grade students and received like results. Despite 
these attempts to demonstrate elementary prmiaty grade children’s success with 
expository text, this issue o f allowing elementary primary grade children, particularly
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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delayed readers, to read both narrative and expository texts and respond, in a written 
format, remains largely unexplored.
This study differs from previously completed studies in two ways because it 
explored the elementary primary grade delayed readers’ ability to read narrative and 
expository texts and complete written retellings. Examining elementary primary grade 
delayed readers’ performance with both types o f  texts is important for understandmg the 
possible function o f narrative and expository texts during literacy activities m the 
classroom. Furthermore, the implementation o f pafred-topic narrative and expository 
texts is valuable because thorough understanding o f both types o f texts is a vital part o f 
children’s reading and writing success.
No studies to my knowledge have employed written retellings as a means o f 
assessing elementary primary grade readers’ success in reading paired-topic narrative and 
expository texts. Furthermore, no study has examined this process with delayed readers. 
Background
Narrative and expository texts. In today’s multifriceted world, an important part 
o f reading and writing instruction involves introducing students to various types o f 
narrative and expository texts. One means o f  domg so is through deliberate efforts to 
engage students in both types o f literature. However, in the past we have neglected to 
build students’ reading and writing skills for expository text (Daniels, 1990; Langer, 
Applebee, MuUis, & Foertsch, 1990; Moss & Newton, 1998). The continumg disparity m 
the use o f narrative and expository texts by primary and mtermediate elementary teachers 
poses a challenge to American educators concerned with developing students who are 
successful readers.
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One purpose for using expository texts in the elementary primary grades is to 
enhance students’ exposure to a  different type o f text. This focus does not suggest 
leaving narrative text on classroom shelves. Rather, as Nell Duke (1998b) suggests, it 
means that developing a balanced approach to using narrative and expository texts should 
be the first aim o f our nation’s schools, particularly in the elementary primary grades.
She suggested educators (a) encourage the publishers o f  literacy and basal programs to 
include more expository texts in thefr materials, (b) incorporate research about the 
successful use o f expository texts with young children in our preservice and practicing 
teachers’ professional education programs, (c) link expository text reading and writing to 
science achievement, (d) encourage parents to include more expository text m their 
homes and, (e) increase the budget for purchasing reading material when attempting to 
include equal amounts o f expository texts m the classroom.
Although educators recognize a need to introduce both types o f texts, not all 
students receive guided instruction with exposkory texts. The absence o f guided 
instruction eventually leads to reading difficulties for both good and poor readers (Bear & 
Barone, 1998). This lack o f exposure to expository texts in the primary grades results in 
poor development o f expository reading and writing skills needed in the mtermediate 
grades. However, recently, there has been an appeal to mcrease the use o f expository 
texts in the elementary primary grades (Hiebert & Fisher, 1990; Sanacore, 1991 ;
Littlefiiir, 1991 ; Pappas, 1991 ; Freeman & Person, 1992; Duke, 1998a; Moss & Newton, 
1998). Teachers who set aside time to instruct students with expository texts in the early 
etementary grades are preparing students for subsequent development mto successfiil 
elementary intermediate grade readers o f this type o f text.
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As teachers move into using expository texts in the elementary primary grades it 
wQl become evident that students often encounter expository texts that contain different 
rhetorical structures such as informational; narrative-mfonnational, and informational- 
poetic (Duke, 1998b). Narrative-mformational text refers to narrative text that is 
designed to communicate information concerning the natural or social world, and is 
comprised o f text features such as comparative/contrast, problem/solution, and 
cause/effect. Informational-poetic, on the other hand, refers to poetry that is designed to 
communicate information concerning the natural or social world, and is comprised o f text 
features such as comparative/contrast, problem/solution, and cause/effect. Finally, 
informational text refers to text that is neither narrative-mformational nor informational- 
poetic. When teachers who become aware of the three types o f expository texts they can 
use this knowledge in discussing concepts and organizatfonal patterns m much the same 
way as they do with narrative texts.
Morrow’s (1984, 1985), Pappas’ (1991,1993), Moss’, (1997), and Clark’s, (1997) 
studies clearly demonstrate that kindergarten and first grade children can comprehend 
narrative as well as expository text after listenmg to the stories being read to them. Their 
work supports the necessity o f providing elementary prhnary grade students with 
opportunities to become engaged in narrative and expository texts. In addition, narrative 
and expository texts have the potential o f being a vehicle for maximum reading 
development among delayed readers (Korkeamaki, Tianinen, & Dreher, 1998).
Delaved readers. Students who have difficulty readmg are commonly referred to 
as being “deficient”, ’foavmg differences”, or “delayed m their Ikeraqr devefopment” 
(Valtin, 1978, 1979). Many students who are experiencmg slow progress in theft readmg
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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have delayed development. Therefore, many educators who work with students who are 
behind in their reading adopt the delayed model In contrast to the difference and deficit 
model the delayed model leads to a developmental approach to instruction. Frequently, 
students who are delayed readers respond to the same fype o f instructfon as students who 
are not behind, and they rarely require an elaborate and separate series o f teaching 
methods. Teachers appfy the difference model (students leaming in different ways 
requiring special teaching methods) or deficit model (students who bave a permanent 
neurologic or other severe physical disability that radically limits their growth and 
development) when classroom instructfon does not seem to help a student learn (Bear & 
Barone, 1998).
Delayed learners learn to read like anyone else while teachers focus on a 
continuum o f reading success that builds on the developmental phases (Shaywitz,
Escobar, Shaywitz, Fletcher & MaKuch, 1992). Each student is seen as an individual 
who is behind, due to a set o f foctors that has contributed to theft delayed literacy 
devefopment. Some o f these fiictors are inexperfonce with written language, poor or 
inappropriate instruction, transience and poverty, maturational delay, and lack o f 
motivation and self-esteem (Bear & Barone, 1998). Unfortunately, there is no qufok fix 
for students who are behind (AUington & Walmsley, 1995), but these students can be 
taught in a  similar manner and with similar types o f texts as theft peers, providftig the 
texts are at theft reading level and reading and writing requirements do not become 
overwhelmftig. I f  delayed readers are requfted to read a text that is too difScult and 
requftes that they just sound out words, theft beams are unable to comprehend what they 
read. Therefore, delayed readers can be mstructed with, read, and comprehend text that is
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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at their reading level or at a level where they are being challenged by new vocabulary 
and concepts, without being frustrated. Teachers who desfte to incorporate a balanced 
literacy approach in their curriculum to help delayed readers grow as readers and writers, 
are often eager to gather «formation about students’ comprehension o f  the texts they 
read. One, o f numerous techniques, is the written retelling process (Brown &
Camboume, 1987).
Assessment with written retellings. Teachers are well aware that m order to 
assess students’ comprehension, after being instructed with narrative and expository 
texts, there must be an effort to get students to reveal what they have learned while 
readmg (Brown & Camboume, 1987). This reading/writing approach is based on the 
premise that reading and writing are components o f the same communication process. 
Although differences exist between leaming to read and write, as well as between 
different types o f media through which messages are conveyed, these two forms o f 
communication originate from the same conceptual language process. Stotsky (1993), in 
an extensive review o f literature investigatmg the relationships among reading and 
writing, concluded that when mstruction in writing is specifically geared toward 
simultaneous improvement in reading, gains in readmg comprehension have occurred. 
Further, she explained that attempting to improve writing skills by providing reading 
experience in place o f grammar study or in place o f additional writing instruction was as 
advantageous or more so than direct mstructioTL She concluded that readmg cannot 
replace writing, or vke versa, as an mstructional mode, but that reading experfence may 
be crucial as it relates to writmg instruction.
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Logically, reading and writn% should complement each other as they are taught in 
the classroom. For example, the written retellmg process begms with teachers askmg 
students to read and respond to a story in writing. After completing the written retelling 
process, students’ retellings are rated according to how much o f  the story they have 
recalled, if they have recalled text structures, and theft organization o f information using 
a five point holistic richness scale (Irwin & MitcheU, 1983). Students’ written retellings 
provide teachers with a window into theft understandings, theft periods o f confusion, and 
theft times o f insight during reading.
Emphasis on the written retelling process has been embraced by educators 
(Kalmbach, 1986). Therefore, studies that focus on mstruction with narrative and 
expository texts with elementary primary grade delayed readers, using written retellings 
as a lens to theft reading comprehension and growth, are needed. Children at this age, 
whether good or poor readers, have read and responded to narrative texts for many years. 
Nevertheless, our current educational obligation is preparing students to sufBckntly read 
different types o f texts in the elementary intermediate grades. One means o f doing so is 
by permitting the good and poor readers the opportunity to read and write about narrative 
and expository texts in the primary grades.
Research Goal and Questions
The goal o f this study was to explore elementary prftnary grade delayed readers’ 
readmg and writing about paired-topic narrative and expository texts and to use theft 
written retellings as a  means o f assessing theft comprehension o f  the texts.
Specificalfy, I attempted to answer the following questions:
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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la. What do delayed readers prefer regarding narrative and expository text
prior to their readmg and writing about both fypes o f texts?
lb. What do delayed readers prefer regarding narrative and expository text
subsequent to theft reading and writmg about both types o f  texts?
2. What affect do the patterns o f texts, o f original narrative and expository 
texts, have on delayed readers’ written retellings?
3. How do delayed readers’ written retellings reflect theft comprehension o f 
narrative and expository texts?
Theoretical Framework
This study focused on the perceptions o f  four delayed readers’ interpretive 
meanings o f narrative and expository texts as experienced by the participants in theft 
interactions with the researcher. Therefore, ft was most appropriately placed m the 
framework o f symbolic interactionism and conducted using case study methodology 
(Merriam, 1998). Reading and writing about narrative and expository texts with the 
guidance o f a teacher is both interactive and subject to the interpretations o f the students 
ftivolved in those reading and wrftftig activities.
If  we are to understand students’ lives, what motivates them, what theft interests 
are, what connects them to and differentiates them from others, what theft values and 
beliefe are, why they act as they do, and how they see themselves and others, it is 
necessary to place ourselves ft) theft situation and view the world with them. Because 
social ftiteraction is constructed ty  the students engaged in it, we should try to see ft from 
theft viewpoftft. We should appreciate how they ftfterpret the symbols bestowed on them 
by teachers or researchers, the meanings they assign to the symbols, and how they
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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construct their own action. In addition, because this is a process, it must be sampled over 
time (Blummer, 1969). In other words, the symbolic mteractionist perspective is that 
students act on the basis o f meanings that objects—in this case narrative and expository 
texts—have for them and do not respond to how others perceive it but, rather, to how 
they interpret the different types o f texts.
In my earlfer study o f written responses to different texts, (Houge, 1998) I noted 
that readers have their own unique meanings about expository text and what reading an 
expository text means to them. Some o f the time it requftes confrontmg many difBcuh 
words but more often it means taking on something new after they had just begun to feel 
comfortable with narrative text.
Because this study sought to understand the participants’ responses to narrative 
and expository texts, participants' success with each type o f text was considered to hold 
particular meaning for them as readers and writers. The meanings rest m the theoretical 
framework o f symbolic interactionism (Schwandt, 1994). In other words, these meanings 
are derived from the social interaction between and among the students and are instituted 
and adjusted through an interpretive process. For example, students use and rework these 
derived meanings as devices for the guidance and configuration o f action towards 
narrative and expository texts. Thus, by interactfttg with, watching others interact with, 
or communicating about these different texts students mterpret a meaning about the text 
and therefore pursue, or avoid, interacting with the whole text or parts o f  the text.
Alvermann, O’Brfen, and Dillon (1996) have suggested that we look at hunches 
as personal angles on more formal substantive theories that are also compatible with our 
theoretkal lens. As an example ofm y symbolic interactionist viewpoint for this current
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study, students’ readmg is clearly not just identifying the words on the page, nor is it just 
making sense o f ti»  sentences and paragraphs within which those words appear. Rather, 
it is how students try to construct meaning within the larger reading and writmg 
mstruction and how they view their experknces withm the mstruction.
Because interpreted meanings shift over tune with successive interactions, reality 
is not permanent but is revised with the newfy constructed perceptions o f different types 
o f texts within a context (LeCompte & Preissle, 1993). Symbolic interactionism provides 
a lens for examming the changing perceptions o f students involved in readmg narrative 
and expository texts that are developmg over time.
Significance o f the Studv 
There were a number o f significant reasons for studying elementary primary 
grade delayed readers’ readmg and writmg about narrative and expository texts. A study 
o f this sort is new and will contribute to several important areas in the field o f literacy. 
First, it will contribute to the understandmg o f how narrative and expository texts can be 
used during reading instruction for delayed readers. It is necessary for elementary 
prftnary age children, includftig delayed readers, to read a  variety o f narrative and 
expository texts. Without exposure to, and experience with different types o f texts, many 
children will have a difficult time comprehendftig and writing about any text that is not 
narrative (Christie 1989; Daniels, 1990; Pappas, 1991, 1993). Increasftig elementary 
primary grade delayed readers’ understandftiig o f the forms and fimctfons o f different 
types o f texts is especialfy ftiqmrtant with respect to leaming how to read and write these 
types o f texts as they progress through the grades.
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Second, this study provided insight into how these four elementary primary grade 
delayed readers read and wrote about narrative and expository texts. The foxUngs from 
this study aided m determining what might be the most productive grades during which to 
begm to provide experience with reading and writing about expository text. Furthermore, 
the findings determined whether delayed readers in the elementary primary grades could 
read and comprehend expository texts even though research has shown that narrative 
texts are primarily used in elementary school instruction (e.g., Christie 1989; Daniels, 
1990).
Thftd, this study added to the already expansive amount o f research that 
demonstrates a need for emergent readers to write (e.g.. Bear & Barone, 1998; Zecker, 
1996; Clay, 1993). Writing enables children, in this case delayed readers, to perceive 
themselves as writers, as a member o f the group who are already reading and writing, and 
therefore write by reading. Children learn, “through reading like a writer, to write like a 
writer” (Smith, 1983, p. 567).
Furthermore, it contributed to teachers’ understandmg o f the effect o f theft 
selection of reading materials used for reading and writing instruction (Swafford, Akrofi, 
Rogers, 1998; Johnson, 1995; Eckhofl 1983). Teachers must ensure that children have 
access to reading materials that are relevant to the kinds o f writing they will be asked to 
complete.
Fmalfy, due to the Iftnited research on elementary prftnary grade delayed readers’ 
reading o f narrative and expository texts, this study addressed a gap in the literature. We 
are now noticftig an explfeit challenge to ftKorporate both narrative and expository texts 
in the elementary primary grades (Pappas, 1993; Duke, 1998a, 1998b; Duke & Kays,
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1998). Therefore, it was not the intent o f  this study to determine if one type o f text was 
more appropriate to use for instruction than the other one. Rather, the intent was to 
explore and describe the processes used by elementary primary grade delayed readers as 
they read and wrote about paired-topic narrative and expository texts.
Limitations O f The Studv
Assumptions
Inherent in any research design and methodology are the researcher’s theories o f 
literacy learning and understanding which influences what the researcher is likely to 
observe and learn (Harste, 1992). These theorks formulate conceptual boundaries 
around “what is foreground and what is left in the background, what is carefully detailed 
and what is glossed” (Dyson, 1995, p. 6). To retam the integrity o f this research it was 
essential that I maintained openness to findings, respecting the lives o f these children, 
attempting to see the world through their eyes, and acknowledging but, also questioning, 
interpretations and responses. In this way, old assumptions and conceptual boundaries 
are cleared and improved with new understandmgs o f the domain being studied (Dyson, 
1995).
Limitations
Like all studies, this one contamed several limitations. Due to logistical 
restraints, this study could not be conducted with the children m their classrooms, which 
can kad to two problems. First, because the partkipants were involved in the reading 
and writing session after school, there were probkms with the children being tired, 
hungry, and eager to play rather that read arxl write. Although I could not eliminate this 
threat to validity, as a partial guard against h, I had a wholesome snack and a  cold drmk
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for the children prior to reading and writing. A second problem was the foct that the 
participants were in an envftonment, and with an mstructor, that was initklly strange to 
them. This potential problem was not easy to solve; however, with the parents’ support 
and the participants’ willingness to become better readers and writers this problem took 
care o f itself after the initial two meetings as the participants adjusted to the environment 
and me.
Invariabfy, the question o f how many participants are needed m order to 
adequately answer the questions posed at the beginning o f the study was a concern to the 
reader. Since the sample for this study consisted o f four primary elementary grade 
delayed readers, the sampling size was a limitation. Lincoln and Guba (1985) 
recommend sampling until a point o f saturation or redundancy is reached. “In purposeful 
sampling the size o f the sample is determined by informational considerations. If  the 
purpose is to maximize information, the sampling is termmated when no new informatfon 
is forthcoming from new sampled units; thus redundancv is the primary cnterion” (p.
202). Applying Lincoln and Guba’s sampfoig size guidelme, it was determined that the 
data collected from this sample adequately answered the questions generated at the outset 
o f this study.
A problem with a  developmental study with young children is establishing a high 
degree o f  confidence that the participants understand the task requirements in 
approxftnately equivaknt ways. Although this was a  very difficult problem to resolve, I 
included measures in this study to constram the problem. For example, I checked the 
partkipants’ written reteUmgs for mdkatfons that they exhibited some informatfon about 
the text that was read. If the participants’ writmg tasks did not contam any mformation
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about the text, I stopped the child and clarified their writing task. Furthermore, I wrote 
down the participants’ behavior during these tasks m the form o f foldnotes.
My holistic evaluation o f the written retellings was another limitation. Although 
experienced teachers have the ability to evaluate written retellings, research has 
demonstrated that evaluations will differ widely among the teachers (Cooper and Odell, 
1977). This problem was resolved ly  having raters, from similar backgrounds, carefully 
trained using a format suggested by Meredith, Mitchell, and Hemandez-Miller (1992).
Another limitation involved the issue o f internal validity. Internal validity deals 
with the question o f how research foldings match reality. In order to enhance internal 
validity o f  this qualitative research, all o f Merriam’s (1998) six basic strategies were 
incorporated:
1. Triangulation—using multiple investigators, multiple sources o f data, or 
multiple methods to confirm the emerging findings.
2. Member checks—takmg data and tentative interpretations back to the people 
from whom they were derived and asking them if the results are plausible. In 
this study, the member checks involved the participants and theft parents.
3. Long-term observation at the research site or repeated observations o f the 
same phenomenon—gathering data over a perfod o f tune m order to increase 
the validity o f the findings. In this study, there were ten reading and writing 
sessions with each participant, whkh will result m a  total o f  forty reading and 
writing sessions.
4. Peer exammatfon—asking colleagues to comment on the findmgs as they 
emerge.
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5. Participatory or collaborative modes o f research—involving participants in all 
phases o f research from conceptualizing the study to writmg up the findings 
(due to the age o f the participants I will collaborate with the parents).
6. Researcher’s biases—clarifying the researcher’s assiunptmns, worldview, and 
theoretical orkntation at the outset o f the study.
Summary
In today’s elementary schools, basal series and children’s trade books are used all 
through the currkulum. Students are reading large amounts o f  narrative text in the 
elementary primary grades and consequently are challenged with the increased expository 
texts used in the etementary intermediate grades. While teachers are beginning to 
mcorporate more expository texts in the elementary primary grades, they continue to 
search for a means o f assessmg students’ comprehension. Written retellings are one 
means o f furnishing information concerning students’ comprehension o f the text that 
connects the reading with writmg. Although studies have investigated elementary 
primary grade students’ ability to orally listen to and retell both narrative and expository 
texts with success, no studies have been recorded that have asked elementary prhnary 
grade delayed readers to read and complete written retellings about pafred-topic narrative 
and expository texts. Furthermore, no studies have examined the students’ 
comprehension using written retellings.
This study evaluated four elementary primary grade delayed readers’ reading o f 
narrative and expository texts using thefr written retellings and a five-pomt holistic 
rkhness scale as a lens for assessing thefr comprehension. This assessment assisted me
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as I searched to identify students’ ability to generalize beyond text, summarize text, write 
about major pomts m text, include supporting details and supplementations, and write 
with coherence, completeness, and comprehensibility. This study, then, sought to furnish 
elementary primary grade teachers with holistic knowledge about delayed readers’ 
capability to successfully read and comprehend both narrative and expository texts.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The first section in this chapter presents the research on the use o f narrative and 
expository texts, which is the foundation for the development o f this study. The second 
section introduces the research perspectives o f  delayed readers, which contribute to the 
assumptions supporting this study. The third and final section, on the reading and writing 
connection, continues to build the fiamework in which writing about a story is the basis 
for evaluating a child’s understanding o f the text.
The main theme to be explored in this chapter is that o f literacy learning among 
delayed readers. From the perspective o f literacy learning it may be argued that literacy 
refers “to the process individuals engage in as they interact with written text for both 
creating and interpreting the texts” (Raphael & Brock, 1997, p. 16). The thesis to be 
developed is that elementary primary grade children can read and write about narrative 
and expository texts. This review does not hnply that these studies are an exhaustive list. 
It was narrowed in order to provide a conceptually rich discussion o f major trends and 
themes in studks o f narrative and expository texts, delayed readers, and wrhten 
retellings.
17
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Text
This section o f the literature review explores studies that form the theoretical 
framework for understanding narrative and expository texts. Included here are research 
studies that describe how much expository text b  used in our elementary schools, the 
effectiveness o f narrative and expository texts with elementary prhnary grade students, 
and strategks that increase students understanding o f expository text. In reviewing this 
section, the reader should keep in mind that the use o f expository text in the elementary 
prhnary grades has not been a regular practice and b  just now receivmg research 
attention.
Narrative and Expositorv Text
Recent research in text comprehension suggests that the use o f multiple texts 
rather than basal reader series is on the rise (Palmer & Stewart, 1997; Young & Vardell, 
1993; Freeman & Person, 1992). Increasingly, students are being asked to read and 
respond to nonfiction trade book material by third grade. Their transition to these more 
complex materials is often abrupt and may contribute to their reading difficulties, 
particularly if they are already lagging behind in literacy (Pappas &  Pettegrew, 1998). 
There is a need for research in this area as “results o f studies exploring the efficacy o f 
non&tion trade books in content area classrooms are equivocaT (Palmer &  Stewart,
1997, p. 632).
Although secondary students m the past have repeated^ been mstructed from 
expository texts, such as social studies textbooks, that pattern o f  mstruction is currently 
declining. Many contemporary young adult narrative texts are replacing the patriarchal 
expository textbooks with the expectation that secondary students’ critkal thinking will
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be enriched (Bean, Kile, & Readence, 1996). The reverse is occurring in elementary 
instruction where expository texts are used alongside narrative texts (Roser, Strecker, & 
Ward, 1996). Specific areas o f examinatkn include the connection o f the instruction to 
expository literature and to each other, ways in which the teachers model effective 
reading practices o f engaging with expository literature, and the extent to which the 
instruction engages students in diverse readmg situations.
To make a classroom where both types o f texts are used for instruction a reality, 
and not just a slogan, requires a dramatic shift in the conventional narrative reading 
instructional practice that has dominated the elementary primary curriculum.
Nevertheless, to alter this practice may fost require a better understandmg o f narrative 
and expository texts and their text structures.
Narrative Text
Narrative texts mclude “songs, poetry, ballads, oral storytelling, rhymes, 
anecdotes, remmisces, and a host o f fiction types such as historical, science, realistic and 
ftmtasy” (Doiron, 1995, p. 36). Fictfon is a name for stories that aim to entertain or 
amuse readers. Its characters, and their motivations and feelings, influence action, drive 
the plot, and are o f {wimary importance. Finally, fiction contams descriptions that are 
used to depict the places that characters go, the objects they come across, and the other 
characters they meet (Pappas, 1998).
Historically, modem readmg series have chosen fiction stories because they 
contributed to the “moral and cultural edi&ation” o f  young readers (Luke, 1987, p. 180). 
Eventually, the new “scientific” approach to educational theory was brought about. This 
approach accentuated the signfficance o f choosmg texts t i^ s e  vocabulary and syntax
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was controlled. In the end, William H. Elson and William Gray combined the two beliefe 
by creatmg Dick and Jane, fictknal characters who symbolized “modem postwar life m 
an industrial democracy” (Luke, 1987, p. 102). Through predominantly narrative text, 
their reading serks “promised teachers a unified, up-to-date approach” (Luke, 1987, p. 
101).
Gray believed that another reason for the predominant use o f narrative tests was 
that children learned to read by comparing their own life and experiences with those in a 
text. Consequently, his objective, when developing the first successful modem basal, 
was to represent “typical and shared childhood experiences” (Luke, 1987, p. 107). In 
addition. Gray emphasized a  popular idea o f depicting stories as a “natural model o f 
expression” and therefore fiequent interaction with them was central to children’s literacy 
development (Freeman & Person, 1998). Although this view has been challenged m 
recent years by people such as Pappas (1993), it is still firmly held by many educators.
The idea behind the use o f narrative text is simply to ensure text comprehension with 
simple text structure.
Text structure o f narrative text. Children start to configure and identify a 
predictable organization for the stories in books that assists them with anticipating events 
and outcomes (Smith & Bean, 1983). The text structure o f narrative texts mvolves 
interpersonal understanding about how goals o f characters correlate and how their 
strategks for achkvmg these goals bknd or confikt (WQensl^, 1983). In addition, 
narrative texts have a dominant structure that mcludes the setting, initiatmg event, simple 
reactkm, attempt, consequence, and reactmn (Graesser, Golding, & Long, 1984; Bean, 
1988). In general, narrative text contains a text stmcture that somewhat represents our
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everyday life, however, there is another type o f text that represents a different aspect o f 
our life—the fectual aspect found in expository text.
Expositorv Texts
Expository text is intended to “communicate information so that the reader might 
learn something” (Weaver & Kintsch, 1984). Historically, the use o f expository texts 
was driven by efforts to increase students’ fectual awareness o f affairs o f the world. 
Initially, the publication o f expository texts multiplied following the enactment, by 
Congress, o f  the national Defense Education Act m the early 1960s. This Act granted 
fends for the buying o f science books by libraries that were meant to aid in coming face- 
to-face with the threat established ly  Sovfet scfentific successes, specifically Sputnik 
(Giblin, 1989). Publishers seized this opportunity and the first large publications o f 
juvenile expository texts originated with assistance from the United States Government.
As a model, Crowell’s Let’s Read and Find Out Series o f science concept picture books 
and Harpers’ 1 Can Read Series were the earliest expository texts “that combined solid 
information with lively, colorful graphics” (p. 18).
In 1969, publication o f juvenile expository texts slowed as a result o f Richard 
Nixon and the Vietnam Conflict. Consequently, publishers either closed down nonfiction 
serfes or made a decbion to taper off. Nevertheless, expository texts began having a 
comeback foliowmg Milton Meltzer’s 1976 Horn Book article. Where do all the Prizes 
Go. The Case for Nonfiction. Mehzer (1976) ascertamed that out o f the fifty-three 
Newberry Awards bestowed upon authors o f books that had “the most distinguished 
contributfon to American literature for children” (p.l7) onfy five were authors o f 
expository texts. Thb initiated a creation o f awards such as the Boston Globe-Hom Book
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Awards and Children’s Book Guild o f Washington, which had their emergence m 1976 
and 1977.
At this point, a  new type o f expository text was created, the Photo Essay. These 
expository texts offered powerful visual images that supported children’s developing 
understandmgs o f  how to read this type o f literature skillfully and thoughtfUlfy. Because 
o f the photo essays, the juvenile expository text domain made a comeback in the early 
1980s and parents began to purchase expository texts for their children. Children were 
provided the opportunity to understand that different literature allowed them substantial 
oppoitunitks to observe and engage in conversatmns about books, stories, and other texts 
they have read, which is integral to understanding literature. This kind o f  reading 
required students to become familiar with the text structure o f expository text.
Text structure o f expositorv text. Expository texts typically include cause/effect, 
comparison/contrast, time order, simple listing, problem/solution, and argument (McGee 
& Richgels, 1986; Bean, 1988; Putnam, 1991). What's more, children’s expository texts 
are “aesthetic and imaginative” (Dorion, 1995, p. 36) and are “ well-researched, on an 
mcredible variety o f subjects, combined with clear and interesting style and language” 
(Vardell, 1991, p. 474). In addition, expository texts also have text structure that makes 
“general statements about animals, objects, people, and so forth, because thehr purpose is 
to mform” (Pappas, 1991, p. 451) and furnish models for children m writmg thefr 
personal publication o f nonfiction (Freeman, 1991).
Although the types o f narrative and expository texts available for mstruction are 
generally o f high quality, the stories are onfy as interesting as the teacher makes them. 
Appropriate attention to both types o f  texts will determme how well the teacher can
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effectively ensure students love for the different texts while they p a r tk ^ te  m a  balanced 
reading curriculum.
A Balanced Reading Curriculum
Currently, theorists are debating when children should be taught about the 
different types o f text available to read. The New London Group (1996) argued that the 
need for a new approach to literacy educatkn is now and they referred to this new 
approach as multiliteracies. They claim that this multiliteracy approach will do a better 
job o f appropriately meeting the demands o f the increasmg cultural and linguistic 
diversity in the world. One o f the main characteristics o f their new education, or what 
can be referred to as pedagogy, is Situated Practice. Situated Practke is comprbed o f  the 
“immersion in experience and the utilization of...discourses” (p. 88). In other words, 
students need to be provided with the convenknce o f readmg, and writing about, 
different types o f texts regularly while in school.
However, all too often, beginning readmg mstruction has focused on the use o f 
narrative text on the assumption that stories are easier to comprehend because o f the 
predictabk structure. Thb assumption b  so deepfy mgramed that almost all o f  the 
available programs for beginning reading instruction are based on the story text. For 
instance, Duke (1998a, 1998b) mvestigated the amount o f  informational text experknces 
offered to children in 20 first grade classrooms chosen fioin very low- and high-SES 
school districts. She observed the classrooms for four ftill days durmg a nme-month 
school year, collecting data about the types o f texts on classroom waOs and other 
surfaces, m the classroom library, and in classroom written language activitks. Her 
results showed that there was a scarcity o f mformatkn texts “m classroom librarks, on
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classroom walls or other surfaces, and classroom written language activities” (Duke, 
1998b, p. 39). A mean o f 3.6 minutes per day were spent with informational texts durmg 
the written language activities. Furthermore, this scarcity was especially distressing for 
children in low-SES school distrkts, where already-smaller classroom libraries consisted 
o f a much smaller proportion o f informational texts.
Moss and Newton (1998) corxlucted a similar study that mcluded an examination 
o f the amount o f expository text in the basal textbooks o f second, fourth, and sixth 
grades. The results showed that the most frequent form o f literature in basal textbooks in 
all three grade levels was fiction (46%). The second largest percentage o f selections at 
all levels was poetry (28%) while the third highest percentage o f selections was 
information literature (17%). Furthermore, the results showed that the amount o f 
informational literature for second grade ranged from 7% to 26% while the range for 
fourth grade was 11% to 24%, and for sixth grade the range was 16% to 25%. This study 
confirmed, “that basais written in the last decade continue to be conq)rised primarily o f 
fiction” (p. 8). The reason for these occurrences in Duke’s and Moss and Newton’s 
studies are not yet well understood, and the disappomtmg results o f these studies may 
lead educators to believe that the relationship between expository text and learning in the 
elementary primary grades does not occur. Four recent studies, however, have 
demonstrated that such a conclusion may be premature.
Caswell and Duke (1998) mstructed two elementary age delayed readers 
participating in a  University Literacy Lab. Both students were provided with narrative 
and expository texts to read and write about. In the first semester at the lab, the boys 
were mstructed with narrative texts with little success m then developmg comprehenskn
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and print vocabulary. In succeeding semesters at the lab, they were given choices about 
the use o f narrative verses expository texts. The boys selected expository texts and 
showed greater initiative and on-task behaviors. They also were more likely to approach 
writing assignments with enthusiasm.
In a similar study, Purcell-Gates (1995) demonstrated a delayed reader’s success 
wfth narrative and expository text m her well known study o f Donny, a second grade boy 
who was a nonreader. She found that after being instructed predominately with narrative 
text in the classroom he readily responded to instruction with expository text. Donny 
contmued to progress slowly after a year o f working one-on-one with her while reading 
narrative text. During her second year o f instruction, Purcell-Gates began exposing 
Donny to expository texts by reading to him and discovered he always had questions 
about what was read. Eventually, Donny was able to read expository texts with heavy 
scaffolding from Purcell-Gates and orally discuss his comprehension o f the texts.
Kamil and Lane (1997a, 1997b) observed a group o f fast grade students as they 
were instructed in the classroom with equal amounts o f narrative and expository texts.
The instructional program was designed to teach the students how to recognize different 
types o f texts, how to make use o f text features m expository text, how to assess 
expository text in critical ways, and how to make use o f multiple sources o f mformation. 
In addition, the program emphasized the writing process as much as reading and all 
mstructfon was balanced between narrative and expository text. At the completion o f the 
studies, the students showed “significant improvement in reading and writing, could 
easily distinguish text genres in readmg and writmg, and were able to use appropriate 
strategies to deal with specific forms o f text” (Kamil & Lane, 1997a, p. 4).
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Kamil and Lane showed “that it is not only possible but feasible to teach students 
at the first grade level about mfi>rmation text genres, features, and uses” (p. 6). 
Furthermore, these were first grade students, with a wide range o f abilhies, including 
delayed readers. They made average or above average progress while being instructed 
with narrative and expository text.
Finally, Koikeamaki, Tiainen, and Dreber (1998) studied a second-grade 
classroom in a university training school in Fmland. The study was divided into two 
phases. Phase one consisted o f a month o f reading instruction using fiction texts. Phase 
two was also a month long, however, nonfiction texts were used for reading instruction. 
The purpose o f this study was to determme what happens when elementary primary grade 
students are taught strategies for finding and using information in nonfiction texts.
During the &st phase o f the study, the students were instructed with fiction texts 
using the Question-Answer Relationship (QAR) approach. This taught students that (a) 
some answers are “right there” m the text;.(b) some answers requve a reader to think and 
search” and to combine mformation from several parts o f the text; and, (c) some answers 
are not in the text, so a  reader must use experience and knowledge or pictorial 
information. In the next phase, students were instructed to employ the QAR-strategies 
while reading expository text. At the completion o f the study, all students except one 
used the strategies to locate desired information in the nonfiction texts and did not copy 
text but rather wrote notes usmg their words. Addftmnally, the students organized their 
texts, used their own words and language structures, and drew then: illustratmns in such a 
manner that the researchers were convinced students are capable o f overcoming common 
difficulties with reading and comprehending expository texts.
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In summary, a balanced reading curriculum that includes both narrative and 
expository texts can be effective with elementary primary grade students. As students 
begin to learn how to read, they also begin to innately desire to use both texts as a tool for 
learning about the world that they live m. This natural curiosity about the world 
demonstrates a  need to include expository text in the elementary primary grades’ 
curriculum. As the readmg instruction changes to mclude expository texts, so must the 
instructional approaches that teachers use.
Instruction with Exnositorv Texts
AusubeL Novak, and Hanesian (1978) contend that instruction with expository 
materials is not always as effective as it might be. For example, when it is presented 
without regard to how students will learn material meaningftiUy, it may yield 
disappointing results in student achievement. The following inappropriate practices are 
gleaned from AusubeL et a l (1978, p. 124) and describe what not to do when instructing 
with expository texts. Although recommended for all forms o f expository instruction 
such as lectures, explanations, textbooks, and educatmnal films they also support 
instruction with expository text in the elementary primary classroom.
1. Premature use o f verbal techniques with cognitively immature students. For 
example, telling seven-year-old students that all sharks are fish may be more 
appropriate than explaining that they belong to a class o f fish known as 
Chondrichichthyes.
2. Arbitrary presentatmnsofunrelated facts without any organizmg or 
explanatory prmciples.
3. Failure to integrate new learning tasks wfth prevwusty presented materials.
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4. The use o f evaluation procedures that merely measure ability to recognize 
discrete facts or to reproduce ideas in the same words or m the identical 
context as originally encountered.
Ausubel et al. (1978) proposed that, for meaningful learning to occur durmg
expository instruction, three conditions must exist;
1. Students must have previous knowledge to which they can relate new
material. Students who are provided background knowledge prior to reading 
have mformation that they can connect thek new informatbn to and so can 
easily learn at a meaningful level.
2. Students must be aware o f the relationship between the new material
and their existing knowledge. They are only likely to make connections 
between the new and the old when they know that such connections are 
possible.
3. Students must have a meaningful learning set. Students must approach
new information with the attitude that they can understand and make sense o f 
it. Students are more likely to have this attitude when teachers emphasize 
meanings rather than verbatmi recitation. For example, they are more apt to 
learn material meaningfully when they know th^r will be expected to explam
it in their own words rather than having to recite the text. A meaningful 
learning set is also noore likely to occur when students are confaient that they 
can understand new material.
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Conclusion
In this section, I have presented literature describmg narrative and expository 
texts and their use in the classroom. The presence o f narrative text in the classroom is so 
great we are hard pressed to imagine a modem elementary prnnary classroom teacher 
being effective without at least having narrative text in basal readers or literature books. 
However, recently there has been an increased interest m mcluding expository text with 
narrative text. At the beginning o f this section, I described the importance o f using both 
types o f  texts. I then went on to describe the history o f narrative text and expository texts 
and their text structures. Next, I discussed a balanced reading curriculum and some 
research demonstrating that our current currkulum in the elementary prnnary grades is 
unbalanced and the need for more expository text in those grades. Finally, I discussed 
research that effectively used narrative and expository text with elementary prnnary 
students and some essential practices to maintain when presenting expository text.
Delayed Readers
Any attempt to provide the best possible education for delayed readers must focus 
on who these children are, why they are delayed readers, and how a regular curriculum 
can be advantageous to them (Purcell-Gates, 1995). The effectiveness o f the classroom 
instruction with delayed readers may be mfuenced by one o f the many external factors 
such as the curriculiun used. We need to accept the fact that delayed readers will 
mevitably enter every classroom with the beginnmg o f  a  new school year. That is not to 
say that if we accept the reality o f delayed readers they will continue to be delayed 
readers forever. Our objective should be to teach “every child to read and write as
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quickly as it is possible for that child to leant to read and write” (Roller, 1996, p. 133).
As educators who are dedkated to teachh% children we need to ask, given that we will 
have delayed readers each year, why this child is delayed and how can I provide the child 
with an equal amount o f  instruction that is similar to thek peers.
As I read books and studies within the domains associated with delayed readers 
and that definition, I saw an emphasis on the importance o f educators. Children must see 
some adaptive value to learning to read and write. Those children who do not value 
leammg to read and write frequently do not read and write and are labeled delayed 
readers. However, Roller (1996) suggested that delayed readers are children who, if 
given the opportunity, can seek the knowledge and make connections needed to solve the 
puzzle of reading. Delayed readers, then, can be referred to as those children who have 
age appropriate social behaviors, yet read and write below their present grade level.
In the following section. 1 review research on delayed readers in relationship to 
emergent literacy. Next, I discuss some o f the life experknces o f delayed readers that 
cause a delay in emergent literacy. Finally, I look at the instruction o f  delayed readers 
and suggestions to improve their education.
Reasons for Delaved Readers 
The processes o f learning to read is quite effortless for some children, however, 
there are other children who learn to read after a great deal o f effort. These are our 
delayed readers. While many factors bear on a child’s ability to read, one o f the most 
important is their development prfor to formal reading mstruction. I f  children succeed 
during the course o f  such prereadmg mstruction, they are n»re likefy to contmue to 
succeed, but if  the first step is a poor one, they are more likely to encounter fiulure.
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Developmg readmg skills early in a  child’s life increases the odds o f a positive initial 
reading and writing experience, although it is not a  perfect guarantee.
Mantzicopoulos and Fulk (1994) have pointed that there has been an emphasis on 
the earfy identification o f delayed readers. In their revkw, they discussed studies that 
emphasized formal instruction as a  way o f preparing children for successful first grade 
experiences. The purpose o f this practice was based on the assumptmn that early 
identification would facilitate early prevention efforts (Mantzicopoulos & Morrison,
1994). Yet, there is research purportmg that not all children are in the proper fi’ame o f 
mind, have the confidence, or are able to attend to reading tasks in first grade because 
readmg develops at different stages for different children due to then* lack o f  emergent 
literacy experiences prior to formal instruction.
The emergent literacy model has pomted out that learning to read begins long 
before children enroll in first grade (e.g.. Mason, 1980; Teale & Sulzby 1986). Emergent 
literacy is the first phase o f literacy development, which begms prior to formal mstructfon 
as “children observe and engage in experiences mediated by print in their daily lives” 
(Purcell-Gates, 1995, p. 7). Even though all children have mteractfons with written 
language as a result o f living in a literate society many o f them do not have enough 
socially meaningful experiences with print to become successful readers and writers 
when they enter school. For example. Smith (1997) conducted a longitudinal study o f 57 
nonreading preschoolers fixim mkldle class and low-income homes. When the children 
were reexamined five years later, those preschoolers who entered with advanced 
knowledge about prmt dkl become good readers. However, those children who entered 
preschool with restricted knowledge or experiences ended up struggling to learn to read.
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These children were delayed readers due to their life experiences that clearly contribute 
to their delayed literacy development.
Life Experiences
There are indefinite numbers o f children sitting m classrooms all across America 
who have had life experiences that have delayed their rate o f readmg and writing 
development. However, their experiences have not stopped them fi’om leammg to read 
and write. The children’s experiences have only moderate^, or in some cases 
excessively, slowed down their rate o f learning. When given plenty o f time to read and 
write, with proper instruction and patience, delayed readers can achieve a grade and 
developmental level that serves them as they pursue intellectual goals. For instance. 
Roller’s (1996) workshop plan that is used in her Summer Reading Program, allows real 
reading and writmg to occur with delayed readers. This type o f  plan uses a group-read- 
group or group-write-group structure (children receive a group minilesson, read or write, 
and share in a group) that provides children with direct instruction as well as independent 
reading. In addition, “it provides an atmosphere where children can experience the 
activity and begm to understand the whys and what fors o f reading and writmg” (p. 41). 
The Iowa Test o f Basic Skills demonstrated that over a span o f one to three years two o f 
her children’s readmg achievement grew more than a year in a year’s time. Sbc o f the 
children made expected growth or what is termed a year’s growth m a year’s tune. Seven 
children’s test scores showed they did not make expected growth in reading, however, 
five o f these children demonstrated substantial growth m the complexity o f the text they 
could read as they exited the summer readmg program The other two children could not
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read comfortably at the preprimer level after two and three summers in the program, 
however, their growth m literacy knowledge was illustrated through wrftmg sangles.
These workshop plans demonstrate that delayed readers can and do learn to read 
in spite o f the life experiences that are, m part, a reason for their delayed readmg 
progress. In the following discussion o f delayed readers’ life experiences, I will look 
closely at each life experience and discuss what each means. It is important to note that 
delayed readers difficulties with leammg to read and write are not a result of one sh%ular 
life experience. Not one o f these life experiences, by itselfi explains the reason for 
delayed readers. Rather, it is a complex interplay o f all o f them (Purcell-Gates, 1995).
Inexperiences with written lanyiiagt» Students who have Ihnited or no 
experiences with written language often become delayed readers. Those teachers who 
teach at the preschool and kmdergarten level frequently become aware o f a student’s 
unfamiliarity with written language just by whether or not they take a book from the 
shelves, by the way they flip through the pages o f a book, or hold and scribble with their 
crayons and pencils (Bear & Barone, 1998).
Everything children learn about written language prfor to attending school is 
constrained by what they learn about its ftinctions and the values placed on its different 
forms withm their socfolinguistfo communitfos and cultures. Inskie this world, they 
discover the nature, characterbtfos, and language forms o f  written language that are used 
insxie their cultures. As children engage m literacy episodes usmg these forms o f  written 
language, they learn that print has linguistfo meaning. In addition, they discover ways in 
udifoh print represents meanmg (Purcell-Gates, 1995).
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It is not uncommon for mexperience with written language to come from 
generatfons o f mexperience (Purcell-Gates, 1995). It is because o f this mexperience that 
delayed readers do not have an interest in literacy. According to Allington (1994), there 
needs to be a thousand hours o f  listening to stories in order to provide students the 
experience they need to acquire an interest in literacy. Thus, there is a need to read to 
students who have inexperience with written language.
Educational interferences. Poor instruction continues to be one o f the most 
apparent mterferences in our schools. “Poor instruction is instruction that students find 
meaningless or too hard” (Bear & Barone, 1998, p. 390). Teachers can stay away from 
this type o f instruction by becoming aware o f thek students’ interests and what they 
know as well as maintaining reading and writing instructional activities for different 
student development levels. Also, an mstructional plan must be established to maximize 
learning. Although learning can take place without careful planning, it will not take place 
to the fullest extent. While teachers can strive to create plans that make thek mstruction 
appropriate for thek students, the transient rate o f thek students can obstruct the most 
logical lesson plans.
Transience rate. Although sad, there are schools that have a transient rate o f 50 % 
(Bear &  Barone, 1998). Currently, one in four children lives in poverty (Connell, 1994) 
where th ^  have no books or computers, and usually have fewer opportunftfes to read and 
write. Poverty can explain, m part, why some students are delayed in thek reading and 
writmg skills, however, whether they come fit>m poor households or higher economic 
households students can also experience maturation delays.
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Maturation delays. Students who experience a  maturational delay are just as 
intelligent as their peers are but, unfortunately, these students do not appear intelligent 
because o f their delay. These students many times are experiencing difficulties with 
schoolwork because they are workmg with academic material that is at their frustration 
level When they come to a word they do not know they commonly respond by 
agonizingly attempting to sound it out or wait for an adult to provide them with the 
correct pronunciation. They eventually become “children who think o f reading as little 
more than getting to the end o f the line without a mistake” (Roller, 1996, p. 41). 
However, through scaffolding adults can provide some form o f structure that supports 
children in their efforts to learn. Scaffoldmg, then, can brmg children to the level at 
which they are being challenged by exposure to new vocabulary and concepts without 
bemg frustrated, or what Vygotsky (1978) refers to as the zone o f proximal development. 
Delayed readers who have maturation delays frequently require support from teachers. 
Without it, there is no joy in reading or motivation to read.
Lack o f motivation and low self-esteem. Research in literature instruction has 
emphasized classroom based research linkmg students’ interest, attitude, motivation, and 
teachers’ roles in creating contexts appropriate to lifo-long reading habits (Dole, Duffy, 
Roehler, & Pearson, 1991; Guthrk, Schafer, Wang, AfBerback, 1995; Pintrich & 
DeGroot, 1990). There has been much research about motivation that has revealed that 
students need to be activefy engaged readers, writers, and students with interestmg and 
motivating reading materials. Children who are eng%ed in literacy activities are learning 
and mdividualfy motivated to enhance their knowledge o f a  particular interest. That is.
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the curricula experienced during reading instruction should be motivating enough to 
students to cause them to be mvolved in what is labeled literacy engagement.
Once students have learned how to read, the extent to which they continue to read 
is a function o f motivatfon—an internal state that arouses them to actfon, pushes them in 
particular directions, and keeps them engaged in literacy activities. Reading enables 
them to acquire new readmg knowledge and skills, and writing provides the impetus for 
demonstrating the thmgs they have learned. In short, motivation is, “the process whereby 
goal-dkected activity is mstigated and sustamed” (Pintrich & Schunk, 1996, p.4).
Within the realm o f motivation, the child must maintain a positive self-esteem.
One o f the primary reasons responsible for children’s inability to read is thek belkf that 
they are nonreaders. In other words, because they believe they cannot read, they do not 
attempt to read anythmg. This includes print mside thek world. Marie Clay (1991) 
argued that readers grow only as they come to control the different synergistic 
components o f the system through thek own efforts at figurmg it out. Assisted by 
knowledgeable interactions with a teacher at the beginning, the learner acqukes a self­
extending system. That is, the more readers read real text successfully, the better they 
will become at reading (Purcell-Gates, 1995).
We know with some certamty that children growmg up with literacy events and 
objects surrounding them will easily move into literacy as they begin formal instruction 
m kindergarten, however, with almost the same certamty we know that those 
experiencmg particular life experiences will become delayed readers. Life experiences 
tend to delay the process o f leammg. As one example, children mature at different rates. 
They need the assistance o f a  well mformed adult as advocated by Vygotsky (1978).
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Among other things, children who are delayed readers need challengmg tasks and 
teachers need to remam persistent until the children succeed at becoming effective 
readers and writers with little concern for the errors the children make along the way. 
Teachers are also likely to overcome a delayed readers’ life experiences by changing 
their instruction to include placing value on reading and writing, demonstrating its 
function in our culture, providing clear, direct, explicit explanatfons and instruction, and 
expectmg the delayed reader to succeed. In other words, teachers must keep in mind that 
there are children who are delayed readers and writers but with persistence, h%h 
expectations, and the perspective that all children can leam to read, these children can be 
reading at an acceptable level by the end o f the school year (Taylor, 1996).
Instruction o f Delaved Readers 
Educators such as Allington (1977) know that the longer children remain 
nonreaders or delayed readers, the less likely are their chances to get up to their grade 
levels or thek ability levels even with the best remedW help. As a result o f  thb 
awareness, “educators have developed remedial and corrective reading classes and a host 
o f training programs, materiab, and techniques to use m them” (p.S7). However, 
Allington emphasized that “even with these intervention processes and strategies, many 
readers remain poor readers” (p. 57). During a subsequent mvestigation, Allmgton 
(1983) discovered that reading instruction for readers in the high-group mcluded more 
readmg, was focused on meaning, and was rarefy mterrupted by the teacher. In contrast, 
the readmg instruction for the low-group or delayed readers, had little reading, was 
focused on decoding, and was frequentfy interrupted by the teacher.
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Twelve years later Allmgton (1995) concluded that the conventional wisdom 
supporting our current school organizations and mstructional practices for delayed 
readers must be challenged. For example, educators need to stop looking at the 
individual differences among students as indicators o f how much or how little students 
might leam. Rather, teachers and principals need to think o f individual differences as an 
indication o f how much intensive mstruction will be needed to expedite delayed readers’ 
literacy development and move them alongside their peers. According to Allington, 
educators must stop belkving that delayed readers can not leam to read on schedule if 
instructional programs, that mclude the use o f narrative and expository texts, for 
example, are to be hnplemented with the delayed reader populatfon.
We have always known that there are individual differences in students’ 
acquisition o f readmg skills. In the past, we have consistently offered grade-level, 
textbook centered instruction. When our delayed readers did not blossom in these 
envkonments, we developed low reading groups, remedial programs, and puUout 
programs. However, according to Roller (1996) we need to “stop trying to “fix” the 
children and start fixing the schools that ofl:en fidl them” (p. 138). Thus, although many 
schools probably do not intend to fail delayed readers, the fact is that they often do so 
unknowingly due to lack o f understanding o f how to redefine mstruction to meet the 
needs o f delayed readers.
Walmsley and Allmgton (1995) suggest sue principles to guWe both long-term 
and short-term instructional support programs. The six principles are;
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1. AU staffare responsible for the education o f all students. By placing the 
responsibility on aU school staff personnel it becomes not one person's job 
but everyone’s job to educate children who are delayed learners.
2. AU children are entitled to the same literacy experknces, materials, and 
expectations. Delayed readers have traditionaUy been asked to read aloud 
rather than sikntly, they have had thek attentkn focused on word recognftion 
rather than comprehension, have spent more time working alone on low-level 
work sheets than on reading authentic texts, and have experienced more 
fragmentation in thek instructional activities.
3. ChUdren should be educated with thek peers. Segregating children many 
times can negatively impact a child’s self-esteem, hinder thek access to rich 
core curriculiun, and undermines the responsibflky o f the regular educatfon 
program to educate aU chUdren.
4. We need to define what counts as the literacy curriculum. The Uteracy 
curriculum should be comprised o f books, magazines, newspapers, and 
documents. Within each o f these categorks, students should read narrative 
and expository texts.
5. We need to offer high-quaUty instruction. This type o f instruction mcludes a 
teacher who knows when to intervene and when not to, when to draw 
children’s attention to which features o f  the text, and how to model and 
explain strategks in ways children can understand.
6. We need an organizatfonal mfiastructure that supports the teachmg o f literacy.
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Roller’s (1996) workshop plan supports all o f these six prmciples with the 
exception o f entitling all children to have the same literacy experiences, materials, and 
expectations. She argues that by saying children need the same literacy experiences there 
might be an interpretation that "same” means all chiklren read the same story from the 
same book. In her workshop plan "same” would mean providing all children the 
opportunity to participate in a reading workshop and providing them with opportunities to 
choose their own reading materials.
Additionally, Roller believes that 1 to 3 percent o f the children are delayed 
readers or what she terms variable readers: those "who are struggling mightily to learn to 
read” (p. 137). I f  this is the case then Roller argues for providmg "uniform structures in 
which all children participate, while allowing each child to use materials that are 
appropriate” (p. 137). However, this does not imply that all children should be expected 
to read at a particular level at a particular age. Expectations that are too high can be as 
damagmg as expectations that are too low. In the workshop plan, realistic expectations 
for each child based on the child’s actual performance lead the instruction.
Conclusion
In this section, I have explained that delayed readers are children who can learn to 
read, even though they are below grade level, if they are given the opportunity. Next, I 
explamed that children’s life experiences such as inexperience with written language, 
educational interferences, transience rate, maturatfonal delays, and lack o f motivatfon and 
selfesteem  are causes o f poor emergent literacy development. Finalfy, I discussed the 
type o f mstructfon that has historical^ been applied Wien mstructmg delayed readers and 
six prmcqiles that are meant to reorganize the delivery o f literacy mstruction.
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Writing
This section o f the Iherature review examines how written retellings assess 
students understanding o f the text they have read. This section is not a comprehensive 
review o f all the studies related to retellmg. Rather h k a  review o f readmg and writmg 
studies, which investigate the reading-writing connection, what written retellmgs are, and 
how they have successhiUy assessed students’ understanding o f  text.
Reading and Writing Connection
Children learn about reading and writing long before they receive any formal 
instruction (Teale & Sulzby, 1986). Reading and writing are interrelated processes, 
which children learn about while immersed in a literate climate that allows them to 
observe others using written language in addition to independently exploring written 
language (Teale, 1986). Researchers are now beginnmg to view literacy learning as a 
cultural practice in which children learn about written language by internalizing social 
actmns (Bear & Barone, 1998; Roller, 1996; Avery, 1993). In other words, children are 
socialized into literacy by way o f participating in a quasi-social dialogue. Children 
combine the words o f others (both spoken and written) with then- own words. This k  not 
a process where children remam mactive or learn through copying and hnitating, but 
rather, they are seen as young writers who learn to adopt their culture’s ways o f usmg 
written language from those who are more proficient (Vygotsky, 1978).
The correlatkms between writing and reading processes have been examined from 
dififerent viewpoints. There are those who believe reading mfluences writing and have 
demonstrated that children’s reading experiences are evident m the written text they have 
produced (EckhoK 1983). For example, children who have partkipated in literature
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based reading programs have been inclined to generate writing with sünOar organization 
and language characteristics o f the literature they are reading. Their written samples can 
have anything from a dedication page to endings representative o f  the literature they have 
read. Literature can mspire young writers’ choice o f topic, words, spellings, story 
beginnings and endings, and illustrations.
Reading and writing, then, consistently connect and have an mfluence on each 
other. Hansen ( 1987) states that “writing is the foundation o f reading, .when our 
students write, they leam how readmg is put together because they do it. They learn the 
essence o f print” (p. 178-179). Furthermore, when children write they are frimished 
chances for learning the sound-letter relationships that benefits then reading. Knowmg a 
sound-letter relationship in reading can benefit their writing (Roller, 1996).
Literature provides children with examples for language use, creating sentences, 
style, and format. In addition, teachers have begun to recognize the value o f quality 
literature as an important component m children’s literacy development. Writing allows 
children to reflect and understand what they have read. These writings can be used to 
assess students understanding o f the text as well as providing profiles o f what children 
are doing well in their writing and what areas need to be addressed. Written retellings are 
one method o f bringing the readmg-writing relatfooship together. In additkm, they 
provide a useful profile o f children’s understanding o f the text in a manner that keeps 
writing at the forefront, whereas multiple-choice tests do not.
Written Retellings
Retellmg stories is an active process, whkh can akl development o f 
conqirehension, oral language, and sense o f story structure (Morrow, Gambrell, Kapinus,
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Koskinen, Marshall, & Mitchell, 1986). Retelling stories enables students to reconstruct 
stories, which involves thmkmg about story events and arranging them m sequence. 
Meredith, Mitchell, & Hemandez-Miller (1992) reported that retellings “have the 
advantage o f being more like real classroom tasks, giving insights about what a reader 
con^rehends (the product o f comprehension) as well as how that reader comprehends 
(the process o f comprehension)” (p. 129). For example, assessing delayed readers’ 
retellings “can help a teacher identify problems not obvious when a student is asked 
simply to answer questions” (Morrow, 1990, p. 129) such as understanding story 
sequence, the text structure, or student’s personal opinion about the story. In short, they 
are evaluated on the connectkm between the instructional and personal experiences they 
have inside and outside books.
Currently, researchers have identified two dimensions o f retelling which are “the 
explicit recall o f text information and the creation o f a new text” (BuUion-Mears, 1997, p. 
545). Retellings which engage students m active interpretmg, evaluatmg, and selectmg 
information that will be included in their retelling lead students to construct a new text 
based on the book they have just read (Kalmbach, 1986). The two integral dhnensions o f 
retelling, are intended to complement each other, as well as strengthen the connections 
between the «formation students acquire from the story while at the same tune they are 
remaining alert to the experience o f  reading, thus providing a smoother transition fiom 
reading mmdset to writmg mmdset.
These dimensions o f retelling have led researchers to conskier a reader’s stance, 
which is their firame o f reference or orientation for responding to text (Beach, 1993). 
Rosenblatt (1978) ascectamed that efferent reading frxzuses on \riiat is taken away from
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the text, the remembered information, whereas aesthetic reading focuses on what the 
reader is experiencing durmg the readmg transaction, the lived through experience. In 
BuUion-Mears (1997) study, for example, 30 fourth- and 30 eighth-grade students were 
asked to complete a written retelling after reading the free verse poem You Are in Bear 
Countrv. The results o f the study showed that there were 162 efferent responses to this 
poem as compared to 31 aesthetic responses. In other words, “students at both grade 
levels responded to the passages from an efferent stance most frequently” (p. 548). These 
conclusions demonstrated that students need practice balancmg their responses to text 
between what they remember and their lived-through experiences.
Morrow (1983) conducted a survey with kmdergarten children and discovered 
that students rarely have opportunities to retell stories to the teacher or to the class. 
Teachers thought retelling stories was “time consuming, d ifk u lt for the children, and 
without documented educational value" (Morrow, 1985, p. 648).
Morrow (1984, 1985.1986) then set out to demonstrate that retelling could 
improve kindergartners' comprehension o f stories by initiating three studies in which 
kindergarten children retold given stories. They were evaluated m the areas of: (a) 
comprehension; (b) story structure; (c) sequencing; and, (d) language. Once each week 
for eight weeks, children in experimental groups listened to different stories, then retold 
them individually to research assistants. Experimental groups showed large 
mqirovements in oral lax%uage conykxity, conqireheosion o f stoiy structure during 
retelling, and inclusion o f structural ekments.
After completing the studks. Morrow concluded that the studies offered “rigorous 
empirical data and anecdotal support for the educational values o f retelling stories” (p.
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659). Furthermore, her studies demonstrated that many skills were improved using 
retelling, therefore retelling cannot be thought o f as a frilL Finalfy, Morrow concluded 
that “classroom story role playing and retelling stories to friends and to the teacher need 
to be encouraged” (p. 659).
Gambrell, Pfeiffer, and Wilson (1985) set out to discover whether fourth grade 
students, who were instructed to retell a text passage in a written format, also improved in 
the areas o f writing and recall abilities. Their study showed that the students performed 
much higher on reading comprehension than a control group. In a subsequent study o f 
fourth grade students, Gambrell, Koskinen, and Kapinus, (1991) found that after they 
introduced the concept o f retelling, demonstrated how to bring it to completion, and then 
allowed the students to practice, both quantity and quality o f students’ retellings 
increased. They concluded that “simple practice in retellmg significantly improves the 
fi-ee and cued-recall performance o f both pro&ient and less-proficient readers (p 362).” 
Furthermore, “the retelling performance o f both proficient and less-proficient readers 
improved drastically after only four practices” (p. 362). These results support current 
theory in written retellings that believe retelling should be introduced in a spiral 
curriculum format. That is, written retelling should be introduced at one level, then 
repeated and practiced again at higher levels; however, the question o f when it is feasible 
to introduce the concept o f written retellings remains unanswered.
Leone (1994) studied sixty third and sixty-five fifth grade students’ written 
retellings after being read a fictfon and non&tfon story to determme whether or not both 
groups o f children could effectively understand and complete written retellings. She 
determmed that generalfy both the third and fifth grade students understood the concept
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o f written retellings and concluded that even though differences in the quality o f the 
written retellings were apparent, students o f all aWlity levels can successful^ participate 
in this type o f response. For the younger students, however, teachers may have to modify 
and adapt the richness o f the retelling scale to accommodate the less experienced writer.
Clark (1997) examined three first grade students who were struggling at the 
beginnh% stages o f readmg. She observed that the three young delayed readers were 
generally able to orally reconstruct, after listening to the books being read to them, the 
written language o f the narrative and expository books with rkhness and competence.
This study determined that retellmgs can be used successfiilly with younger students and 
can have an important mfluence in shaping the ways teachers assess elementary primary 
grade students’ reading comprehension.
Finally, Moss (1997) investigated oral retellings o f twenty first grade students. 
Their ability levels ranged fi~om below average to above average. Retellings occurred 
after being read the expository text How Kittens Grow. Following her qualitative 
analysis o f the students’ oral retellings. Moss noted that ten o f the children scored at 
Level 3 o f Irwin and Mitchell’s (1983) Richness o f Retellmgs Scale. This meant they 
accurately and completely recounted the main ideas and details o f the text, retold in 
sequence, and were able to summarize the text. In addition, seven students scored at 
level 4 and one at level S, which meant they had the ability to infer beyond the text. This 
study con&med “that young chfldren are readify able to summarôe text mformation, 
identify information they considered important, and provide opmions and rationales for 
those opinions” (p. 11).
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Conclusion
Writing to read can be as natural as reading to write. When one is done without 
the other growth in both readh% and writing are decelerated. Written retellings assess 
students’ comprehension o f their readmg and naturally connect the process o f reading and 
writing. In this section, I reviewed studies that reveal the success o f retellings. This 
assessment technique can be used in the classroom and quickly provide teachers with the 
information they need to know about students’ understanding o f a story.
Summary
Chapter Q began with a  discussion o f the two types o f texts—narrative and 
expository. Both types o f  texts were defined and discussed. In the analysis o f  delayed 
readers, the widely accepted theory that emergent literacy begins at different ages for 
each child was reviewed. Allington, Roller, Purcell-Gates, and others who advocate this 
approach to teaching readmg were noted, along with their theories and contributions to 
the concept o f delayed readers. Next, the readmg-writmg connectkm was explored since 
many educators and researchers view them as integral parts o f  the same process—that o f 
creating meanmg from o r about a text. Finally, the concept o f  written retelling was 
defined, illustrated, and analyzed.
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METHODOLOGY 
This chapter provides a description o f the research design. Included are the 
procedures to ensure human subject protection and confidentiality and a description o f 
the research context. Next, methods for data collection and analysis methods are 
outlined. Finally, a discussion o f UQf role as the researcher is included.
Research Design
A case study methodology (Stake, 1995; Yin, 1994) was used in this study. This 
methodology was selected as the best means for understanding children’s views and 
approaches during the process o f reading narrative and expository texts and completing 
written retellings. Such a process does not lend itself to statistical measurement; it is 
more effectively measured via “an intensive holistic description” (Merriam, 1998, p. 34). 
A case study allowed me to examine and explain a phenomenon as it occurred in its 
instructional setting, thus providmg “an in-depth understanding o f the situation and its 
meanmg for those involved” (Merriam, 1998, p. 19). In addition, a case study design for 
this study was appropriate because the interest was m process rather than outcomes, m 
context rather than specific variables, m discovery rather than confirmation (Merriam, 
1998). Finally, since judgments about individual responses m tradhional group research 
are based on the average responses, a case study des%n allowed for “personalization o f 
data anafysis” (Neuman and MctZormick, 1995, p. 3).
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The three principles o f  data collection as outlined by Yin (1994) were followed in 
this case study: (a) multiple sources o f evidence (interviews, direct observation, 
participant-observation, physical artifects); (b) creating a case study data base—collected 
written retellings as well as case study notes and documents; and, (c) maintaining a  chain 
of evidence (noting the time and place of the reading and writing). The methodology 
mvolved interviews, examination o f written materials, and audiotaping o f specific 
reading and writing instructional discussions.
Participants and Studv Site
Prior to selecting the participants and site o f the study, I sought to secure human 
subjects protocol approval fi’om the University o f  Nevada, Las Vegas (See Appendix A). 
Once approval was granted it was determined that unique sampling would be the method 
for selecting the participants. This type o f samplmg was based on the assumption that 1, 
as the researcher, wanted to discover, understand, and gain insight and therefore had to 
select a sample from which the most could be learned (Merriam, 1998). The type o f 
sampling that was applied in this study is referred to as unique sampling. That is, the 
sample was based on unique and atypical attributes such as the students’ present grade 
level assignment, ability to read and write, and their parents’ willingness to permit them 
to participate in the study.
The four partkipants who were the focus o f this study were chosen based on 
meeting the following criteria: (a) they were currently in second grade so as to assure 
their ability to read the lowest level o f text that was available to me from Steck-Vaughn 
Book Company; (b) they were reading and writing approximately six months below thek 
present grade level; (c) they were wiHmg to partktpate m the study; and, (d) they had
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parents who were willing to permit their child to participate. Each parent received an 
explanation o f the nature o f  the study and was asked to sign a human subjects consent 
form (See Appendix B), which assured confidentiality and anonymity. In addition, all 
reports used pseudonyms for the partkipants and the city where the study took place.
Four elementary primary grade delayed readers were targeted for this study due to 
time restramts and availabilky o f partkipants. This populatkn was chosen because it 
was the goal o f the researcher to explore elementary primary grade delayed readers’ 
reading and writing about paned-topic narrative and expository texts. In addition, this 
study was designed to determine whether an elementary primary grade delayed reader 
could complete a written retelling following reading o f a narrative and an expository text.
1 instructed each participant forty-five to sbcty minutes a week in my reading room at the 
participants’ school. The children received one-to-one reading and writmg instruction 
from me at no cost to their parents for volunteering to participate in the study.
The purpose for four sets o f data, which was collected by using four participants, 
was to build confirmabflhy. That is, 1 was attempting to assure that my findings were 
con&mable and not merely the effects o f chance, mstruction, or ability o f the teacher.
By collecting data from four participants in four individual reading and writing sessions, I 
took one type o f action that enhanced the transferability o f n y  fmdings. According to 
Adler and Adler (1994), “observations conducted systematically and repeatedly over 
varying conditfons that ykld the same findmgs are more credible than those gathered 
according to personal patterns” (p. 381). However, it was important that 1, as a 
researcher, not demand the same results, but rather desire outsiders to concur that, given 
the data collected, the results made sense and were consistent and dependable (Lmcoln
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and Cuba, 1985). “The question then is not whether findh%s will be found agam but 
whether the results are consistent with the data collected” (Merriam, 1998, p. 206).
Books
Since the aim o f this study was to investigate children’s reading and 
understanding o f narrative and expository texts, the books chosen for this study were 
carefully selected to meet the following criteria so as to maintain validity m my design:
(a) be unfamiliar to the children: (b) be narrative and expository books paked by 
difficulty o f reading; (c) be narrative and expository books paired by similar topks; and, 
(d) be easily attainable. The books that met these requkements were the Pak-It-Books 
that are published by the Steck-Vaughn Book Company (See Appendix D) and were 
purchased for this study.
The Pak-It-Books provided emergent readers the benefit o f a  balanced reading 
diet. There were four levels ofPak-lt-Books starting with stage one up to stage four, 
however, only stage two and three were used in this study:
Stage 2 included sixteen-page books that gradually became more difficult and 
reflected more complex text structures such as dialogue, content vocabulary, and 
question-and-answer format.
Stage 3 included twenty-four-page books that mtroduce fobks, folktales, plays, 
and pourquoi tales and invite readers to respond m writing. The books also supported the 
strong pkture-text match with chapters, indexes, glossaries, and captmns.
Text structures. The most prevalent text patterns these children encountered 
while reading the narrative texts mcluded the following with examples from How Spklers 
got Eight Legs and l  ittle Red and the Wolf:
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1. Setting—Long ago in Africa, spiders had only two legsVOnce upon a time. 
Little Red Riding Hood went on a walk to visit her Grandmother m the 
woods.
2. /w/ifl//wgeven/—Every year, there was a big race in the jungle. The spider 
thought, “I am much better than the others. I’ll think o f a way to win this 
year’s race without workmg too hard.”/Now Big Bad W olf was hidmg and 
watching. He licked his lips and thought, “I’m going to follow Little Red 
Ridmg Hood. Maybe I’ll get a tasty dinner.”
3. Internal response—Spider was mad./Little Red Riding Hood stopped and 
yelled, “Hey, Big Bad Wolf, I know you’re there! Help me carry all this food 
to Grandmother. Then you may stay for dinner.”
4. Attempt—Spider tried to run with eight legs but it was too hardVBig Bad W olf 
did that very thing.
5. Consequences—He yelled, “These eight legs don’t work! How am I going to 
win the race?’/From that day on. Big Bad Wolf has been called Big Friendly 
Wolf.
6. Reaction—Spider was worried. He knew he had to be honest. He sakl, “I 
tried to trick aU o f you. Cheetah is the real wùiner.”
The most prevalent text patterns the partkipants encountered for the expository 
texts included the following with examples from A Look at Spiders and Wolves:
1. C o u re /i^ c /—Many spiders use sQk to wrap up msects so they can eat them 
lateriW olves live in packs so they can look for food and water together.
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2. Comparison/Contrast—Both spiders and insects have a  hard coveriiiii on the 
outside o f  their bodies. Spiders have eight legs and no wings. Insects have 
six legs and usually do have wings./Wolves are much like dogs. They have 
big feet and long legs, grow thkk fer in wmter, and can bark, growl, and 
howl.
3. Time Order—Wolf pups are bom in the winter. By next fell the pups take 
care o f themselves.
4. Simple listing—Spiders will eat msects, small frogs, and small lizardsTWolves 
live in dens. A den may be a cave, a hollow log, or underground.
5. Problem/Solution—In order to catch thek food crab spiders often change thek 
body color to match what is around them./Whhe wolves live in the coldest 
places. The white snow helps the white wolves hide.
Instructional Practices
Before instruction with the text began, there were two extra sessions, prior to the 
ten scheduled reading and writing sessions, to assess the participants’ reading and writing 
abilities. This assessment consisted o f taking a running record as the child read a set o f 
Pak-It-Books from the Steck-Vaughn Book Company. The purpose o f this assessment 
was to acquire a reliable measure o f how well the participants read narrative and 
expository text because this was important information for planning instruction (Clay, 
1993). Runnn% records were used for instructional purposes to guide me when makmg 
decisions about the participants’ level o f reading and observmg any particular reading 
difiScukks the partkqiants’ may have had. Clay (1993) advocates that stories to assess 
text reading should be selected from readily available materials used withm the regular
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instructional program. By using Pak-It-Books, I permitted the participants to read text 
similar to the text they were asked to read throughout the study.
Books were ordered to match each participant’s level o f instructional text 
foUowmg the initial admmistration o f  the running records. Instructional level was 
determined when the child read the text at the required accuracy o f 90 to 94 percent. The 
reason for usmg an instructional level text was to engage the children m working-to-read 
and problem solving as they attempted to read the text at an independent level o f 95 to 
100 percent accuracy.
In additkm to taking a running record o f the participants’ initial reading o f a 
narrative and an expository text, I asked each child to complete a written retelling 
following thek reading o f each book. No instruction was provkled about how to 
complete a written retelling. The children were simply asked to write about the book 
(See Appendix C).
By observing the participants as they wrote thek fost written retelling I learned a 
great deal about what they understood about print as well as written retellings. The 
participants’ written retellings were a good source o f  information about what I needed to 
teach about writing and retelling. The written retellings also established a baseline o f 
each participant’s writmg capabilities that were compared to thek tenth written retellmg 
to determine the amount o f writmg growth they made over the course o f ten readmg and 
writing sesskms.
Serfes o f instruction. A series o f instructional events took place during the 
reading o f  narrative and expository text. First, each participant had an mtroduction to the 
Pak-It-Books. This introduction consisted o f  providing background mformatkm and
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setting the purpose for reading. Second, to answer the question, “what do delayed 
readers prefer regarding paned-topic narrative and expository texts prior to then* readmg 
and writing about both o f the texts” (number la), the participants were asked two 
questions: (a) Which book would you prefer to read first—the fiction or nonfiction? and
(b) Why do you prefer to read this particular book first?
The answers participants provided for these questions were tape recorded and 
transcribed to maintain accuracy in reporting and to provide a record o f the participants’ 
own words in describing their preferences, and why they have these preferences. Tape 
recording preserves “all data, unobstructed”(Lecompte & Preissle, 1993, p. 340).
Thkd, m order to reinforce new vocabulary fi*om the text, semantic webbmg was 
inqplemented as a pre-reading exercise (see Figure 1). The purpose o f semantic webs was 
to increase children’s reading comprehension and support and guide their understanding 
and thoughtful responses to books (e.g.. Bear & Barone, 1998; Readence, Bean, & 
Baldwin, 1998).
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Dens
PupsPacks
Wolves
Hunt
Howls
Snout
Loaf
Red Riding 
Hood Little Red
Big Bad 
Wolf Grandma
Cheese
Figure 1. Example o f Semantic Webs employed as an instructional technique for 
introducmg vocabulary for both narrative and expository texts usmg Little Read and the 
W olf and Wolves as sources.
Fourth, in order to clarify possible misunderstandings about the text, and to apply 
recommended interactive instructional practices, there was interaction with students, as 
they read the book orally. For example, the partkipants were provkled with praise while 
reading, clarified information related to topic in text, and time to share their personal 
reactions.
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Fifth, the participants were asked to conq)Iete a written retelling. Before the 
participants proceeded with their retellings, they were asked the following questions that 
were adapted ftom Leone (1994);
1. I f  you were going to tell a friend what this book was about, what would you
say?
2a. What was your fovorfte part o f this book? (fîctfon)
2b. What was the most important thing you learned from this book? (nonfiction)
3. How did you feel about this book?
After the participants read and completed a written retelling for the paired 
narrative and expository books, they were asked two questions similar to the questfons 
asked prior to reading the books: (a) Which book did you prefer to read and complete a 
written retelling? and (b) Why do you prefer this book? Responses were used to answer 
the question, "what do delayed readers prefer regarding narrative and expository texts 
subsequent to their reading, and writing about, both type o f texts” (number lb).
And finally, the children were asked to assist in completing a Venn Diagram (See 
Figure 2), recalling similar and dissimilar aspects o f  the paired narrative and expository 
text. Venn diagrams are visual organizers that aid in measuring students’ comprehension 
in a simple and effective way (Tarqum & Walker, 1997). Frequently, comparisons (or 
contrasts) can be made between narrative and expository text with the similar content. 
Children can be guided through the process by organizing the discussion around a key 
question, "what things are the same and different in each book?”
Venn diagrams are a  concept borrowed from mathematks and can be used to 
reveal how concepts that are classifiable in more than a single way are represented
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(Jones, 1988). The use o f Venn diagrams in this study was to determine if students made 
intertextuai connections between narrative and expository texts. Previous studies (Le., 
Short, 1992; Hartman, 1995; Meyer, Martens, Flurkey, & Udell, 1998) have indicated 
that students use mtertextuality as they read and respond to literary works and make 
connections to previously encountered text. Simply defined, intertextuality is the 
connection readers make when they link their understanding o f the text with another or 
experiences outside o f text such as day-to-day life and femilies (Hartman, 1991).
Narrative 
Wears 
clothes 
Speaks 
Eats with 
people
Alike 
Has hair 
Long snout 
Four feet 
Big teeth 
Appetite
Expository 
Is wild 
Lives in packs 
Has a leader 
Eats in the 
wüd.
Figure 2. Example o f a Venn diagram employed as an instructional technique using 
Little Read and the W olf and Wolves as sources and “similar” and “different” as the basis 
o f classification.
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Data Collection
Data Sources
Interviews, observations, and arti&cts &om reading/writing instruction were 
conducted to gather data. Data were gathered from the readmg and writmg sessions 
between the children and me. These data sources reflected the researcher’s assumptions 
and theoretical framework and answered the research questions. Multiple data sources 
were employed in order to mcrease the reliability o f interpretation. First, at the study 
outset, Flynt and Cooter’s (1998) Interest/Attitude inventory were conducted and 
recorded with the children (See Appendix E). While this was not a major data source, it 
provkled knowledge about the children’s personal interest, perceptions o f their readmg 
ability, and feelings about reading. In addition, conversations with the students about 
their reading and writing experiences prior to this study were discussed and recorded and 
used to elicit the their perceptions o f their reading and writing (See Appendix F).
Next, observations were recorded in as much detail as possible to form the 
database for analysis. These written accounts were m the form o f field notes and were 
collected as each child read and wrote about each book. For example, to answer the 
question, “What affect do the patterns o f texts, o f origmal narrative and expository texts, 
have on delayed readers’ written retellmgs?’ (number 2), physical artifects in the form o f 
students’ wrftten retellings were collected throughout the study and checked for the 
following:
1. Length—What are the number o f words and sentences in written retelling, T- 
units, and words per T-unit (EckhofL 1983)?
The T-unit, which is short fix minimal terminable unit, was designed to measure
development o f sentences m the writmg of grade school children (Bardivu-Hsriig &
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Bofinan, 1988). A T-unit includes an independent clause and its dependent clauses. A 
sentence can be broken down into two (or more) T-units when two (or more) independent 
clauses (with subjects and finite verbs) are adjacent to one another. However, a sentence 
is broken into one T-unit when one or more clauses are embedded in an independent 
clause. Since the T-unit divides the speech stream into main clauses and their dependent 
clauses, the need to identify sentences is done away with.
The following examples illustrate how to break a sentence into T-
units;
A. There was a snake in the tree and it was eating a bird egg. = 2 
T-units
B. There was a snake m the tree that was eating a bird egg. = I T- 
unit
2. Linguistic Structures—What are the number o f sinqsle and complex verb 
forms as compared to the number in the book (Eckhofif, 1983)?
All simple present and past tense verbs, such as “cats" in the sentence “The 
snake eats the bird" and “gave" in the sentence “It gave some to the babies," will be 
counted as simple verbs, while verbs with auxiliaries, such as “can eat" and “could fly " 
will be counted as complex verbs.
3. Stylistic Features—Is the style o f writing found in the written retelling 
modeled after the text in the book (Eckhofif, 1983)?
Furthermore, written retellings answered the questfons, “How do delayed readers’ 
written retellings reflect their comprehension o f narrative and expository texts?’
(research question 3). For exanq>le, if the child’s written retellmgs were progressivefy 
scored higher from written retellmg number one to number ten, it could be concluded that 
the participant’s comprehensfonmcreased with each new reading o f a  te x t In addition, it
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demonstrated that the participant had grown as a reader since the participant was reading 
and comprehending. The participant had also grown as a writer because the written 
retellings were scored higher, which demonstrated an understanding o f what was read 
and their ability to  place what they had comprehended onto paper m a logical and 
sequential manner.
A table displaying what data sources were collected, how the data were collected, 
and what question each data source attempted to answer was made use o f to assure that I 
collected all the data in the appropriate feshion and at the correct tune in the study (See 
Appendix G).
Data Analysis
During my investigation, I looked for data that answered the research questions, 
searching, for example, for any data that might indicate more preference for either 
narrative or expository texts. Particularly conqwUing were components that revealed 
information about the participant’s reasons for preferrmg narrative or expository texts, 
which were evident m the student’s responses to the questfons prior, and subsequent, to 
their reading and writing about both texts. Specifically, I examined the data for 
information about the participants’: (a) preferences for narrative or expository texts; (b) 
success with reading, and writing about, narrative and expository texts; (c) 
comprehensfon o f  both types o f  texts; (d) growth as a  reader and writer as seen through 
their written retellmgs; and, (e) any unanticipated outcomes.
Analysis o f  the data occurred m several stages begionmg wfth brmging ail the 
mformation about the case together—interviews, field notes, rutuimg records, written 
retellings, and refkctfon memos. Organiznig this material was the & st step m strivn% to
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“develop a formal, retrievable data base, so that m prmciple, other investigators can 
review the evidence directly and not be Ihnited to the written reports” (Yin, 1994, p. 92). 
In other words, the case study database (or record) was the data o f the study, organized so 
that I could locate specific data during mtensive analysis (Merriam, 1998). Since this 
was a multiple case study, two stages o f analysis—within-case analysis and the cross­
case analysis, were employed. For the withm-case analysis, 1 treated each case (each o f 
the four participants) as a comprehensive case in and o f itself. Data was gathered so I 
could leam as much “about contextual variables as possible that might have a bearing on 
the case” (p. 194). Once the analysis o f each case was completed, cross-case analysis 
was started. The purpose was to “build abstractions across cases” (p. 195). I attempted 
to build a general explanation that fit each o f the individual cases, even though the cases 
varkd m them details (Yin, 1994).
In order to analyze data ^stematically, I analyzed data simultaneousfy with data 
collection (Merriam, 1998). Without ongoing analysis, the data could be unfocused, 
repetitious, and overwhelming in the sheer volume o f material that needs to be processed. 
Because simultaneous data collection and analysis occurred both in and out o f the field 
and could have become overwhelming, I applied Bogdan and BOden’s (1992) ten 
guidelmes for analyzing data as they were being collected.
Qualitative Data Analysis Procedures o f Written Retellings
Qualitative analysis was selected in order to discern patterns o f connections 
students make between text reading and thefr writing about what they have read.
Mitchell (1985) asserted that both quality and quantity o f information are hnportant when 
determining comprehension. Qualitative analysis focuses on students’ understandn% o f
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the text. Occasionally referred to as holistic ratings, qualitative analysis records 
supplementation, wholeness, and understanding (Irwm & Mitchell, 1983). In short, 
qualitative analysis for retelling is grounded in the assumption that the whole written 
retellmg is more significant than any o f its parts and that a perception o f a wrftten 
retelling sample encompasses all o f those elements.
Assessment. To gam the advantage o f evaluating written retellmgs as a whole, 1 
made use o f a richness scale that contained a five-pomt holistic measure o f written 
retellings. This richness scale was based on Irwin and Mitchell’s (1983) richness scale; 
however modifications were made to the original richness scale to clarify its use with 
elementary prunary grade students’ retellings. The noodificatfons involved eliminating 
three qualities o f richness: (a) generalizes beyond text, (b) thesis statement; and, (c) 
supporting details. Two other raters and myself determined, alter extensive review o f 
elementary primary grade delayed reader/wrfters’ written retellings, that these qualities o f 
richness were not to be expected. However, the five levels o f richness were maintained 
and a score o f 1 ,2 , 3 ,4 , or S was assigned to a written retelling, with 1 being the lowest 
score and 5 bemg the highest, as originally designed ly  Irwin and Mitchell.
In addition, the richness scale was retitled Judging Richness o f Elementary 
Primary Grade Students’ Retellmgs in order to identify it as a scale to judge retellmgs 
completed by elementary primary grade students (see Table 1). It was anticipated that 
most o f the participants would use inventive spelling and conventwnal orthography; 
however, all o f the written retellings were scored exactly as they were written providmg 
glosses where it seemed necessary.
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Table I
Judging Richness o f  Elementary Primary Grade Students’ Retellmgs
Level Criteria for establishing level
S. Student includes all major points, relevant supplementations; shows high degree o f 
coherence, conq>leteness, and comprehensibility.
4. Student includes all major points, relevant supplementations or none; shows good 
degree o f coherence, conq>leteness, and comprehensibility.
3. Student mcludes some major kleas; relevant supplementations or none; shows 
adequate coherence, completeness, and comprehensibility.
2. Student relates a few major ideas; includes irrelevant supplementations; shows some 
degree o f coherence; some completeness; the whole is somewhat comprehensible.
1. Student relates details onty; ^relevant supplementations or none; low degree o f 
coherence; mcompkte; mconq)rehensible.
Additionally, Irwm and Mitchell (1983) developed a Checklist for Judging 
Richness o f Retellings (see Table 2) “as a means o f categorizmg the prmcq)al qualhks o f 
each level o f richness in comparison with all other levels” (p. 394). This checklist was 
meant to help the raters gain a total impression o f  a student’s comprehension.
Table 2
Checklist for Judging Richness of Elementary Primary Grade Students* Retellings
5 4 3 2 I
Major Points X X Some 1 ?
Supplementations Relevant Relevant/None Relevant/Nome Irrelevant Irrelevant
Coherence High Good Adequate Some Poor
Completeness High Good Adequate Some Poor
Comprehensibility High Good Adequate Some Poor
To enhance the reliability ofthe written retellings, two other raters mdependentty 
exammed and evaluated the retellmgs usmg the checklist to help them rate the written
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retellings. The raters were chosen on the basis that they: (a) had similar backgrounds 
(Cooper, 1977) o f current^ being active doctoral students who have literacy as an area o f 
interest; (b) were willing to volunteer; and, (c) were committed to meeting for training 
and logical time limits for reading and rating written retellings (Cooper, 1977).
Because research has demonstrated that holistic scoring can become more reliable 
when raters are carefully trained (Cooper & Odell, 1977), all raters were trained using a 
format suggested by Meredith, Mitchell, and Hemandez-Miller (1992). The first training 
session cons^ed o f  a general discussion o f  the holistic scoring rubrfo, including a 
description o f the criteria for establishing levels of richness, the rating used for each level 
on the holistic scormg rubric, and general criteria forjudging rkhness o f retellings. 
Selected written retelling examples from an earlier pilot study (Houge, 1998) were 
photocopied in their original format and presented to the raters to examine and discuss. 
Following this initial training, the raters scored six retelling samples. The second training 
session discussed specific scoring problems o f items or raters identified through the 
ranking o f the previously scored six samples. Six more retelling samples were scored 
following this training. Finally, there was a third training session that discussed scoring 
problems identified through the analysis o f the second data set.
Researcher's Role
My own mterest m narrative and expository texts and written retellings as a 
research topic was revealmg in terms o f  the value I placed on reading and writing in the 
elementary primary grades. I have taught public school at the first and second grade level 
for eleven years and have a deep and abiding concern for the students' readmg and 
writing ûâüs that will take them through elementary, middle, and high school and, for
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some, college. Because I value the use o f both narrative and expository texts and believe 
in the anportanceofcoonectiog readmg with writmg,readn% and wrArogmstrucdon at 
this level mfluences ray vkw  o f the reading and writmg tasks for delayed readers.
Durmg this study, I assumed the role o f a  partieqNuit as observer for the readmg 
and writmg sessions. This can be referred to as an active membership role (Adler &
Adler, 1994), wfafeh allowed me to become more involved in the settmg’s central 
activities and to assume responsibOitKs that advanced the tutormg sessfons. In addition, 
this partkÿant as observer role allowed me to take an overt stance as I forged close and 
raeaningfol bonds with partkipants. For example, I observed and recorded the students’ 
reactfons towards the narrative and expository texts used for reading instruction, 
examined their written retellings, and talked to them about then text preferences. 
Presentation o f Results
Results o f the stucfy are summarfeed in the final two chapters o f the dissertation. 
The summary also contains an assessment o f the usefulness and effectiveness o f the 
methodology, inq)lications for educational p o k y  change, and indications for further 
research.
Results from thk study highlighted the realities ofempioymg narrative and 
expository texts for instructfon with delayed readers. Implicatmns for the fiiture use o f 
narrative and expository texts with elementary primary grade delayed readers were 
disclosed through the words o f the students’ as they retold the stories o f each book. More 
unportant, perhaps, was the possibility for new connections, insigfats, and understandings 
for teachers vrim are considermg utilizmg narrative and eiqwsitoiy texts m their readmg 
instruction, b i addition, A was hoped the results would be usefiil for those teadmrsufoo
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are already utilizing narrative and expository texts and for students who desire more 
diversity in the type oftexts they are required to read. Finally, it was hoped 
administrators, who are a large constituent in determining the type o f texts used in the 
classrooms o f their school, would be able to use this information when sekctmg the types 
of texts to used for instruction. Better understanding o f the purpose and results of 
instructmg elementary primary grade delayed readers as they read and write about both 
narrative and expository texts, was the ultimate goal o f this research.
Summary
The methods in this chapter were designed to investigate four delayed readers 
during the process o f their readmg narrative and expository text and completing written 
retellings about each. As a major component o f this plan, it was necessary to code and 
classify students’ written responses by Irwin and Mitchell’s (1983) modified 5-point 
richness scale and how students relate texts to their life experiences and prior knowledge. 
A detailed description o f the research design was presented, and the procedures for data 
collection and analysis were explained. This chapter also presented the introduction of 
the research setting and subjects.
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RESULTS OF THE STUDY 
The purpose of this study was to qualitatively examine the extent to which four 
elementary primary grade delayed readers could read and comprehend paired-topk 
narrative and expository texts as revealed through written retellings. It explored the 
degree to which these delayed readers were abk to write about the text structures found 
in narrative and expository texts. This study was based on the assumptions that (a) 
elementary primary grade children could read and write about narrative and expository 
texts; (b) delayed readers are children who can learn to read, even though they are below 
grade level, if  they are gwen the opportunity; and, (c) written retellmgs could be used to 
assess students’ understanding o f texts and are one method o f bringing the reading- 
writing relationship together. This chapter focuses on the analysis o f the data collected 
from the reading/writing sessions o f the four elementary primary grade delayed readers as 
they read and wrote about paired-topk narrative and expository texts.
The first section o f this chapter briefly describes the location o f the study, which 
is designed to develop a portrait setting o f where the partkqxmts attended school and 
worked one-to-one with me in the readmg/writing sessions. The second section presents 
partkular and general descrqition and mterpretive commentary (Merriam, 1998) o f  the 
participants, whkh is a detailed description meant to develop the opening foundation o f 
the study. The thfrd sectkn is a  bkgraphkal sketch o f each o f the partkqiants, whkh
68
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buflds a framework for who these participants are. The fourth section discusses each 
participant’s readmg/writing skills and their performance during the readmg/writing 
sessions, which contributes to an understanding o f  their level o f reading and writmg. The 
fifth, and final section, provides a data analysis o f  the study, which is meant to answer the 
questions established at the onset o f the study.
Where the Study Occurred 
This section of the chapter briefly describes the environment and population o f 
the school these children attended and the classroom where the reading/writing sessions 
occurred. The purpose o f this vivid portrayal is to transport the reader to the setting so as 
to allow for a  clear view o f  the participants’ school and partkular school population. It is 
important for the reader to know where these participants attended school and the school 
population in order to develop a more realistic picture o f the partkipants. The 
reading/writing session occurred in my classroom where I assumed the role o f a reading 
specialist, providing small groups o f children with reading and writing instruction 
throughout regular school hours. However, none o f the study’s participants attended my 
class during regular school hours.
The Research Site
The School
The four children m this study attend an elementary school m a large 
southwestern metropolitan city. This partkular school serves a population o f 
approximate^ 600 students from lower sockecoiwm k backgrounds. In additkn, there is 
a  high population o f L2 students (over 20 % are LI Spanish speakers) and about 110
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students are bused 10 miles from an economically depressed area. The bus drivers o f the 
school have revealed that these students live in houses that are small and are likely to 
have extended frunily units living in one house.
The Room
The reading/writing sessions occurred in the reading specialist’s room, which is 
my room that I use for the daily instruction o f delayed readers. It is located in a two-year 
old building on the east side o f the school This building sits about fifteen feet away fiom 
the original twenty-seven year old school building and was built to provide eight more 
classrooms, the psychologist and speech therapist’s ofiSces, and a teacher’s lounge. 
Entering the room requires leaving the main building to go outside and walk over to the 
new building and enter each classroom fix>m the outside.
My reading classroom is warm, the paint is fresh (two years old), and the colors 
are alive. Every inch o f wall space is occupkd with print o f some kind: maps, charts 
with poems written on them, posters, and phonetic sounds and pictures. The 100 most 
frequently used words are prmted on 4” by 6” cards and stapled to the wall. In addition, 
there are shelves o f books up against two different walls.
It is a  typical elementary school room, white marker boards across the front, 
homemade and purchased posters almost everywhere, and a carpeted floor. On a table 
beside the wall immediately to the right o f the door entrance sit five Macintosh 
computers. On the back wall there is a sink with a feucet and a  drinking fountain and 
beskle the fountam is an auburn 8’ by 4* wardrobe closet. A 3 ’ by 6’ pressed-wood table 
with a beige Formica top stood in the center o f the room as you enter the door. Around 
the table are seven plastic chairs that are short and obviousfy designed for small children.
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Three are orange, two are tan, and two are sky blue. Near the table and close to the back 
wall is a 3’ by 3 1/2’ bookcase with three shelves. The bookcase is full o f books that are 
used for reading mstruction. Behmd the bookcase is a door that leads into a bathroom.
It is feirly small as classrooms go, about 20’ ly  35,’ yet A is a big room for so few 
students which is untypical for this area. My desk is feeing the water fountain with the 
right side o f the desk against the wall. In the middle o f the desk lay a lesson plan book, 
left o f the lesson plan book is a large red dictionary, right o f the lesson plan book are two 
stacked wire baskets filled with miscellaneous papers, m the upper left haml com er o f the 
desk stand a wooden frame with a family picture (my wife, twin 8 year old girls, two 
Greyhounds, and one Great Dane), and the rest o f the thmgs on the desk are 
miscellaneous (pencil holder, stapler, tape dispenser). From the look o f the dust, stacked 
files, strewn students’ writmg projects, indivklual readmg books, and a blue lunch box, A 
is apparent that organization is not a characteristic o f mine (See Appendix H).
Selection o f the Participants 
This section o f the chapter explores the events o f selectmg the participants and is 
wrAten to develop a fiamework for understandAig the researcher’s feelings and 
perceptions o f the participants as 1 met them, and thefr femOies, for the first time.
Included here are the descriptions o f  the partkipants and thefr parents, the evening and all 
As routine practices, and my own mterpretive thoughts as the evenAig came to pass. The 
objective for providAig the reader wAh such detailed description o f the selection process 
was threefold: (a) "to afford the reader the vicarious experknce o f having been there”
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(Merriam, 1998); (b) to allow the reader to see the four participants for the first time 
through the research’s eyes; and, (c) to establish the uniqueness o f each participant.
In reviewing this section, the reader should keep in mmd that my goal was to 
involve four elementary primary grade delayed readers who were committed to work 
individually with me for the next ten weeks, reading and writing about narrative and 
expository texts. In order to get four children who were committed to ten reading and 
writing sessions I fest needed their parents to become committed to supporting their 
efforts. Therefore, much o f my time during my first meetmg with the participants and 
their parents was spent explaining exactly what their children would be domg during their 
forty-five to sixty minute reading/writing sessions.
Parents’ Night
In Mv Classroom
The clock on my classroom wall read nearly seven when the door opened and a 
family o f four, the mother canying a two-year-old daughter, walked into the classroom. 
Their seven-year-old son walked behind with his head down, displaying his shyness.
They were parents who were attending Parents’ Night at our elementary school. Parents’ 
Night is a special annual event that occurred within the &st four weeks o f the school 
year. Parents were invited to come on campus and meet their child’s new classroom 
teacher.
As I had hoped, these parents had heard about my mvitatfon to work with a 
second grade child while they were visiting their classroom teacher. The fether, o f Greek 
decent, was tall, m his mkldle thfrtks, wAh jet-black hav. He firmly shook my hand and 
introduced himself, his wife, and his son Andy. His wife was shorter, with shoulder
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length brown hair, and a  soft calming smile. Andy was tall for a seven-year-old. He was 
at least a head taller than other students in his class and had received his looks from his 
father.
"Andy’s teacher explained that he is not readmg at grade level and suggested we 
speak to you about some tutoring,” the fether said.
"W ell I am offering to work with four second grade children in the area o f 
reading and writing. I plan to work with them indivkiually for ten weeks, once a week, 
for forty-five to sixty minutes, as part o f a graduate study I am conductmg,” I explained.
I then went on to explain in further detail about what I had planned, showed them 
the books Andy would be reading, and told them how I thought it would benefit their 
child who needed extra practice with reading and writing. Both parents leafed through 
the books for a minute or two. I remember looking at Andy, who seemed to be 
wondering if perhaps his fete was being decided, and saw a timid reserved boy. I 
wondered how he would cope with working in the reading/wrAing sessions I had planned. 
Would he be able to relax enough to read orally to me? Would he choose the book he 
wished to read or choose the book he thought I wanted bun to choose? Could he step out 
o f bemg shy and tAnid while with me to speak about his likes and dislikes o f the books he 
was goAig to read? These were thAigs I was goAig to find out after the reading/wrAA% 
sessions began.
His parents looked at each other and nodded thefr heads yes and then turned to me 
and agreed to allow thefr son to participate. They selected Monday afternoons as the tAne 
for Andy to attend the reading/writing sessfons wAh me. They walked out o f my room 
with Andy in tow, never sayAig a word.
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I had my first case study, and while I felt pleased, I knew I needed three more.
The clock read sevenrfiAeen. Forty-five more minutes and Parent Night was over. I sat 
waiting and wondering if anyone else would come and volunteer. It is during those times 
that quietness in a room seems overwhelming. It is so quiet during those moments that 
little sounds are loud; the shoes on the asphalt o f someone walking past my room, doors 
opening and closing, and the tmy ticking o f the clock on the wail. When the footsteps 
outside my door slowed, and then stopped, I looked up to see two more parents walk in.
These were the parents ofBobby. Bobly was a small, agile, Caucasian, black­
haired boy with a demeanor that seemed to say, “Get out o f my way because I am on the 
move.” His mother claims he got that from her.
“I always have to be moving and doing something. My husband tells me to sit 
down but I have to be domg somethmg. When I do stop, I drop from exhaustion. Bobby 
is just like me,” she enthusiastically, and quickly, explained.
For moments then, the room was still as we watched Bobby play with his little 
five-year-old sister. From the classroom next door came the sounds o f parents leaving 
and thanking the teacher for her tune. Through the small casement window behind 
Bobby’s parents streamed the last light o f the day. In the background, the mechanical 
hum o f air conditioners from the school reminded everyone that though the daylight was 
gone, the heat left behind continued to make being outskle uncomfortably hot.
Once again I explamed, to Bobby’s parents this time, what n y  study was about 
and what their son would be doing during the ten reading/writing sessions. As they 
signed the permission slip aOowmg Bobby to partkÿate on Tuesday afternoons, Etobby 
ran outside after his sister laughmg and giggling. Dad shot me an exasperated look and
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walked out the door after them. Mom thanked me and walked out, trailing behind. I did 
not have a chance to see her out the door before Cody and his parents walked into m y 
room.
Cody’s parents had two children, both o f  them boys. Cody was the younger o f 
the two, with his brother being eleven and in fifth grade. Cody was an average sized, 
thin, fefr skmned, lanky Caucasian second grade boy with large eyes and a big smile. He 
walked in beside his brother walking heel-to-toe and looking around the room as if he 
were marvelmg at being in the Readmg Room, where he had most likely observed 
children entering and existing while he attended school. As I explained to his parents 
about the reading/writmg sessfons I watched Cody wander around the room, exammmg 
the picture o f my femily sitting on my desk. He did not seem to be listening as I 
answered his parents’ questfons. I watched him brush back wisps o f darkish brown hair 
that had fiiUen on his furrowed brow as he leaned over the computer keyboard. 1 
remember thinking that he had such calm, trustmg eyes. They were eyes that seemed to 
be saying, “Whatever mom and dad decide A is fine wAh me.” They were so different 
from the eyes o f Andy who had left my room only minutes earlier.
Cody’s parents signed the permission slip allowmg him to become a participant m 
my study on Thursday afternoons. They thanked me for allowAig hAn to have an 
opportunity to acquAe some extra readAig and wrAAig practice, and asked me to call if  I 
had concerns about their son. The fiunAy advanced toward the door without Cody sayAig 
goodbye.
About the tAne I gave up hope that my fourth case study would come through the 
door, Ai walked Danny and his mother. Danny strutted in as proud as punch wAh a very
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relaxing expression on his face. He immediately reminded roe o f the late actor John 
Candy. His eyes glistened with joy as if life was for living and problems were for 
tomorrow. Danny was also Caucasian with bright white skin, a chubby figure, and 
blonde hafr, which was cut short and parted to the left. When I showed his mother the 
books we would be reading, he was involved with looking at the books as well. He was 
even making a decision about which one he wanted to read &st. It was hard not to like 
Danny and I learned to look forward to Wednesday afternoons when he and I would read 
and write about books.
Eventually his mother turned to Danny and asked, “Well is this something you 
think you would like to be part of?”
“Umm, yeah. Some o f these books look neat,” Danny said.
His mother signed the permission slip and then expressed her concern about his 
delayed reading skills. Finally, she thanked me and told me to keep her informed about 
his progress or lack thereof. As they turned to leave the room, 1 glanced down and saw 
that both o f Danny’s canvas tennis shoes were untfed. The laces were dragging loosefy 
on the floor and he took no notice o f them.
The Participants
Any attempt to provide the best possible understanding o f the participants in this 
study must focus on who these children are, where they live, whom they live with, and 
what type o f femily they have. The effectiveness o f the readmg/writmg sessions could 
have been mfluenced ly  one o f  the maiqr external fectors such as how many brothers o r 
sisters these participants had, whether they had a mother and fether at home that worked
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with them, thefr opinions o f  reading, writing, and themselves, so on. As a researcher I 
was dedicated to finding out where these children lived, what thefr responsibilities were 
and thefr daily routines. In order to get a  clear understanding o f thefr lives I asked them 
questions and traveled to thefr neighborhoods to observe thefr houses and neighborhood 
surroundings.
My objective was to present these participants as real children living in today’s 
world, but I also sought to bring the reader close to these participants as if they were 
viewing the participants themselves. The inqwrtance o f this will become clear when the 
analysis and interpretation o f each participant’s selection o f narrative and expository texts 
and writing is revealed. These detailed profiles are meant to assfrt the reader m 
understanding the participants’ text selections and writings. The intent was to reach a 
balance between description and interpretation so that study’s results Olummated key 
themes and patterns concerning the participants text selections and writings.
In the following section, I provide a biographfcal description o f each partkipant 
and talk about thefr lives and responsibilities. Next, I discuss thefr beliefs about when 
they began to read and write and thefr feeUngs toward each. Finally, I talk briefly about 
thefr perceptions o f reading and writing in thefr second grade classrooms.
Case Studv One: Andv
Biographical Sketch
Andy lived m a one-story adobe style house with his mom, dad, two-year-old 
sister, a poodle named Fluffy and a large outside dog that was named Rocky. This is the 
house Andy was brought into after he was bom and has spent the last seven years. The 
house his parents own sits m a neighborhood that is surrounded by middle to lower-
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middle class people. A majority o f his neighbors are Caucasian while the rest are African 
American, Hispanic, and a  small percentage are some other ethnk group. Sklewalks run 
down both sides o f the street where kids ride their bikes, rollerblades, or skateboards, and 
older kkls play football in the street. It reminded me o f the neighboAood Henry 
Huggins, his dog Ribsy, and his friends lived in on Klickitat Street in Beverly Cleary’s
Andy ’s childhood, thus fer, could be thought o f as very good compared to the 
average child in his school. He has only one job requirement in his home—clean his 
room—which he said he does without complaining. He loves to play video games on his 
televiskn that is in his bedroom or watch television shows such as Beastwars or Godzilla. 
Before going to bed at nine o’clock he reads a little bit, watches about sixty minutes o f 
television, does homework at the kitchen table with the help o f mom or dad and 
sometimes his grandmother or grandfether, eats dinner, takes a bath, and listens to his 
mom read a book.
He feels he started reading when he was in kindergarten and now considers 
himself a good reader because he can sound out words.
“I f  I were helping someone to read, I would tell them to sound out words because 
a good reader sounds out words,” Andy explained with surprismg confidence.
“Well, who helps children read the naost when they attend school?” I asked.
“Teachers,” he answered as if A was a  stupid question.
He thought he started to wrAe when he was Ai first grade and enjoyed A 
immediately because, “you get to draw all lands o f stuff wrAe all kAids o f stuff and 
wrAe big words.”
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I asked him, “now that you are in second grade, is there anything you do in your 
classroom that has anything to do with writing.”
“No,” and after pausing, “just the pencil sharpener,” he answered seriously.
I dkl not answer right away. Young children’s answers have always amazed me, 
and I have always been awful at wanting to respond immediately. Almost always I have 
given into that desire and have blurted out a response with some intense expression on 
my fece. My lack o f success has mostly been due to panic and a severe desire to keep 
things moving. When I am around a young child in a  one-to-one situation, I manage to 
find exactly the most meaningless possible thing to say, or precisely the most futile topic 
to discuss. It is like I have something inside o f roe that screams out every time there is a 
second o f silence, “say something you idiot.” Once, when I was a very young 
inexperienced teacher, I quickly responded to a child’s answer to my question, “Is that h? 
Is that your answer?’ The child began to cry and I learned that what a child says needs to 
be heard and appreciated.
“Thanks Andy,” I finally managed to say.
Case Studv Two: Bobbv
Biographical Sketch
Bobby lived m a beige adobe style house with his mom, dad, five-year-old sister, 
and two medium size dogs. He too, was brought into this house after he was bom and 
has spent the last seven years there. He lived in the same neighborhood as Andy, 
attended the same elementary school and was assigned to the same second grade 
classroom as Andy.
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Bobby is a happy boy who comes from a lower middleclass working femily. On 
average, he has what every seven-year-old boy could want—two paratts, a  home, food, 
and friends. His jobs at home are to clean his room and pick up his toys in his room; 
however, he laughingly stated that he does not do his jobs until his mom o r dad yell at 
him. He loves to play and A does not seem to make a difference what he is playAig as 
long as he is piaynig and beAig active. Before gontg to bed at seven-thirty he does 
homework with the help o f mom or dad, watches the television show The Simpsons on 
the television that is m his bedroom, takes a bath, and plays.
He feels he started reading when he was six-years-old and now considers hhnself 
a good reader because he reads a lot, however, he feels he doesn’t get to read a lot At his 
second grade classroom.
“There are two kids m my class and they fool around and we can’t  read,” he 
nonchalantly explained.
He believes he started to wrAe on the first day o f second grade and once he started 
writAig he was writAig big and small words. He enjoys wrAAig because he “gets to wrAe 
about stuff.”
“Is there anythAig you do Ai your classroom that has anythmg to do wAh wrAAigT’ 
I asked.
After thAikAig for a  brief minute Bobby said, “Yeah, worksheets and phonks 
papers.”
Reflection
I have met a lot o f children like Bobby, who have no real understandAig o f what 
wtAAig is about. Kkls like Bobby, that are Ai their first semester o f  second grade.
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respond to questions about writing that make me believe that they have never 
experienced writing as it was meant to be. I mean real writing. Writmg that requires 
them to think hard about what words to put on a blank piece o f paper so as to clearly 
convey the thoughts m their heads. Writing that will cause them to think about the 
spelling, meaning, and clarity o f what is on paper. Writing that, when completed, causes 
them to want to share what they have written, not hand in to the teacher for an evaluation. 
Writing that, as (Au, 1993) explained, is purposeful and largely self-directed. Writing 
that is for “ideas, action, reflection, and experience” (Smith, 1984, p. 55).
I would venture to say that kids like Bobby have never looked at a story, or a 
poem, and wondered what A takes to write like what they have just read, not to mention 
what A feels like. And I am confident that these kids have never wondered about how 
authors o f the words they read learned to write and know enough to write so that the 
thousands o f people who read thefr words understand and enjoy thefr writing.
Case Studv Three: Codv
Biographical Sketch
Cody lived m a pallid colored adobe style bouse with his mom, dad, and eleven- 
year-old brother. He too, was brought mto this house after he was bom and has spent the 
last seven years there. He lives m the same neighborhood as Andy and Bobty and 
attends the same elementary school.
Cody seems to be a  happy boy who never wants for anythmg, but he was always 
wondering what A would be like to have more. During our tune together A became a 
common practice for hAn to stop and ask questmns about what A would be like to do this 
or to be that. He has chores to complete m his house like cleaning the bathroom and his
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room. Since they are recurring chores required every weekend before he can play, he 
does not have much choice but to get them conq*kted.
After school Cody and his older brother walk across the street to a local Daycare 
Center to  check m and stay until mom picks them up around five-thirty. After gettmg 
home and eating dmner he completes homework in front o f the television in the Living 
Room. Usuaify he does his homework without any help, however, mom or his big 
brother will help him, “if  it is hard stuff.”
He feels he started to read when he was five years old and he started by reading 
Dr. Seuss’ books. As a matter o f fact he still enjoys reading Dr. Seuss’ books because 
“it’s fim to read rhyming words because they sound fiinny.” He feels he is a good reader 
because he knows a lot o f words and he knows “really long words like Mississippi.”
When I asked him, “I f  you were helpmg someone learn to read, what could you 
do to help that person?’
He replied by saying, “help them sound A out and I would say the word for them 
if they still didn’t know A.”
Cody feels he began to wrAe on the first day o f kAidergarten and the first words 
he wrote were question words and other people’s names. He still enjoys writing “because 
I like writing fiumy words.” In second grade he writes m ajournai and on phonic 
workbook pages.
Reflection
After I mtervfewed Cody I thought about his responses. When elementary 
primary grade children think about readAig and wrAAig, they fiequently thAik about 
sounding out words and forget the meanAig one should get from reading. The meanAig o f
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what is reaii is what drives the love o f reading. A lot o f teachers, particularly the 
elementary prunary grade teachers, work on teaching children what Au (1993) refers to 
as “low-level skills, such as decodmg, spelling, grammar, and literal comprehensfen” (p. 
30) so that the children’s readmg o f words matches thefr grade level expectations. After 
putting so much effort into the low-level skills instruction, many teachers do not have the 
time or energy to teach children how to make meanmg from tex t This sometimes results 
in having children who believe reading and writing is about knowing big words.
Case Studv Four: Dannv
Biographical Sketch
Danny lived m an adobe style house with his mom, dad, two cats, and a  chocolate 
labador named Duke. This also is the house Danny was brought into after he was bom 
and has spent the last seven years. This house sits in the same neighbortmod as Andy, 
Bobby, and Cody with the same lower-middle class people with a high percentage o f 
Caucasians and a low percentage o f African Americans, Hispanks, and others. The 
sidewalks and streets are similar as well with different kids domg the same things such as 
riding thefr bikes, rollerblades and skateboards.
Danny is an only child with no chores at home. When he is home he likes to play 
Play-Station, with his best frknd, his dog, and mom and dad. Before gomg to bed at 
nine-o’-clock he does homework with the help o f  mom or grandma, eats dinner, watches 
about two hours o f cartoons, like Scoobv-Doo. on bis tekvismn m his bedroom, takes a 
shower, and listens to mom read a  book.
He feels he started to read when he was five-years old and considers hmoself a 
medium reader because he does not practke reading at home as much as he should.
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“Little tiny books that had probably, like, four words on a page,” were the kinds o f books 
he feels he was reading when he first started to read. The last book he was asked to read 
by his teacher was a “big book that was thick and given to us in reading groups” (the 
school’s basal). He likes reading “because A helps you learn.”
“If  you were helping someone leam to read, what could you do to help that 
person,” I inquAed.
“W ell I would try to help them sound it out.”
He feels he started to write when he started to read by writing small words such as 
“dog, cat, fish, words like that.” He has enjoyed writing since he learned how to write, 
“because A s fim to do and A gives you somethmg to do.”
“What kmd o f writmg do you do in school?’ I asked.
“Our names Ai cursive, journals, and phonics pages,” he answered while tiyAig to 
swallow the graham cracker snack I had provided for him.
Reflection
Here is a second grader who says he enjoys readmg but the last book he can 
remember reading is a story from the school’s basal series. He claAns to love wrAing yet 
considers completing phonic pages as writnig. This gives the Aiqiression that his 
educational background has not expanded the defection o f lAeracy to go beyond skills.
Conclusion
Too often children like these four boys are not motivated to read for enjoyment or 
to discover somethAig new about thefr world and then write o r think about what they 
have read (Smith, 1984). This type o f motivation is a  motivation that comes from the 
heart. It creates a real passion for readAig, wrAAig, and leamnig. A passion that if
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anyone has ever seen it, knows A can only be from the heart. Guthrie, et al. (1996) 
referred to this kind o f motivation as “reasons for reading” (p. 433). Too often teachers 
want the basal stories read, phonics pages completed, handwrAmg neat, and journal 
entries written by students for teachers, not for the students who wrAe them.
Children like these four boys rarely, if ever, are allowed to have the courage to 
read and write what they have a passion for. To have courage to thnik, and be motivated 
to leam, is infrequently encouraged or accepted m our present educational system (Smith, 
1984; Allington, 1995). This is the type o f curriculum Pucell-Gates (1995) described in 
her book about Donny, a second grade student who “could “do school” on a surface level. 
He had learned to fill Ai blanks o f worksheets, circle words on worksheets, pay attention 
to the teacher, and “follow along” in his book as the teacher, or someone else read” 
(Purcell-Gates, 1995, p. 62). This type o f curriculum also assumes that children like 
Donny are capable o f readmg Aidependently from texts they have “never heard before 
and to derive enjoyment and/or Aiformatmn from these texts” (p. 84).
Reading and WritAig 
This section o f the chapter discusses the readAig/wrAAig sessions that occurred 
with each participant. This section is not a comprehensive review o f each Aidividual 
reading/writing session. Rather A is a  revkw o f all o f  the readAig/writAig sesskms, which 
took place over a ten-week period o f tAne, a  description o f the level o f readAig and 
wrAAig each partkipant was ftmctionAig when the sessions began, and how theA readAig 
and writAig Anproved at the end o f  the sessions. This descriptkin o f the participants’ and 
thefr reading and writing skills is meant to present each participant as an AidividuaL
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Whereas no two children are alike m the regular classroom, no two participants were 
alike in this study. Each participant was unique and presented some type o f challenge to 
me as a teacher and researcher, which is described in these narratives o f their 
reading/writing sessions.
These concrete descriptions o f the reading/writing sesskms and the partkipants’ 
levels o f reading and writing will develop a basis for the reader to reflect upon while 
reading the analysis and interpretation section. In order to fully appreciate the analysis 
and interpretation o f each participant's selection o f narrative and expository texts and 
their writing, it is important to picture the reading/wrAmg sessions as well the 
reading/writing levels o f these participants at the beginning and end o f  the study. My 
goal was to provide the reader with a descriptive narrative that allowed for a clear and 
precise portrait o f each participant and their reading/writing levels.
The Reading/Writnig Sessions 
The four children who attended the reading/writing sessions worked one-to-one 
with me, in somewhat o f a tutoring role, for forty-five to snty mmutes a week for ten 
weeks after school. My role differed from a typical tutoring role in several ways: (a) the 
childrens’ areas o f deficiency in reading and writing were not specifically identi&d for 
the purpose o f guiding the instruction; (b) language components such as sounds, syntax, 
and semantks were not taught separately for the purpose o f mastery but were taught 
during authentic use o f the text; and, (c) routines o f reading, and writing about, what they 
read, remamed the same throughout all the sessions. The children became very fiuniliar 
with the routine and began to perform each task automatically with each additional 
sMsion.
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These sessions were not designed to be skill-based instruction, but rather a time to 
read books, talk about the vocabulary and content o f the book, and retell the story in a 
written format. Each week the children would read one book and write about it. Prior to 
reading, I showed them a narrative and expository book with the same topic. The 
children were then allowed to leaf through each book and then were asked to choose 
which book they would like to read &st. After choosmg a book, they were asked why 
they chose that book to read first, introduced to the vocabulary through a semantic map, 
asked to read the book aloud while I took a running record, and completed a written 
retelling. The goal o f this study was to explore four elementary primary grade delayed 
readers’ reading and writmg about paired-topk narrative and exposAory texts. In 
addAion, this study sought to determme whether these four elementary primary grade 
delayed readers could complete a written retelling following thefr readAig o f a narrative 
and exposAory text.
Andv
FeelAig that Andy was goAig to be withdrawn the first few sessions, I devoted 
time each session to enjoying small talk. Usually I talked about his day at school or what 
he did over the weekend. I made sure each question could be answered wAh a yes or a no 
so as to make it very sAnple and comfortable for hAn. Also, feeling the press for time to 
help hAn gaAi ground as a  reader and writer, as well as makAig sure we stayed on track as 
for as reading and writmg about one book per session, I allowed no more than five 
mAiutes for conversation after he entered the room and sat down beskle me. He was 
always anxious during our small talk and always kept his answers short glancing toward
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the book we were going to read and myself. Once we moved into reading the book he 
became much more relaxed.
Lookmg at Andy during each session was like looking at a  scared puppy. He bad 
the exact same look in his eyes as a puppy that does not know what you want them to do. 
You know the look—the look that seems to say, “I mint to do what you want me to do, 
but I am not sure what you want me to do and, in addition, I am not sure if I can do what 
you want me to do.” I f  anyone has ever brought home a new puppy that is tnnid you 
know what I mean. The puppy’s eyes are darting to each person in the room and to all 
the new fiimishmgs. Eventually the new puppy runs to somebody and jumps in thefr lap 
or runs to a comer o f the room and sits shaking.
Andy had to read and write while in a room with me sitting right beside him. He 
was so nervous about doing well that he made me nervous because 1 did not know what 1 
was going to do if he did not do well. 1 sat hoping each tune he began reading that he 
would do well so the routine could go smoothly.
Reading. The desfre to read well was demonstrated through his style o f  readmg. 
He read by pointing to each word with his finger. His head would be bent over the book 
while the book lay on the desk and when he got to a word he did not know he would stop. 
At first this startled me because I am accustomed to children askfrig what the word is or 
listenfrig to them attempt to sound out the word. Andy dkl neither, but eventually, after 
fifteen to thirty seconds, he would say the word and go on or say, “1 don’t know that 
word.” He never asked me to tell bun what the word was o r ask for help soundmg it out. 
If he did not know the word, he did not know the word. It was as shnple as that.
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Following an initial introduction to the vocabulary, through semantic webbing, 
Andy would be asked to read the book. At the time we began our readmg/wrftmg 
sessions he was about three to four months behind in both his reading and writing. I 
started him in Steck-Vaughn’s stage two books, which were sixteen-page books that 
gradually become more difficult and reflected more complex text structures such as 
dialogue, content vocabulary, and question-and-answer format. After reading the first 
two stage two books at an independent level, I moved hun into stage three books, which 
were twenty-four-page books that introduced febks, folktales, plays, and pourquoi tales 
and invited readers to respond in writing. The books also supported the strong picture- 
text match with chapters, indexes, glossarks, and captfons. He scored between the 
instructional level (accuracy o f 90 to 94 percent) and the independent level (accuracy of 
95 to 100 percent) at this stage. However, the length o f the text seemed to bother hun, 
because he consistently let out a sigh o f  relief when he completed reading each book and 
usually made a  comment about the length o f the book such as, “that was a  long book.”
Listening to Andy read was bearable because he read with fluency, but his reading 
was very monotonous. There was such intensity about getting through the book without 
making a mistake that he did not vary his tone o f voice, take time to comment about the 
pictures, or ask questions about what he was reading.
Andy displayed signs o f bemg in the beginning reading phase. Bear and Barone 
(1998) state that a  child is in the beginnmg readmg phase if they: (a) read aloud to 
themselves; (b) fingerpomt as they read; and, (c) are disfluent and inexpressive in their 
readmg and read word by word. Because Andy was fluent m hk readmg, he was 
showing signs o f moving mto the transitional reading phase.
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Writing. Andy demonstrated sunilar behaviors during writing activities as he had 
during his reading activities. His writing was always very neat and he made sure ft was 
neat by erasing frequently while writing each retelling. He erased so much that I 
eventually had to give him a pencil that had no eraser and tell him to just concentrate on 
writing, not the neatness. That took him out o f his comfort zone for a while but he 
eventually adjusted. However, ft was not uncommon to hear him respectfully state, after 
he was completed with his retelling, ‘i f  I had an eraser I would have erased that."
When writing his retellnig, Andy would stop after each thought he placed on the 
paper and wait for a prompt from me such as, "can you remember anything else about the 
story?" He would then nod his head yes and then orally tell me what he could remember.
I would then have to say, "You’re right, that did happeiL Why don’t you put that in your 
retelling?” This routine occurred for every sentence m his retellftig until he would state 
that he could not remember anything else about the story. Then we would stop and I 
would have hftn read his retelling to me. During the time he read his retelling to me the 
pencil sat inside the desk where he placed it and it was never brought out for correcting 
any mistakes he might notice while reading what he wrote. Once he determined wrftftig 
was over, ft was over and any mistakes that were in his writing would remain mistakes.
Andy’s written retellings ftidicated that he was "usftig withfti-word pattern 
strategies to determine increasingly abstract and complex spellings” (Bear & Barone,
1998, p. 82). In other words, his writing demonstrated that he was aware o f usftig two 
letters to stand for one sound, observing the middles o f  words and looking for long-vowel 
patterns, understandftig the spelling o f most r^influenced vowels, and writing fti such a 
way that the words looked correct. He used his knowledge o f sounds and letters when
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spelling, but the words just were not spelled that way. For example, GRATE for great, 
RANE for rain, and LEEF for leaf were words he wrote that made sense and were 
readable.
Andy’s written reteUmgs also revealed that he was m what Bear and Barone (1998) 
refer to as a Literal Comprehension stage o f understanding. He could retell and answer 
questions about what he read and bad a mkldle level understandftig o f it. More 
specifically, he could remember primary events, retell and summarize, understand most 
focts, and develop specialized vocabulary.
Figure 3 shows Andy’s first retelling he completed after reading the expository book 
Season to Season. His retellftig reads: “In wftiter snakes sleep together. In spring leaves 
change to green. In summer little birds learn how to eat. In foil birds fly south for the 
winter. In winter rabbits are hard to find." Andy understood the ftinction o f punctuation 
in a sentence, but clearly was not fomiliar with the concept o f capitalization o f the first 
word o f  a  sentence. Additionally, this retelling demonstrates that he stuck to the prftnary 
events o f  the story and reported the events fti the order they were presented in the story.
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Figure 3. Example o f Andy’s First Retelling o f the Expository Book Season to Season.
Figure 4 shows Andy’s last retellftig he completed after readii^ the expository book 
Storms. His retelling reads: "Thunderstorms are dangerous. People can die! People get 
shocked. Tornadoes are really dangerous. They have hard wftids. They can kill people 
tool Tornadoes are also called twisters. Hurricanes do a lot o f damage too. They are 
worser! Ice storms are dangerous too. The rafti freezes and makes ice and on a sidewalk. 
It is slippery. A blizzard is when there is snow everywhere fti the air." This retelling is 
much longer than his first. His understanding o f  how to use punctuatkin in a sentence is 
persistent and he clearly is familiar with the concept o f capitalization o f the first word o f 
a sentence. Additionally, this retelling, like his first, demonstrates that be stuck to the 
primary events o f  the story and reported the events in the order they were presented in the 
story.
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Figure 4. Example o f Andy's Last Retelling o f the Expository Book Storms.
Bobby
Each Tuesday I walked over to the school’s gym and dining hall and checked 
Bobby out o f Safekey. This is a childcare program designed to permit children from the 
school to walk from their classroom to the gym to remam until a parent gets o ff o f work 
to pick them up. While the children are in Safekey they are required to work on 
homework first and then are allowed to play games with other children. Usually two 
teachers from the schooL who volunteer and get paid, are m charge o f discipline, game
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activities, and the signing in and signing out o f each child. Bobby’s parents had given me 
permission to sign hhn out on Tuesday afternoons, wfakh I did. From Safekey we 
walked to the Reading Room, which was about fifty feet away.
During the reading/writing sessions with Bobby, I pledged to remain alert at all 
tones. There was no opportunity to let down and relax because Bobby was on the move 
fi'om the time we walked out o f Safekey to the time we walked back mto Safekey. If he 
thought a pencil needed sharpening he would run over and sharpen it. I f  he thought there 
were pencil marks on the desktop where he sat he would begin erasing them and would 
not stop until he thought they were thoroughly erased. If there were papers stacked on 
my desk in a  somewhat sloppy manner, he was over there arrangmg them neatfy. These 
incidences occurred while I was writing his name on the running record, finding the book 
we were to read that day, finding his file with his retelling journal, etc. When I would 
say something like, "It’s ok. I’ll fix it later.’’ He would ignore me and mumble 
something like, "Yeah, but people shouldn’t write on your desk. ” Once, durmg n y  
exasperation with getting him back on task, I pitched in and helped him erase marks on 
the desktop. I even helped hhn erase pencil marks that I did not see, yet he insisted were 
there.
Bobby came m the room like Looney Tune’s Tazmanian DeviL By comcklence I 
happened to give him the notebook with the Tazmanian Devil on the cover. Looking at 
the Tazmanian Devil each Tuesday before Bobby’s readmg/writmg session was a 
reminder to be prepared when he entered the room. This meant that the book be was to 
read must be laid out in advance, his name would be on the running record, the semantic
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web would be laid on top o f the book, and the title o f the book and date would already be 
placed on top o f the paper where he would be writing his retelling.
There were a  few tones we finished our reading/writing sessions within thirty to 
thirty-five minutes. He came in, read his book, wrote his retelling, and had his backpack 
on, waiting at the door to leave. The first time this occurred I was still writing 
mfermation on the running record sheet and was just gettmg ready to say, "go ahead and 
begin reading,” when I heard him say, "I’m done.” I looked at him, with the my mouth 
open in astonishment, and thought, “What do you mean you are done? We haven’t even 
started.” I learned to have everything ready before he came and recognized that he did 
not need any down time to eat his snack and discuss the day. He was ready to come in 
and begin the reading and writing tasks immediately.
Reading. Bobby had a great memory and phonk: awareness. When the 
vocabulary was introduced through semantic maps his reading moved fluently because he 
remembered the vocabulary and at the very least remembered how to sound out the 
vocabulary. The initial assessment indicated that he was slightly below grade level in 
readmg and writing. I started him reading Steck-Vaughn’s stage two books, which he 
remained in for the first eight books before movh% to stage three for his last two books.
Bobby’s reading mdicated that he was on the tail end o f being a beginnmg reader 
and in the beginning stages o f being a transitional reader. He demonstrated signs o f 
bemg a begmnmg reader by: (a) feigerpomtmg to words as he read; (b) being 
inexpressive while reading; and, (c) at times read word ly  word (Bear & Barone, 1998). 
However, his readmg was somewhat fluent most o f the time. The mitial introduction to 
the vocabulary appeared to put him at ease and allowed him to feel more confident about
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bemg able to read the text. Without the introduction to vocabulary, he stumbled through 
the reading and over used his phonic skills by attempting to sound out the words he was 
not sure o f  thus, causing his reading to be disfluent.
Throughout the reading/writmg sessmns he scored between the mstructional level 
(accuracy o f 90 to 94 percent) and the mdependent level (accuracy of 95 to 100 percent).
I elected to keep him in the stage two books throughout eight o f our sessmns because he 
was not consistently scoring in the independent stage. In addition, 1 sensed that he would 
not be able to read the longer text m the stage three books.
Writing. Bobby began writing his retellings foirly neatly; however, towards the 
last retelling he wrote in a very messy, and practically unreadable fashion due to his 
desire to finish quickly. His retellings usually were one long sentence. That is, he started 
the retelling with a capital letter and put a period behind the last word in his retelling. 
When he was writing, he rarely sat still. He would write standing up, sitting down, with 
the notebook on his lap, leanmg over the notebook on the desktop while on his knees m 
the chair, etc. It was amazing watching him write, but eventually he would finish, tell me 
that he was done, and then begin pickmg up his backpack. More often than not, I would 
have to stop him so we could reread the retelling and discuss what he wrote.
After reading Bobby’s retellings it was evkient that he began the reading/writmg 
sessions writing in the Letter-Name Spelling stage. He was able to read words with long 
vowels patterns, but he wrote a one-to-one correspondence between the number o f 
sounds in a word and the number o f letters—one letter for each sound (phoneme) that he 
heard (Bear and Barone, 1998). He was able to write down kieas that came to his mmd 
and could reread it in the same way each tune. However, in his last five retellings he
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exhibited signs o f moving into the Within-Word Pattern spelling stage. He was 
becommg aware that he needed to use two letters to represent one sound and used his 
long vowel patterns. For example, during his sixth retelling he reread what he had 
written and stopped to say, "That’s not ‘like,’ that’s ‘Ikk.’"
In addition, he was in, what Bear and Barone (1998) termed, the Beginnmg 
Writing stage. This meant he wrote about the literal events o f the storks. In other words, 
he seemed to enjoy writing about what happened, but his retellings remained short and 
after ten retellii^s, he remamed in the Beginning Writmg stage o f  retelling.
Figure 5 is an example o f his fast retelling after reading the narrative book Sam’s 
Seasons and reveals his level o f writing. His retellmg reads; "Sam was sitting on his bed 
and his mom asked him where are your boots and he wore them in spring and he splashed 
m puddles he jumped into leaves he found his boots. ” This retelling is very literal and 
sticks to the facts. However, there are events left out o f the retellings such as what Sam 
did with his boots in the wmter and summer, which kept the retelling short. Bobby 
understood that punctuation is required to be put somewhere in a story so he placed it at 
the end o f  the retelling when he finished.
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Figure S. Example o f Bobby’s First Retelling o f the Narrative Book Sam’s Seasons.
Figure 6 is an example o f his last retelling and reveals his level o f  writing after 
reading the narrative book Little Red and the Wolf. His retelling reads: “He was thinking 
to steal her food. He was hiding behind the trees and a bush. The Baker and Butcher and 
Farmer gave her food. Then she went to Grandmother’s house with the wolf helping to 
get to Grandmother’s house. He changed to be good so he could eat." Bobby’s retelling 
is longer and he talked about o f the literal events in the story. His concept o f a sentence 
has improved dramatically. He now knows how to capitalize the beginning o f a sentence 
and realôed that punctuation needs to be placed throughout the retellmg. In addition, his 
writing is much more readable because he used more conventfonal spellmg than his first 
retelling.
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Figure 6. Example o f Bobby’s Last Retellmg o f the Narrative Book Little Red and the 
Wolf.
Codv
Each Thursday after school I waited patiently for a soft knock at the door. As I 
walked over to open the door I would see a face pressed to the small window set in the 
door. 1 would never see the whole face but only a nose, eyes, and forehead because Cody 
was too short to place his whole face against the window. After opening the door Cody 
would walk in with a  smile and head for his seat. On top o f the desk vfoere he would be 
reading and writing would be sitting a carton o f cold milk and graham crackers. This was
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the snack that was available to all o f the boys, but Cody especially looked forward to his 
milk and graham crackers. He wasted no time in grabbmg a cracker and opening his milk 
carton. While he was enjoying his snack I prepared for our reading/writmg sessions by 
getting out the book, writmg information on top o f the running record sheet, and placing 
the title o f the story he was going to retell on top o f a blank piece of paper.
It was during this time that Cody wouhl adc questions such as, "Why do you have 
those books piled over there? Do your children ever read those books? Did you sharpen 
these pencils? Why do you have so many pencils?” He would also use this time to go to 
the bathroom and more often than not when he came out o f the bathroom he was ready to 
get started. I knew there was no use rushing him because thmgs like eating his snack, 
drinking his milk, and just plain getting settled down after a hectic day o f school were 
necessary before getting down to business.
His posture during reading and writing was an, "I’m tired” posture. For example, 
he frequently laid his head on his left arm as he read or wrote. He never complamed 
about reading and writing, but it just seemed to tire him out. With each page he read he 
sighed deeply and with each sentence he wrote he made the same deep sigh. Sometimes 
he would say, "I’m tired. Can we quit?' I would encourage him and explam how nice of 
a job he was doing. He always looked at me as if to say, "In other words, you are not 
gomg to let me quit and we are gomg to sit here until I foiish.” Needless to say, our 
reading/writing sessfons took a fiill sixy minutes.
Readmg. Cody read smoothly but very slowly and with a very monotonous voice. 
He did not show signs o f bemg excited about any book we read; however, he was very 
observant about the illustrations or photographs. After he read a  page, he wouki look at
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the illustration or photograph intently and sometimes make a comment about something 
he noticed or just go onto the next page.
The initial assessment showed that Cody was just slightly below grade level in the 
area o f reading. I started him m Steck-Vaughn’s stage three books, where he scored 
between the instructional level (accuracy o f 90 to 94 percent) and the independent level 
(accuracy o f 95 to 100 percent). Even though he could read the level 3 books, the length 
o f the text seemed to bother him. He consistently made comments about the book’s 
length while readmg it and when he finished he would lay his head on the desktop as if 
reading the book took all o f the energy out o f him. In addition, I sat worried while he 
was readmg because he read so slowly and the book was long. I worried he would never 
get it read, and written about, within our allotted sixty minutes.
Cody’s reading indkated that he was at the Beginnmg Reader Stage (Bear & 
Barone, 1998). While reading he fingerpointed, was somewhat disfluent, and very 
inexpressive, tending to read word by word. Although his accuracy was high, it was 
difBcult listening to him read because he was slow and inexpressive.
Writmg. Like readmg, writing was not somethmg Cody seemed to enjoy. He 
usually attempted to avoid it by talking about something completely opposite o f what the 
book discussed. I often had to direct hhn back to writmg by handing him a  pencil and 
asking him to write his name on the paper. However, this was not assurance that he 
would begin writmg because his next ploy to avoid wrhing was to say, ‘T don’t remember 
anything about the book.” After reassurmg him and explaining that because he did such a 
good job o f readmg the book he probabty remembers somethmg about the story, we
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would talk about it and I would ask him questions such as, "How did the book start?
What happened to that character? What did the book tell us? How did the book end?’
He was very capable o f answering these questions and would do so with 
confidence. However, he would hesitate and say, "But I don’t know how to begin.” I 
would explain that he could begin with whatever he remembered about the story. 
Eventually, he would begin after he had placed his head on his left arm and lay in his 
chair with his right leg stretched out. Surprisingly, I rarely had to assist him after he 
started writing and when he was done he would tell me and read what he wrote to me.
His writing was very neat even though he did not spend time erasing or worrying about 
how neat it looked. It just seemed to come out neat without much effort on his part.
His written retellings indicated that he was "usii% within-word pattern strategies 
to determine increasingly abstract and complex spellmgs” (Bear & Barone, 1998, p. 82).
In other words, his writing demonstrated that he was aware o f using two letters to stand 
for one sound, observing the middles o f words and looking for long-vowel patterns, 
understanding the spelling o f most r-influenced vowels, and writing in such a way that 
the words looked correct. He used his knowledge o f sounds and letters when spelling, 
but the words just do not happen to be spelled that way. For example, THAR for there, 
and WORT for worked, were words he wrote that made sense and were readable.
Cody retold and summarized events and main ideas or information from the 
expository texts. This indkated that he was m the Beginning Writers Stage o f writmg 
(Bear & Barone, 1998). Figure 7 is an example o f Cody’s first retelling after reading the 
narrative book How Spiders got Eight Legs. It reads as: "Once upon a thne there was a
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spider who wanted to have strong legs. Great Hippo gave him legs so he could win the 
race. None o f the legs worked until he answered the question.”
This retelling demonstrated his concept o f long vowels in such words as “gave’ 
and “grate” makmg his retelling very readable. He included no punctuatkin, however, he 
did capitalize the first word. Also, he kept his retelling short and told the very basic 
literal events o f the story.
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Figure 7. Example o f Cody’s First Retelling o f the Narrative Book How Spiders got 
Eight Legs.
Figure 8 is an example o f Cody’s last retelling after reading the expository book 
Storms. It reads as; “This book told me that Thunderstorms have clouds come m when ft 
starts. And Tornadoes can cause a lot o f damage. And also Hailstorms can be as big as a 
baseball. And another storm is a  Blizzard and streets and sidewalks can get very slippery 
and ft takes days to dig the snow. Hutrkanes usua%  cause a  lot and a lot o f  damage to 
the country.” This retelling is much longer and shows his fttqiroved understanding o f
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punctuation. In addition, Cody’s spelling has improved, which increased the readability 
o f his writing.
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Figure 8. Example o f Cody’s Last Retelling o f the Expository Book Storms.
Dannv
Danny never knocked before coming into the room. Each Wednesday he would 
open the door and stick his head inside to look around and make sure I was there. He 
always had a  “happy to see you ” smile and once he saw me he would step mto the room. 
He would drop his backpack with a thud on the floor and flop down in a chair sighing 
deeply as if the day at school had zapped every bit o f energy out o f  him. I usualfy got up 
and brought the mOk and graham crackers to him.
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"Thanks Mr. Houge. Did you know we had to do two writing assignments today 
and one was just because we were too noisy? Well, you wouldn’t know because you 
weren’t there but we did.” He stopped to chew a cracker and drink some milk.
"And I had a rough day. Just because I was lookmg up at the ceiling thinking 
about what I was going to write, my teachers tells me to pull a card. So I do that, 
thinking, what did I do? And then I go back to ray desk and I look up at the ceOii^ 
again, because I am thinking, and she tells me to pull another card.”
There was never a  loss for words on Wednesday afternoons when I worked with 
Danny. He loved to tell me about his Tag Football League game he had each Saturday 
and anything else that happened m his life that he considered worthy o f talking about. He 
spoke in a very casual manner as if we had the rest o f the afternoon just to talk. Usually I 
nodded my bead or made a short comment but rarely did I ask questkms. It was not 
necessary with Danny. He kept the conversation going without any assistance.
1 looked forward to Wednesday afternoons because it was interesting to listen to 
Danny. It was as if a little adult was speaking, not an eight-year-old child. A majority o f 
the time 1 did not hear everything he said because I was writing and getting ready for our 
reading/writing session. However, one hot afternoon, something he said struck me as 
funny, but he was very serious.
It had been picture day at school. This was the day a picture crew came in and 
took head shots o f all o f the children, and the staff, in the schooL Many children had 
come to school dressed very nice. Danny had on jeans, whkh was unusual because he 
usually had on baggy shorts. He also wore a  football jersey, which was something he 
would normally wear, but it was by no means dres^.
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As he sat eatmg and drinking his snack he saki, “Did you notice my new jeans?"
“Yes,” I said nonchalantly.
“Well, I wore them today because it was picture day. It was a little bit warm but I 
figure I want to wear my jeans so I look nice when I take my picture. So, tomorrow I’ll 
wear shorts agam, but today I wore jeans for pictures. I hope the n y  picture turns out
ok.”
I did not have the heart to tell hkn that the picture he had taken in school was onfy 
a head picture (the middle o f the chest and the head). The only thing he was going to see 
was his worn football jersey and his smiling face. He never dkl show me the picture he 
took on picture day.
Reading. Danny was a very choppy reader. He attempted to sound out many 
words he should have known by sight. He would sit beside me, leaning much o f his 
upper body over the book attempting to read. It was exhausting listening to him read and 
he would regularly tire himself out and have to take a break half way through the book.
He would get up and go to the bathroom, get a  drink o f water, stand and stretch, or start a 
conversation about something that happened in his life. 1 allowed these breaks as long as 
they dkl not take more than five mmutes. I always had to steer him back to the book, but 
he never complamed. He was always very compliant, but it was obvious when he began 
squirming around in his chair that he was gettmg tired ofreadmg and writmg. Once I 
became aware o f these behaviors I would encourage him and assure him that he was 
doing a good job.
Danny was clearly m Bear and Barone’s (1998) Begmnmg Readmg Stage. He 
would fingerpoint while reading, was very disfluent and inexpressive when reading, and
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read word by word. The initial assessment indicated that he was four to six months 
below grade level in reading and writing. I started him reading Steck-Vaughn’s stage 
two books, which he remained in for all ten reading/writing sessions. Throughout the 
reading/writing sesskms he scored at the instructional level (accuracy o f 90 to 94 percent) 
a majority o f the time and occasionally at the independent level (accuracy o f 95 to 100 
percent). I elected to keep him in the stage two books throughout our ten sessions 
because be was not consistently scoring in the independent stage.
The Semantic Webs that were used to introduce the vocabulary assisted his 
reading tremendously. When he came to a word that I had introduced prior to reading, he 
recognized the word, immediately felt more comfortable, and would attempt to sound it 
out, which, almost always, would lead to him reading the word without my assistance.
He rarefy, if ever, used his pictures as clues for what the word m%ht be. When he would 
turn to me and say he did not know the word I would direct him to look at the picture. 
Once he did this he figured out the word, but he never got to the pomt where he used the 
pictures as clues without my assistance.
Writing. Like reading, Danny was in the Beginnmg Writer Stage. He dkl not 
know how to spell many words and so spent time mventing the spelling for the words he 
wanted to write. He spoke aloud to himself while writing so he could write every sound 
he heard in a word.
His retellings showed his semiphonemk spelling or o rthogr^hk  knowledge o f 
words. For example he wrote FLOT for float, SPAC for space, WOK for work, and 
WUS for was. He was a  Letter-Name Speller—someone who “may be able to read 
words with long vowels patterns, but they will write a one-to-one correspondence
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between the number o f sounds in a word and the number o f letters—one letter for each 
sound (phoneme) that they hear” (Bear & Barone, 1998, p. 76).
In addition, Danny displayed signs o f  being a Beginning Writer through his 
responses to the stories. For instance, he always wrote about the literal events in the 
stories. He also would talk about the stories and sometimes include his personal opinion, 
however these personal opinkins did not appear m his retellings.
Figure 9 is an example o f Danny’s first retelling after reading the narrative book 
Sam’s Seasons. It reads as: “Sam lost his boots. Sam remembered that he put them on 
and wore them in the sprmg. In the summer he made sand castles. In the fidl he put the 
leaves m a pile. In the winter he put the boots on and he used them as brakes. He found 
his boots and they were too small.” This retelling illustrated how much further delayed 
Danny’s writmg was than the other three participants. For example, he did not have any 
concept o f consonant diagraphs in words that he could read such as “them,” “they,” and 
“that.” However, unlike the other participants, he demonstrated his concept o f a sentence 
by including a capital letter at the beginning and a period at the end. Finally, even though 
his retellmg was short and he wrote about the literal events, he told all the events m a 
sequential order and included all o f the seasons.
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Figure 9. Example o f Danny’s First Retelling o f the Narrative Book Sam’s Seasons.
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Figure 10. Example o f Danny’s Last Retelling o f the Narrative Book The Sand Castle 
Contest.
Figure 10 is an example o f Danny’s last retellmg aftw  readmg the narrative book 
The Sand Castle Contest. It reads as: “Familks, lots o f families, entered a competition.
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They bad a famDy that made a  big sand castle. There was a tall castle. There was a short 
castle. One was medium. The lifeguard had a problem deciding who to pick and they 
picked the small one.” This retelling illustrates how much his writing had improved 
through his correctly spelled words such as “that,” “they,” and closefy spelled “there.” It 
is now a readable retelling with much improved handwriting. Once again, his retelling 
remained short and he told the literal events o f the story, but he was careful to tell all o f 
the literal events in sequential order, making it a very good retelling.
Conclusion
Overall, these four boys fit the delayed reader mold—someone who responds to the same 
type o f  instruction as students who are not behmd, and rarefy requfte an elaborate and 
separate series o f teaching methods (Shaywitz, et al., 1992). The reading/writing sessions 
were designed so that readmg and writing complimented each other. In essence, the 
sessions allowed the children to read and write authentic texts for authentic reasons. The 
children read authentic narrative and expository texts and retold them as if they were 
writing to inform a friend or parent what the book was about.
Data Analysis
The purpose o f this study was to examine how well four elementary primary 
grade delayed readers could read and reconstruct narrative and expository texts through 
written retellings. This study examined elementary prhnary grade delayed readers’ 
preferences for narrative and expository texts, the affect the structure o f narrative and 
expository texts had on elementary primary grade delayed readers’ writing, and
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elementary primary grade delayed readers’ comprehension as demonstrated through 
written retellings. This sectkin o f the study focuses on the analysis o f the data collected 
from the delayed readers’ written retellings that they completed following their oral 
reading o f a  narrative and expository text. Research was conducted from September 
through November, during which time thirty-four one-to-one readuig/writing sessions 
were conducted wfth the four participants. Throughout the reading/writmg sessions I 
collected field notes, running records, and physical artifacts such as written retellings.
The foUowmg questions guided the study;
la. What do delayed readers prefer regarding narrative and expository text
prior to their reading and writing about both types o f texts?
1 b. What do delayed readers prefer regarding narrative and expository text
subsequent to their reading and writing about both types o f texts?
2. What affect do the patterns o f text, o f original narrative and expository 
texts, have on delayed readers’ written retellings?
3. How do delayed readers’ written retellings reflect their comprehension of 
narrative and expository text?
The source o f analysis for this study was the transcripts o f the participants’ 
reasons for preferring either narrative or expository text and participants’ written 
retellings. After reading each book to me, the participants were asked to pretend they 
were telling someone about this book as they completed a  written retellmg. This 
occurred once a week for a period o f ten weeks for Bobby and Danny while Andy 
completed onfy eight readmg/writing sessions and Cody conqileted onfy six due to illness 
and holidays.
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This process allowed for a number o f comparisons:
1. A conqtarative analysis o f  each partkqiant’s reasons for preferring to
read narrative or expository texts prior to, or as the better-liked after, 
reading and writing about both texts.
2. A cross case analysis o f each o f the four participant’s reasons for
preferring to read narrative or expository texts first, or as the better- 
liked, after reading and writing about both texts.
3. A comparative analysis o f  the distinctive linguistic structural patterns
of the narrative and expository texts.
4. A comparative analysis o f  each participants’ narrative and expository
texts’ linguistic structural patterns.
5. A cross case analysis o f  each o f the four participants’ written retellings
o f narrative and expository texts.
Question la  and lb
Results
Data for this section o f the study were drawn from the answers the four 
participants provided before reading and writing about a set o f pair-it-books. I allowed 
participants to look through both the narrative and expository texts prfor to askmg them 
which text they would prefer to read and write about first and why. Subsequent to 
reading and writing about each text, the partkipants were asked whkh text they liked the 
best and why. The participants’ responses were audiotaped and transcribed.
Fkst Analvsis. Data fiom the transcribed audiotapes were analyzed by sortmg 
their responses into two categorizes using the within-case analysis (Merriam, 1992). The
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two categories were, the responses before reading and writing about each text and 
responses after reading and writmg about each text. After completing the within-case 
analysis I completed cross-case analyses o f each participant’s response to each set o f 
pair-it books they read by organizing the responses the partkipants provided by sets o f 
pair-h books. My intent was twofold; to observe the responses o f each participant and 
look for patterns among sets o f pair-it books. For example, did all the partkipants who 
read the same set o f pair-it books choose the expository or narrative text as the better- 
liked text?
The final analysis revealed that Andy and Danny chose expository texts before 
and after reading and writing about each set o f pair-it books. Bobby, on the other hand, 
chose narrative texts seven times and expository texts three times whereas Cody chose to 
read expository texts three times and narrative texts three times. However, he and Bobby 
both changed their choice o f texts a total o f one time each after reading and writing about 
each text.
The results o f this analysis are arranged in Tabk 3 to provide the reader with a 
comprehensible outline o f the types o f texts each participant selected. Each set o f pak-h 
books were placed together so the reader could clearly see which type o f text each 
participant chose before reading and writing about both types o f texts and the text they 
preferred after reading and writmg about each text. For example, the stage two pair-it 
books Season to Season (expository) and Sam’s Seasons (narrative) were read by Andy, 
Bobby, and Danny. Both Andy and Damy chose the expository text before and after 
they had read and written about each text, however, Bobby chose the narrative text Sam’s 
Seasons. Furthermore, Bobby and Damy were the onfy two partkipants to read the pak-
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it books Dinosaur Fun Facts (expository) and Dinosaur Show and Tell (narrative), but 
notice that Danny selected expository text before and after reading and writing about 
each text whereas Bobby selected to read the narrative text before reading and writing 
about each text, but after he had read and written about each text he preferred the 
expository text over the narrative text. This occurred once more with Cody with the pair- 
it books Storms (expository) and Carlita Ropes the Twfater (narrative) except Cody had 
selected the expository text first and had switched his decision to the narrative text.
Table 3
Cross-Case Analysis of Participants* Selection of Texts
Aody BolWv Cody Daaay
Tide of Books B A B A B A B A
Season to Season (Exp.) X X X X
Sam’s Seasons (Narr.) X X
Lift Off (Exp.) X X
I Can Be Anything (Narr.) X X
Dinosaur Fun Facts (Exp.) X X X
Dinosaur Show and Tell (Narr.) X
Wolves (Exp.) X X X X
Little Red and the Wolf (Narr.)
Beach Creatures (Exp.) X
The Sand Castle Contest (Narr.) X
Pizza For Everyone (Exp.) X X X X
Pizza Pokey (Narr.) X X
A Look at Spiders (Exp.) X X
How Spiders Got Eight Legs (Narr.) X X
Storms (Exp.) X X X
Carlita Ropes the Twister (Narr.) X
Note. The letter B = Before and the letter A = After.
Second Analvsis. After completmg the fest anafysk, I chose to conqilete a 
second analysis that involved sorting the before and after responses mto the session each 
response was given as a guide to determme if a  pattern emerged from & st
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reading/writing session to the last. This procedure yielded the order o f responses seen m 
Table 4.
The sessions were labeled 1 and 2 ,3  and 4, and so on because these sessions 
included a text that was a pair to another text. For example, session one for Danny 
mchided the text Season to Season while the second sessran included the text Sam’s 
Seasons. There were a total o f seventeen pair-it books completed among all four 
participants. The expository text was chosen a total o f twelve times as the first text to 
read, and write about. The selection o f texts after reading and writing about each text, 
also revealed that expository texts were chosen as the preferred text twelve times.
This table clearly illustrates Andy’s and Danny’s choice o f expository texts from 
their first reading/writing session to their last. Note, however, that Bobty and Cody both 
charged their choice o f texts in the fifth and sixth reading/writing session. At this point 
no connection can be made to this phenomenon, but I contribute it to their sense o f 
comfort about which text they chose to prefer to read and write about, which they did not 
possess up to this point due to the feet that they had not met or worked with me prior to 
this study. Generally, however, no pattern emerged regarding the type o f text the 
participants selected in the first and the final sessfons.
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Table 4
The Type of Text Each Particyant Chose to Read Before and After Reading and 
Retelling
Andy Bobby Cody Danny
Sessions Before After Before After Before After Before After
No. I & 2 Exp. Exp. Narr. Narr. Narr. Narr. Exp. Exp.
No. 3 & 4 Exp. Exp. Narr. Narr. Exp. Exp. Exp. Exp.
No. 5 & 6 Exp. Exp. Narr. Exp. Exp. Narr. Exp. Exp.
No. 7 & 8 Exp. Exp. Exp. Exp. Exp. Exp.
No. 9 & 10 Narr. Narr. Exp. Exp.
Third Analysis. Using the constant comparative method o f  data analysis 
(Merriam, 1992) 1 reviewed the participants’ explanatfons as to why they chose a 
particular type o f text to read and write about or as the better-liked text, to categorize the 
content o f the explanations. Throughout all the analyses, I hnplemented investigator 
triangulation (Stake, 1995) by presenting the participants’ explanations to another expert 
to discuss alternative mterpretations. Indeed, these alternative mterpretations were 
ftmdamental to the findings I present.
In keeping with Merriam’s (1992) course o f actfon for constructing categories, 
data analysis was done in conjunction with data collection. Once all o f the data were 
collected, I conducted an intensive analysis attempting to substantiate, revise, and 
reconfigure tentative findings.
I began by reading the participants’ transcribed explanations for selecting an 
expository or narrative text and writing down notes, comments, observations, and queries 
m the margms. After workmg through the entire set o f e)q)lanatioos from each 
participant, I went back over my marginal notes and comments and tried to group the 
comments and notes that seemed to go together, keepmg m mind that the categories ’'are
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abstractions derived from the data, not the data themselves” (Merriam, 1992, p. 181). In 
the end, I came up with sbc categories that reflected what I saw in the explanations the 
participants provWed for why they chose a particular type o f text; (a) book’s illustrations 
(BI) (e.g., X ause the pictures look real.”); (b) thought it would be, or was, easier to read 
(ER) (e.g., “I thought it would be easier to read because it’s sort o f like a cartoon and 
cartoons are easier to read.”); (c) had a desire to learn (DL) (e.g.. 'T just wanted to learn 
what was going to happen. I think I will leam about rockets.”); (d) thought it would be 
Am to read (FR) (e.g., “Because they are going to put on a show and it looks flmny.”); (e) 
it is real (IR) (e.g., “Because it is real life.”); and, (f) story based (SB) (e.g., “Because it 
has more jobs than this one and her brother and her feel like they can be anything ”).
Because each participant may have provided more then one reason for selecting a 
text their explanation may have been categorized two ways. For example, Andy’s 
explanation that, “this one is real and this one is not because the pictures look real and 
that one doesn’t ” was categorized as 6ooü’s  illustrations and it is real. Danny’s 
explanation, “because I like to leam new things and I just want to leam new fects about 
things and I just want to know more about animals” was categorized as wanted to leam  
and it is real. The results o f the participants’ explanations given before reading and 
writing about each text can be seen in Table S. The results o f the participants’ 
explanations given after reading and writing about each text can be seen in Table 6.
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T ables
rfltegnrizatinn o f  the Explanations Before Readme and Writmg about Each Text
BI ER DL FR IR SB
Expository 3 0 4 0 6 0
Narrative 3 2 0 4 0 0
FR = Thought it would be Fun to Read; IR = It Is Real; SB = Story Based.
Table 6
Categorization o f the Explanations After Readmy and Writing about Each Text
BI ER DL FR IR SB
Expository 3 0 0 0 8 6
Narrative 0 2 0 0 0 3
FR = Thought it would be Fun to Read; IR = It Is Real; SB = Story Based.
The expository and narrative texts were selected three times because o f  the books’ 
illustrations prior to reading and writing about each text. Narrative texts were never 
selected because o f  then illustrations after both texts were read, whereas expository texts 
were selected three times. Conversely, expository texts were never selected because a 
participant thought they would be easier to read prfor to or after they read and wrote 
about both texts while narrative texts were selected twice because a participant thought 
they wouM be easkr to read both before and after they read and wrote about each text. 
Understandably, expository texts were the only texts selected because the partfoipant had 
a desire to leam o r because it was real where narrative texts were the onty texts selected 
because they thought it would be fun to read. Although reading and learning about 
somethmg that is realm  expository texts êexcitm g and ftm to children (Guthrie, Van
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Meter, McCann, Wigfield, Bennett, Poundsone, Mary, Faibisch, & Mitchell, 1996) the 
participants in this study never noted that reason for wantmg to read expository texts. 
Finally, expository texts were selected six times and narrative texts three times after each 
text was read and written about because o f  some aspect o f the story.
Although they appear obvious, these eight categories o f reasons for selecting 
narrative and expository texts are a  reminder that children do have reasons for selecting a 
type o f text. Sometimes it may be as simple as the illustrations looked cool or they 
thought the text might be easier to read but other times it may be that they wanted to leam 
or just be entertained. Whatever the reason, it would seem pertinent from these results 
that teachers and parents be aware o f children’s reasons for readmg different types o f 
texts.
Conclusion
Overall, expository texts were selected more often than narrative before reading 
and writing and were better liked than narrative. Although narrative was selected by the 
participants less frequently it reveals that elementary primary grade delayed readers can 
enjoy both types o f texts. In fact, no comments were made regarding then* dislike o f 
narrative texts or their desve to read only expository. This finding perhaps serves more 
to highlight the hnportance o f providing children with both types o f texts rather than 
recommending that teachers and parents avokl books with narrative text. Additional^, 
smce this section o f the study found that illustrations, or the way the text looks, and a 
child’s desire to leam, can be significant fectors m which text the children want to read, 
this finding should serve as a gukie to adults when exposmg children to narrative and
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expository texts. Children seem more interested if the text has bright illustrations or 
photographs or is related to their interests.
In summary, these results provide some evidence that elementary primary grade 
delayed readers have text specific preferences and can provide logical explanatk>ns for 
their selection. These results also highlight the practicality and effectiveness o f 
permitting children o f this age the opportunities to self-select between narrative and 
expository texts. Ultimately, it is anticipated that providing elementary primary grade 
childien with alternatives to readmg onfy one Qrpe o f text can not only have a positive 
impact upon their reading occurrences in the short term, but also have longer term 
benefits upon the development o f young children’s readmg interests and future reading 
skills of narrative and expository texts.
OuestK)n2
What affect do the patterns o f text o f original narrative and expository texts have 
on delayed readers’ written retellmgs?
In order to examine the nature o f the textual patterns o f written retellings o f the 
participants, the T-units and shnple and complex verbs o f  each o f the texts were first 
analyzed. This section wfll: (a) examine the T-unhs and simple and complex verbs in the 
original written narrative and expository texts; (b) present an analysis o f the nature o f the 
use of T-units and simple and complex verbs in the four participants’ written retellings; 
and, (c) present a  cross-analysis o f  the written retellmgs o f  the four participants. This 
analysis is important in order to determine why delayed readers and writers, like the 
children in this study, are need o f a  variety o f readmg texts, because many times th ^  
have a difiScuh time understandmg the meaning o f a sentence, organization, and spelling
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when writmg. I f  it is determined that their writmg and their stylistic features appear to be 
significantly affected by the text they read then it will make sense to provkie them with a 
variety o f reading texts (Eckhoff, 1983). To determine whether or not the participants’ 
writing was affected by the text they read I fest had to count the T-units and smq)le and 
complex verbs in the original texts, then do the same in the participants’ retellings, and 
finally make a comparison. Because the numbers may become overbearmg in this 
section, I provided graphs to aid in the reading o f the numbers.
T-unifs and Simple and Complex Verbs in the Origmal Written Texts
Eckhoff (1983) completed an analysis o f texts’ T-units, and words per T-unh, as 
well as simple and complex verbs as a means o f determining whether linguistic patterns 
o f a text that children read affected their writing. In other words, if  there were texts with 
few words per T-unit, and many snnple verbs it was logical to believe those shorter T- 
units and shnple verbs would appear in children’s writing. Her findmgs concluded that 
this was the case. Thfe method o f studymg texts and children’s writing guided the 
analysis o f the T-units and linguistic patterns o f the narrative and expository texts the 
four participants read and was a means o f methodologkal triangulation (Stake, 1995).
The Patterns in the Narrative and Exposkorv Texts. To begin, the sets o f pair-it 
books were separated into stage two and stage three categorfes. The number o f words, T- 
units, and simple and complex verbs, for each text were counted and recorded in the firont 
cover o f the book. Table 7 gives an example o f the type o f  text that is found in the first 
part o f  Dinosaur Show and Tell, a stage two narrative pam-k book with a total o f  two 
hundred eleven words, eleven shnple verbs, seventeen con^lex verbs, and twenty-eight 
T-units, with an average o f 7.5 words per T-unit. The purpose o f Table 7 is to provide
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the reader with an awareness o f how T-units and simple and complex verbs were 
calculated.
Table?
Linguistic Patterns and T-unAs in the First Five Pages o f  the Narrative Level 2 Text 
Dinosaur Show and Tell
1. Mrs. Rex smiled at her class. 1 T-unit/1 simple verb
2. She told the students about somethmg fim. 1 T-unit/1 simple verb
3. “Tomorrow we will have Show and Tell,” she said. 1 T-unit/1 conq>lex verb
4. “You may bring something special to share.” 1 T-unit/1 complex verb
5. “What can we bring?” asked Dexter. I T-unit/1 smqtk verb
6. “Bring anything you realty like,” said Mrs. Rex. 1 T-unit/1 shnple verb
7. Dexter’s frknds talked about Show and TelL 1 T-unit/1 shnple verb
8. Dexter could not think o f anything to bring. 1 T-unit/1 complex verb
9. “I will brmg n y  bug collection,” thought Dawn. 1 T-unit/1 complex verb
10. “I have bugs o f all shses." 1 T-unit/1 single verb________________________
In order to demonstrate the differences in the T-units and simple and con^lex 
verbs m the level two and level three pav-h books Table 8 was provided as an mcample o f 
the level three narrative text Carlita Ropes the Twfater. It was made up o f three hundred 
eighty words, twenty simple verbs, twenty complex verbs, and twenty T-unhs, with and 
average o f 7.9 words per T-unh.
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Table 8
Lmguistfc Patterns and T-units in the First Two Pages o f the Narrative Level 2 Text 
Carlita Ropes the Twister
1. Once there was a girl who was stronger than the wind and fester than a horse. 2 
T-units/2 complex verbs
2. Her name was Carla. 1 T-unit/1 simple verb
3. She was small and thm, so everyone called her Carlita, which meant little Carla.
2 T-units/1 simple verb and 1 complex verb
4. This is her Story. I T-unit/1 simple verb
5. Carlita wanted to be a cowgvL I T-unit/1 simple verb
6. Her fether taught her to ride a horse, to herd cattle, and to rope animals. 1 T-
unit/1 simple verb
7. Soon she was jumpmg from one gallopmg horse to another. I T-unit/l complex 
verb
8. One time Carlita flipped eight times in the air without messing up her hair. I T- 
unit/l simple verb
9. Carlita was amazing. 1 T-unit/1 complex verb____________________________
In an attempt to provide the reader with a sense o f T-unhs and simple and 
complex verbs in the exposhory texts Table 9 and Table 10 illustrate the type o f text 
found in the first part o f a level two and three expository text. Dinosaur Fun Facts is a 
stage two expository pair-it book with a total o f eighty-three words, three simple verbs, 
twelve complex words, and fifteen T-unhs whh an average o f 4.9 words per T-unit.
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Table 9
T.inguisric Patterns and T-units m the First Ten Pages o f Expository Level 2 Text 
Dinosaur Fun Facts
1. Some dinosaurs were talL 1 T-unit/l conq)lex verb
2. Brachiosaurus was as tall as a  tower. I T-unit/1 comq>lex verb
3. Some dinosaurs were small. 1 T-unit/l complex verb
4. Heterodontosaurus was as small as a dog. I T-unit/l complex verb
5. Some dinosaurs were long. 1 T-unit/l complex verb
6. Stegosaurus was longer than a camper. 1 T-unit/l conqxkx verb
7. Some dmosaurs were heavy. 1 T-unit/l compkx verb
8. Triceratops was as heavy as 2 ekphants. 1 T-unit/1 complex verb
9. Some dinosaurs ate only plants. I T-unit/l sünpk verb
10. Plant eaters had very flat teeth. 1 T-unit/1 compkx verb________________
Table 10 is an example o f a level three expository text titled Storms. It has three 
hundred sixty-four words, twenty-four simpk verbs, twenty-two compkx verbs, and 
forty-six T-units with an average o f 7.9 words per T-unit.
Table 10
Linguistic Patterns and T-units in the Fast Two Pages o f the Exposhorv Level 3 Text 
Storms
1. Thunderstorms have lightmg and thunder. 1 T-unit/1 sim pk verb
2. Lightning is the bright flash m a thunderstorm. 1 T-unit/1 simpk verb
3. The flash is an electrk charge that heats up the air. I T-unit/1 shnpk verb
4. The hot air makes a  booming sound called thunder. 1 T-unit/l simpk verb
5. Heavy rain often comes with a thunderstorm. 1 T-unit/1 smapk veri)
6. Tornadoes are powerful storms. 1 T-unit/l compkx verb
7. They have very strong wmds. 1 T-unit/1 conq*kx verb
8. Theæ winds blow around and around in a circk. I T-unft/l simpk verb
9. They form a  cloud shaped like a  cone. 1 T-unit/1 smg*k verb
10. Sometimes the cloud drops down and moves along the ground. 1 T-unit/1 
sinq)k verb
11. Then it damages nearty everything m its path. 1 T-unit/1 s in ç k  verb
12. Tornadoes are somethnescalkd twisters. 1 T-unit/1 com pkx verb___________
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In the narrative texts o f the pair-h books the T-units were longer and connect to 
one another in a  cham feshion, telling the story that is conqmsed o f dinosaurs as the 
characters in the first text and fictional individuals in the second. However, the 
expository texts were comprised o f shorter T-units that are statements provkling 
information about the illustrations. Each page had text that was unique to that page and 
its illustration and was not related to the text on the previous page. Figure 11 is a graph 
that was created so as to compare the narrative and expository texts’ T-units and simple 
and complex verbs.
100 - ■
Level 3Level 2 Level 3Level 2 
Narr.
T-units 
■Simple Vebs 
■Complex Verba
Figure 11. Analysis of the Level T wo and Level Three Narrative and Expository Texts.
The narrative level two pair-it books had one hundred thirty-four T-units, one 
hundred simple verbs, and thirty-four complex verbs. The expository level two pair-it 
books had one hundred twenty-one T-units, ninety-three sinqple verbs, and twenty-eight 
complex verbs. The narrative level three pair-it books had two hundred thirty-five T- 
units, one hundred seventy-four simple verbs, and sixty-one complex verbs. The 
expository level three pair-it books had one hundred seventy-two T-units, one hundred 
nmeteen smq*k verbs, and fifty-three complex verbs.
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Overall, the narrative texts contain thirteen more T-units than the expository texts 
for level two, seven more simple verbs, and six more complex verbs. For level three, the 
narrative texts contained eighty-three more T-units than the expository texts, fifty-five 
more simple verbs, and eight more complex verbs. In addition, the level two narrative 
texts averaged 5.7 words per T-unit and the expository texts had 6.0 words per T-unit.
For level three narrative texts the average length o f a T-unit was 6.5 words and for 
expository texts it was 8.4 words per T-unit.
Conclusion
The pattern to be recognized among the narrative and expository texts was that 
the narrative texts contained more words, T-units, and simple and complex verbs. 
However, words per T-unh for the narrative texts was less than for expository text. This 
may be due to the publisher attempting to snnplify sentence structure whh the mtention 
o f easing the process o f learning to read (Eckhoff, 1983).
Comparison o f the Original Texts’ and Participants’ Writings’ T-units and Simple and 
Complex Verbs
In order to fecQhate the reader’s comparison o f the participants’ T-units and 
simple and complex verbs whh the T-unhs and simple and complex verbs o f the original 
texts I prepared Table 11. This was done prior to presenting the analysis o f the 
participants’ writing so that the reader has the opportunity to look comparison o f both the 
origmal text and the participants’ written text before looking at the indivklual analysis o f  
each o f the participants’ writing. This outline presents the number o f T-units and simple 
and complex verbs m each o f  the origmal texts as well as the T-unhs and smq>le and 
complex verbs in the participants’ written retellh^s o f that particular text.
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Table 11
Comparison o f the T-units and Simple and Complex Verbs in the Origmal Text and 
Written Retellings
Title o f the Original Text and Participants’ Retellmgs T-units
Simple
VeAs
Complex
Verbs
Season to Season (Level 2 Exp. Text) 15 14 1
Andy’s I* Retelling—Season to Season 5 5 0
Bobbv’s 2"  ̂Retelling—Season to Season 7 4 3
Dannv’s l “ Retelling—Season to Season 5 5 0
Sam’s Seasons (Level 2 Narr. Text) 21 21 0
Andy’s 2"’* Retelling—Sam’s Seasons 9 9 0
Bobby’s l“ Retelling—Sam’s Segsons 7 4 3
Danny’s 2"  ̂Retellmg—Sam’s Seasons 9 9 0
Lift Off (Level 2 Exp. Text) 15 15 0
Bobby’s 4* Retelling—Lift Off 5 5 0
Danny’s 3"* Retelling—Lift Off 7 7 0
I Can Be Anything (Level 2 Narr. Text) 28 28 0
Bobby’s 3"* Retelling—I Can Be Anything 7 7 0
Danny’s 4“* Retelling—I Can Be Anything 5 5 0
Dinosaur Fun Facts (Level 2 Exp. Text) 15 3 12
Bobby’s 6* Retelling—Dinosaur Fun Facts 5 1 4
Dannv’s 5*** Retelling—Dinosaur Fun Facts 7 4 3
Dinosaur Show and Tell (Level 2 Narr. Text) 28 11 17
Bobbv’s 5* Retelling—Dinosaur Show and Tell 6 3 3
Danny’s 6"* Retelling—Dinosaur Show and Tell 5 1 4
Wolves (Level 2 Exp. Text) 29 15 14
Bobby’s 7“* Retelling—Wolves 8 2 6
Danny’s 7“* Retellmg—Wolves 7 4 3
Little Red and the Big Bad W olf (Level 2 Narr. Text) 36 32 4
Bobby’s 8* Retelling—Little Red and the Big Bad 5 3 2
Dannv’s 8* Retellinft—Little Red and the Big Bad 11 9 2
Beach Creatures (Level 2 Exp. Tact) 47 46 1
Danny’s 9'** Retelling—Beach Creatures 5 5 0
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Table 11 Continued
Comparison o f the T-unhs and Shnple and Complex Verbs m the Origmal Text and 
Written Retellmgs
Sand Castle Contest (Level 2 Narr. Text) 21 8 13
Dannv’s 10* Retellmg—Sand Castle Contest 6 3 3
A Look at Spiders (Level 3 Exp. Text) 97 80 17
Andv’s 3rd“* Retelling—A Look at Spkiers 7 6 1
Cody’s 2"  ̂Retelling—A Look at Spiders 6 6 0
How Spiders Got Eight Legs (Level 3 Narr. Text) 130 85 45
Andy’s 4* Retelling—How Spiders Got Eight Legs 10 8 2
Codv’s 1® Retelling—How Spkiers Got Eight Legs 3 3 0
Pizza for Everyone (Level 3 Exp. Text) 29 15 14
Andy’s 5* Retelling—Pizza for Evervone 7 4 3
Bobby’s 9* Retellmg—Pizza for Everyone 5 3 2
Cody’s 3"* Retelling—Pizza for Everyone 8 2 6
Pizza Pokey (Level 3 Narr. Text) 53 53 0
Andy’s 6* Retelling—Pizza Pokey 9 7 2
Bobby’s 10* Retelling—Pizza Pokey 9 6 3
Cody’s 4* Retelling—Pizza Pokey 11 11 0
Storms (Level 3 Exp. Text) 46 24 22
Andy’s 7* Retelling—Storms 13 9 4
Cody’s 5* Retelling—Storms 7 3 4
Carlita Ropes the Twister 51 36 16
Andv’s 8* Retelling—Carlita Ropes the Twister 5 2 3
Cody’s 6* Retelling—Carlha Ropes the Twister 7 5 2
Table 11 outlines how the patterns m the origmal texts were followed m the 
partkÿants’ writmg. For example, m the text Season to Season there were thhteen more 
shnple verbs than complex verbs. O f the three participants’ who completed a written
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retelling about this text all o f three o f them included more simple than complex verbs. In 
the text L ifto ff there were no complex verbs and when Bobby and Danny wrote about 
this text they also did not include any complex verbs.
Analvsis o f Participants’ Writmg
In this sectmn, I completed a within-case analysis o f  each o f the participants’ 
writing for each session to determine the number o f words per retelling, T-units, words 
per-T-unit, and simple and complex verbs. Initially, each o f  the participants’ written 
retellings was sorted into narrative and expository categories. Next, I counted the 
number o f words, T-units, and simple and complex verbs m each o f their retellmgs. I 
then charted the informatmn for each participant and completed a cross-case analysis o f 
the results. Figures 10-17 are the results for each participant.
Figure 12 illustrates that Andy included no complex verbs in his first two 
retellings; however, in his third retelling he included one complex verb. In his 5* 
retelling he began to include more complex verbs in his expository retellmg than his 
narrative retellmg and this pattern continued until his last retelling.
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■T-units 
■Simple Vert» 
■Complex Vert»
Figure 12. Analysis o f Andy's Written Retellings for Each Sessmn
Figure 13 shows that there were thirty-six T-units in Andy’s narrative retellings 
and thirty-two in his expository retellings. In addition, he had twenty-six simple and nine 
complex verbs in his narrative retelling and nineteen shnple and seven complex verbs in 
his expository. Finally, he wrote a total o f two hundred twelve words in his narrative 
retellings (an average o f 6.4 words per T-unit) and one hundred ninety words m his 
expository (an average o f 5.9 words per T-unh).
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Figure 13. Analysis o f Andy’s Written Retellings
Figure 14 is a graphic hnage o f  Bobby’s retellings that shows there were no 
consistent patterns in his use o f T-units and simple and complex verbs for either narrative 
o r expository retellings. In his first two retellings he included complex verbs but did not 
include them in his third and fourth retellings. In his fifth and sixth retellings he had 
more T-units and shnple verbs m his narrative retelling but less complex verbs. In his 
seventh and eighth retellings he had a similar pattern except there were eight T-units in 
his exposhory retelling and only five in his narrative retellmg.
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Figure 14. Analysis o f Bobby’s W ritten Retellings for Each Session
Figure IS shows that Bobby included thirty-four T-units in his narrative retelling 
and twenty-eight in his expositor). Furthermore, he utilized twenty-four simple and 
fifteen complex verbs in his narrative retelling and ten simple and thhteen complex verbs 
in his expository. Lastly, Bobby wrote two hundred thirty-six words in his narrative 
retellings (an average o f 6.9 words per T-unit) and two hundred twenty-one words in his 
expository (an average o f 7.9 words per T-unit).
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Figure IS. Analysis o f Bobby’s Written Retellmgs.
Figure 16 is an analysis o f Cody’s retellmgs for each session that shows he began 
writing short retellings with no complex verbs. By the time he had completed his third 
retelling o f  an expository text he used complex verbs more than simple verbs. This look 
at each o f Cody’s sessions shows a growth from session one to session six.
I T-units 
I Simple Vert» 
■Complex Vert»
Session Session Session Session Session Session
(net.) (ei9) ( e v )  (nar.) (ew ) (ner.)
Figure 16. Analysis o f Cody’s Written Retellings for Each Session
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Figure 17 shows that Cody composed twenty-one T-units in his 3 narrative 
retellmgs and twenty-one in his 3 expository. He totaled nmeteen simple verbs and two 
complex verbs in his narrative and two simple and twelve complex verbs in his 
expository. In the end, he wrote one hundred seventy words in his narrative retellmgs (an 
average o f 8.1 words per T-unit) and one hundred seventy-five words in his expository 
(an average o f 8.3 words per T-unit).
Narradve
■T-unils 
■SimptoVM» 
■CompWKViit#
Figure 17. Analysis o f Cody’s Written Retellings.
Figure 18 is a graphic picture o f Danny’s retellings that shows that even though 
he selected expository texts over the narrative texts for each session Ids retellmg with the 
most words and T-unhs was a narrative retelling in his eighth sessmn. In addition, this 
graph shows that he did not begm to mclude any complex verbs until his fifth retelling. 
O verall Danny made growth as a  writer by beginning to include a balanced number o f 
simple and complex verbs.
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Figure 18. Analysis of Danny's Written Retellings for Each Session
Figure 19 shows that Danny had thirty-six T-unhs in his narrative retelling and 
thnty-one in his exposhory. Moreover, he had twenty-seven simple and twenty-four 
complex verbs in his narrative retellings and nine simple and seven complex verbs m his 
expository. Finally, he wrote three hundred three words in his narrative retellings (an 
average o f 8.42 words per T-unh) and two hundred forty-two words for exposhory (an 
average o f 7.8 words per T-unh).
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Narrative Expository
Figure 19. Analysis o f  Danny’s Written Retellings.
Combined, the four participants wrote two hundred-thvty sbc T-unhs, whkh 
amounted to one hundred twenty-four in narrative retellings and one hundred twelve in 
exposhory. They included ninety-sbc simple and sbcty-seven complex verbs in theh 
narrative retellmgs and twenty-eight simple and forty-five complex verbs in their 
exposhory. In the end, they wrote nine hundred twenty-one words in their narrative 
retellings (an average o f  7.4 words per T-unh) and eight hundred twenty-eight words in 
their expository (an average o f  7.4 words per T-unit). See Figure 20 for a graphk outlme 
o f the final results.
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Figure 20. Analysis o f  the Participants' T-units and Simple and Complex Verbs for Their 
Narrative and Expository Retellings.
Figure 21 shows the results after the participants’ retellmgs were broken mto level 
two and level three texts. The level two narrative written retellings had sixty-five T- 
unhs, My-two simple verbs, and thhteen complex verbs. The level two expository 
written retellings had fifty-nine T-unhs, forty-three simple verbs, and sixteen complex 
verbs. The level three narrative written retellmgs had fifty-four T-unhs, forty-one shnple 
verbs, and thirteen complex verbs. The level three exposhory written retellings had fifty- 
three T-unhs, twenty-four simple verbs, and twenty-nme complex verbs.
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Figure 21. Analysis o f  the Participants' Level Two and Level Three Narrative and 
Expository Retellings.
Taken as a whole, there were six more T-unhs in the narrative level two retellings 
than exposhory, nine more simple verbs but three less complex verbs. The narrative level 
three retellings had only one more T-unh than the exposhory, seventeen more simple 
verbs, but sixteen less complex verbs. In addition, the narrative level two retellings 
averaged 7.2 words per T-unh and the exposhory retellings averaged 7.7 words per T- 
unh. For level three narrative retellings the average length of a T-unh was 7.1 words and 
for expository retellings also averaged 7.1 words per T-unh.
Conclusion
Smce there were a  total o f  twenty level two written retellmgs and only fourteen 
level three h is not feasible to compare level two to level three. However, the pattern o f  
there bemg more snnple verbs than complex verbs holds true for both fevels except for 
the exposhory retellmgs m level three where there were five more complex verbs than 
smqple. Overall the narrative written retellmgs were lengthfer than the exposhory
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retellmgs, although it is important to keep in mind that the original narrative texts were 
lengthier as well and maintain a pattern o f more simple verbs than complex.
The findings for this section o f  the study that attempted to answer question 
number two showed that the writing o f the paitkqxmts studied contamed features o f  their 
origmal reading texts. The narrative written retellings o f  all four participants were 
lengthier, had more T-units, contained more simple than complex verbs, and were 
composed o f shorter T-units reminiscent o f  their original narrative reading texts. The 
expository written retellings were shorter, had fewer T-units, contained fewer shnple and 
complex verbs, and were composed o f lengthier T-units resembling the exact pattern as 
the original expository reading texts.
Although this study was exploratory it would seem firom these findings that there 
is a definite need for more emphasis on the type o f text children read and write about.
Not only is reading important for itself, but the strong relation o f reading to writmg 
suggests that the development o f reading may also enhance writing (Tierney & Pearson, 
1983). Delayed readers and writers, like the children in this study, are especially m need 
o f a variety o f reading texts, as they seem to have great difficulty with a sense of 
sentence, organizatmn, and spelling when writing. Thus, their writmg and then* stylistic 
features appear to be significantly affected by the text they read.
Perhaps one o f  the greatest needs in readmg and writmg with elementary prhnary 
grade children, alongside word recognition and word meaning, is exposure to assorted 
types o f  texts. It would be well to experiment with the use o f  various types o f  texts with 
young children—ones that entice children to read them whh beautiful illustrations and 
readable text. The relationshÿ demonstrated m this study between the text chfldten read
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and the text they write indicate the importance o f providing children with a  variety o f 
narrative and expository reading texts.
Question 3
How do delayed readers’ written retellings reflect their comprehension of 
narrative and expository text?
To explore this questmn, an a n a ^ ^  o f  the four elementary primary % e delayed 
readers’ written retellings o f  narrative and expository texts are discussed. Each written 
retelling was given a richness score. These scores are reported begmnmg with the 
highest level o f  S where participants include all major points, relevant supplementations, 
and show high degree o f coherence, completeness, and comprehensibility. Level 4 is a 
level where participants include all major points, relevant supplementations or none, and 
show good degree o f coherence, completeness, and comprehensibility. The next level is 
level 3 where participants include some major ideas, relevant supplementations or none, 
and show adequate coherence, completeness, and comprehensibility. Next is level 2 
where participants relate a few major ideas, include irrelevant supplementations, show 
some degree o f  coherence, completeness, and the whole is somewhat comprehensible. 
Finally there is level I where participants relate details only, irrelevant supplementations 
or none, low degree o f  coherence, mcompkte, and mcomprehensible.
I scored retellings with two volunteers who were currently graduate students and 
previously reading specialists. They were tramed using a  format suggested by Meredith 
et al. (1992) durmg three sessions that totaled approximately five hours. Each volunteer 
rater evaluated twelve reteilmgs mcludmg ten that were scored by all raters. This meant 
that more than one rater evaluated approxhnately 24% o f  the retellings.
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Once the interraters finished coding the retellings with a richness score I tabulated 
then: scores and placed a richness score for each o f the remammg twenty-two reteilmgs. 
The interrater reliability for richness scores o f  the retellings was 87% with any 
differences discussed and resolved.
Results.
The four participants completed thirty-four written retellings. Half o f  their 
retellings were retellings o f narrative texts and the other half expository texts. Figure 22 
reveals that the richness scores o f the participants remain fitirly evenly distributed among 
scores 2 ,3 , and 4. The fourteen scores o f  3, six scores o f 4, and one score o f 5 indicate 
that a little more than half o f  the time the participants did not have any difSculty recalling 
textual information.
Looking at each particq)ant’s scores provides an even narrower concentration on 
the change o f scores over the ten sessions. For example, Andy’s received scores o f  3 for 
all o f  his retellings except session 3 (score o f  2) and 7 (score o f  5). Bobby’s scores 
fluctuated fi'om a low score o f I to a high score of 3. His first retelling received a score 
o f  2, his next retelli% received a score o f  3 and then he score a level 2 for the next three 
sessions. During the last five sessions he fluctuated between scores o f I to 3. Cody 
received a score o f  2 in his first session, a  score of 3 in his second sessfon and then 
moved to a score o f 4 for the next four sessions. His scores consistently increased. 
Danny’s scores resemble Bobby’s score. They fluctuated between 2 and 4 and resembled 
no consistent pattern.
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Figure 22. Richness Scores o f the Four Participants’ Written Retellings
Taking into consideration that there were two types of retellings—those that 
retold narrative texts and those that retold expository texts—I divided the two types o f 
retellings mto a narrative and exposftory category and completed an analysis o f  then- 
richness scores. There were no narrative retellings that received a score of 5, four that 
received a score o f 4, five that were given a score o f  3, seven that were given a score o f  2, 
and one obtained a sore o f I. O f the expository retellings, one received a score of S, two 
were given a score o f 4, nine were given a score o f  3, four were given a score o f 2, and 
one obtained a score o f I (See Figure 23).
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Figure 23. The Richness Scores o f the Narrative and Expository Written Retellings.
These results demonstrate that the delayed readers in this study were very capable o f 
writing about narrative and expository texts in a fashion that adequately demonstrated 
their comprehension o f  the text. The scores were relatively evenly distributed for both 
the narrative and expository texts supporting the endorsement for allowing elementary 
primary grade delayed readers the opportunity to read and write about narrative and 
expository texts.
Examples o f  Retellings
In the next section, selected participants’ written retellings illustrate each level o f  
richness seen in Figure 22 and 23. These samples exemplify typical elementary primary 
age delayed readers’ responses at each level. Each response at each level o f  the rkhness 
scale will be briefly described and analyzed.
Sample o f  the Participants’ Reteilmgs at Each Level o f  Rfchness. My first 
example is a retellmg that was completed by Andy during his seventh session after he 
read the expository text Storms. This was the onfy retellmg that recewed the score o f  S. 
Andy wrote:
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Thunderstorms are dangerous. People can die! People get shocked.
Tornadoes are really dangerous. They have hard winds. They can kill 
people too! Tornadoes are also called a twister. Hurricanes do a lot o f 
damage too. They are worser! Ice storms are dangerous too. The rain 
freezes and makes ice and on a sidewalk it is slippery. A blizzard is when 
there is snow everywhere in the afr.
Andy included all major points such as storms being dangerous. He also included 
supplementations such as people can get killed and ice on the sidewalk is slippery.
Finally, he wrote with a high degree o f  coherence, completeness, and comprehensibility.
Six o f the participants’ retellings received a score o f  4. These retellings included 
all o f the major points, relevant supplementations or none; showed some good degree o f 
coherence, completeness, and comprehensibility. Danny completed this retelling during 
his seventh session after reading the narrative text Little Red and the Big Bad Wolf:
Little Red Riding Hood was going to her Grandma’s. When Little Red 
Riding Hood stayed on the path she walked by the Butcher. The Butcher 
gave her some roast. The Little Red Riding Hood rain into the Baker and 
the Baker gave her some bread. Then she ran into the Farmer. The 
Farmer gave her some ears o f  com. Little Red Rklmg hood couldn’t carry 
all o f her food so she asked the wolf if he will help and he helped her. So 
from that day on the Big Bad Wolf was called the Big Nke Wolf.
Danny’s retelling integrated all major points such as the people Little Red met on 
her way to Grandma’s and what each o f  those people gave her. He had no relevant
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supplementations but showed some degree o f coherence, completeness, and 
comprehensibility.
Fourteen o f the particÿants’ retellings received the score o f 3. This meant that 
their retellings included some major ideas, relevant supplementations or none, adequate 
coherence, completeness, and comprehensibility. Cody wrote this retelling during his 
second session after reading the expository text A Look at Spiders:
A spider can be as big as a  parents hand and can be as small as a tip o f  a 
pencil. They live in home, in deserts, and forests. They eat insects like 
flies and other insects. A wolf spkler is poisonous.
This retelling included only some major ideas such as the size o f  spiders, where 
they live, and what they eat. There were no supplementations. However, there was 
adequate coherence, completeness, and comprehensibility.
Eleven participants’ retellings were given a score o f 2. This score indicated that 
the retelling related a few major ideas, included irrelevant supplementations, showed 
some degree o f coherence and completeness, and the whole was somewhat 
comprehensible. Bobby wrote this retelling during his ninth session after reading the 
narrative text Pitt» Pnlfey:
The dog was a Disco Dog. The boy sakl do the pizza pokey. They rolled 
the dough out. Sauce was put on. Then the sauce was put on. Then they 
spices were put on. Then th^r put cheese on the pizza. Then they cooked 
it. Then they ate H!
BoWy’s retellmg related only a few major ideas such as the dough being rolled 
out and sauce, spices, and cheeses being placed on the dough. In addition, the retellmg
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showed only some degree of coherence and completeness and on the whole was only 
somewhat comprehensible.
Two o f  the partic^ants’ retellings were given a  score o f  1. This meant the 
retelling related details only, had irrelevant supplementations or none, low degree o f 
coherence, and was mcomplete, and incomprehensible. Bobby wrote this retelling during 
his tenth session after reading the expository text Pizza for Evervone:
The largest pizza was 120 feet. That’s as long as a  baseball diamond. My 
fovorite pizza is pepperoni and sausage. They taught n% about Chma and 
Italy. They taught me about shaping dough with there bands.
Conclusion
Examples o f  four different elementary primary grade delayed readers’ written 
retellings after reading narrative and expository texts demonstrates that elementary 
primary grade delayed readers can sufficiently write about narrative and expository texts 
with a generally good sense o f comprehension. Elementary primary grade delayed 
readers who are limited to reading and writing about one type o f text such as narrative, 
therefore, are limited in their opportunities to stretch their thinking beyond one type of 
story format with fomiliar words, phrases, sentences, paragraphs, and so forth. Their 
understanding o f  other types o f texts undoubtedly will provide them with a smoother 
transftion mto readmg these types o f  texts as they enter into the intermediate grades. By 
allowing, mdeed, encouraging and delighting in early readmg and writmg about narrative 
and expository texts, teachers o f all young children allow the opportunity for increased 
reading/writmg success.
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Finally, it is vital that we keep in mind that this was a  study o f delayed readers 
and writers who are commonfy placed in the bottom readmg group in their classrooms.
In this study they adequately demonstrated their ability to read and write about narrative 
and expository texts. For that reason, teachers must realize that if  the children m their 
low reading group can successfully read and write about narrative and expository texts, 
then all children m thev classrooms should be able to do the equivalent o f  their delayed 
readers.
Intertextualitv
The use o f  Venn diagrams in this study was to determme if the participants made 
mtertextual connectons between narrative and expository texts. Intertextuality tqxpears 
to be vital to meaning-making and the construction o f complex understandings about text 
and life (Short, 1992). Students can, and do, comprehend texts encountered m school 
through making intertextual links. However, this linking is not persistent m schools or 
promoted by instructional practices (Short, 1992) and unfortunatefy not wfth delayed 
readers (AUington, 1983).
The participants’ mtertextual links were tested once they had read and completed 
a written retelling o f  a set o f  pah-it books. Participants were asked to tell me how the 
narrative and expository texts were alike and different. I placed their answers in a Venn 
diagram as they watched. Additionally, I read their responses back to them to assure I 
had recorded their answers correctly. Examples o f  one Venn diagram from each 
participant can be seen m Figures 24*27.
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Expositofv
Narrative
was real.
Added different toppings. 
Did not have a dog in i t  
Did not have a radio in i t
Both had pizza in the story. 
Both showed how to makeWas not real.
Added different toppin 
Had a dog
Had a radio in the story
pizza
Both swirled the dough around 
in the air
Both were eating a completed 
pizza at the end of the story.
Figure 24. Example o f a the Intertextual Links of Andy Shown in a Venn Diagram after 
Reading and writing about Pizza Pnkev and Pizza for Everyone.
Narrative
No snow in the story. 
Has many plants in thf 
story.
Wolfwalkson two 
legs.
Wolf wears clothes.
Alike
Both have a wolf in them.
Both have people in them.
Both showed the wolf in the woods. 
Both had a wolf with fiir.
Both had wolves eating and 
drinking.
Exposhorv
Has snow in the story. 
Has little or no plants. 
Wolf walks on feur legs. 
Wolves have no clothes.; 
Wolves do not talk.
Figure 25. Example o f the Intertextual Links o f Bobby Shown in a Venn Diagram after 
Reading and writing about Little Read and the Wolf and Wolves.
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Narrative
Had only one kind of 
pizza.
Did not talk about the size 
of pizza.
Had &ke pictures.
Both talked about pizza. 
Both talked about toppings. 
Both showed how to toss
Expository
Had different kinds of pizza. 
Talked about the biggest 
pizza in the world.
Had real pictures.
Figure 26. Example o f a the Intertextual Links o f Cody Shown in a Venn Diagram after 
Reading and writing about Pizza Pnkev and Pizza for Everyone.
Narrative
Told a make-believe 
story.
Had a girl in the story. | 
Had a cat in the story. 
Only had one wolf.
Alike
Both had wolves.
Each book had a wolf doing 
something.
Both had homes in it—one had 
grandma’s home and the other had 
wolfhomes.
Both showed wolves liking food.
Expository
Had true stuff about 
wolves
Had only wolves in the 
story.
Had more than one 
wolf.
Figure 27. Example o f the Intertextual Links o f Danny Shown in a Venn Diagram after 
Readmg and writing about Little Read and the Wolf and Wolves.
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Results
In deterroming how many mtertextual connections the four participants made 
during the reading/writing sessions I counted the number o f statements in the “alike'' 
columns. Overall there were seventeen Venn diagrams completed—four for Andy, five 
for Bobby, three for Cody, and five for Danny. The total number o f  intertextual 
connections by all o f the participants were sixty—sixteen for Andy, seventeen for Bobby, 
eight for Cody, and nineteen for Danny (see Figure 28).
These results illustrate the participants’ ability to make intertextual connections 
between two different types of texts. Even though each participant was obviously very 
different, as described in thev biographical sketches, they all were able to make 
intertextual connections. Once again, this supports the need for teachers and parents to 
expect similar growth and success from children who are different from one another yet 
capable o f  reading and writing about narrative and expository texts and making 
connections between the texts.
* Bobby
IstVonn 2nd V#nn SrdVonn 4thV«nn 5th Venn
diagram diagram diagram diagram diagram
Figure 28. Number o f Intertextual Connections During the Reading/Writing Sessions.
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Conclusion
The fîndmgs obtained from the Venn diagrams indicate that the participants 
involved in this study appeared to have intertextual knowledge prior to the study. Then 
abilities to make intertextual links in the first Venn diagram were relatively high and 
remained so throughout the reading/writing sessions. This finding suggests that although 
these were delayed readers they had developed mtertextual understanding prior to second 
grade.
Since this was supplementary data collected during the scheduled reading/writing 
sessions, further research and analysis is needed to more precisely identify factors related 
to mtertextuality. Also, future research might include determining at what age 
intertextual links are made in children’s reading. Likewise, additional research could 
focus upon issues related to apparent intertextual Imks children make to their lives as well 
as other texts.
Summary
Chapter IV began with a concrete description o f the selection process o f  the four 
participants used in my study. Additional descriptmn o f each partkipant, the location o f 
the study, and finally a report o f  the participants’ reading/writing levels followed this 
with the mtent o f  illustrating who the partkipants were, where the study took place, and 
the participants’ level o f academic development. In the next section o f  the report I began
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with a discussion of the text selections o f the participants before they read and wrote 
about each set o f pair-it books that consisted o f  one narratwe and one expository text 
based on a  parallel topic. The data analysis revealed that the four delayed readers in this 
study preferred expository texts to narrative texts based on the text’s illustrations, then* 
desire to learn, the fact that the text was real, and because they enjoyed some aspect o f 
the story. I then exammed what affect the patterns o f  texts, o f the origmal narrative and 
expository texts, had on delayed readers’ written retellings. My investigation showed 
that the original narrative text contained more T-units and simple and complex verbs than 
the original expository text in level two and level three pair-it books. When I compared 
this pattern to the four participants’ written reteilmgs I discovered that the reteilmgs 
followed the same pattern as the original texts, concluding that the texts children read do 
have an effect on the quality and stylistic features o f  then writing. Next, I examined the 
participants’ written retellings to determine if their retellings reflected their 
comprehensfon o f narrative and expository text. Usmg a five pomt richness scale that 
was a modified version o f Mitchell’s (1983) five point richness scale I, along with two 
other raters, rated the written retellings. The final analysis revealed that the delayed 
readers’ retellings in this study primarily received a score o f 2,3, and 4 causing me to 
conclude that delayed readers can write about both narrative and expository texts with 
coherence, completeness, and comprehensibility. Finally, I analyzed the four 
participants’ Verm diagrams flhimmatmg the fiict that they could make mtertextual Imks 
between different types o f texts and possessed this ability to do so prior to my 
investigation. In other words, there needs to be additmnal studfes to determme at what
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age children began making intertextual links between different texts as well as their own 
lives.
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY
The purpose of this descriptive research study was to qualitatively examine the 
extent to which four elementary primary grade delayed readers could read and 
comprehend paired-topic narrative and expository texts as revealed through written 
retellings. It explored the degree to which these delayed readers were able to write about 
the text structures found in narrative text and summarize information found in expository 
text. The study demonstrated the narrative and expository preferences o f the elementary 
primary grade readers before, and after, they read and wrote about each text. In addition, 
the study verified that elementary prhnary grade delayed readers can write about both 
narrative and expository texts with coherence, completeness, and comprehensibility.
The four elementary prmiary grade delayed readers were targeted for this study as 
the four participants read and responded to narrative and expository texts. To begin, 
taped oral responses for choosing one type o f  text to the other were coded and analyzed. 
After the texts were read and the students’ written retellings were completed, individual 
reteilmgs were coded and anafyzed usmg a modified versmn o f Irwin and Mitchell’s 
(1983) S-point richness scale. Finally, frequency counts provided information about the 
extent to whkh the partkipants related narrative text to expository text, or vke versa, 
after reading and writmg about both types o f  texts. The research questions addressed 
were:
1S4
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la. What do delayed readers prefer regarding narrative and expository text
prior to their reading and writing about both types o f  texts?
lb. What do delayed readers prefer regarding narrative and expository text
subsequent to their reading and writmg about both types o f texts?
2. What affect do the patterns of texts, o f original narrative and expository 
texts, have on delayed readers’ written retellû^?
3. How do delayed readers’ written retellings reflect their comprehension of 
narrative and expository text?
This chapter presents conclusions derived thorough examination o f the research 
data. It also discusses implications for instruction and culminates with recommendation 
for future research endeavors.
Concluskms
1. The four elementary primary grade delayed readers were capable o f 
demonstrating preference for narrative or expository text and suppfying relatively high- 
quality explanations for why they chose one over the other.
According to recent research, bemg allowed to read both narrative and expository 
texts at a young age is important for preparing children to read different types o f texts in 
the older grades (Caswell & Duke, 1998). Furthermore, current research tells us that 
children must be provided a choice o f  the type o f texts they are to read in order to build 
nootivatfon for readmg and learning (Guthrie, et al., 1996).
This study indicated that these children were generally quite prepared to select the 
type o f  text they desired to read and write about The feirfy rich quality o f the 
participants’ explanations for selecting one type of text over the other illustrated how
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well prepared the participants were for choosing what they preferred to read. Moreover, 
their explanations demonstrated that these young delayed readers understood the 
differences between narrative and expository texts. This ability to explain why they may 
desire to read and write about one type o f  text to the other let educators see that they may 
have underestimated, not only the young, but the delayed readers’ sensitivity to narrative 
and expository texts.
Since expository texts were selected more frequently prior to reading and writing 
about each text and as the better-liked text after reading and writing about each text, it 
was evkient that the expository texts were more appealing to the children than the 
narrative. Most o f  the children in this study readily selected expository texts over 
narrative even though it is well known that narrative texts are commonly read to, and by, 
elementary primary grade children (Moss & Newton, 1998; Duke, 1998a). Thus, 
narrative is a very fomiliar type o f text to most young children and yet the four 
participants chose the expository texts based on the books illustrations, their desire to 
learn, its real information, and its story. This may reflect their lack o f  exposure to 
expository text causing them to desire to read something they rarely are permitted to read.
The foctors creating this preference for expository texts may be those that are 
used to identify these children as delayed readers. In order to assist a child with their 
reading one must first k len t^  what level o f reading they are fiinctioning. Currently, our 
education system hnplies, through a lack o f lower reading leveled expository texts (Moss 
& Newton, 1998), that a  delayed reader must read narrative text that has very femiliar 
text structures, repetitive text, and the liking. Followmg their reading o f numerous 
narrative texts, the delayed reader begms to buDd on the strengths o f  their constructed
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knowledge o f this type o f text, which they may eventually become insensitive to and 
begin to become curious about another type o f text called nonfiction or expository text. 
This type of text permits children to speak to others about what they learned from their 
readmg. With this perspective in mind, we may want to adjust the way in whkh we 
identify and instruct elementary primary grade delayed readers.
2. The four elementary primary grade delayed readers were successful in 
reconstructing the linguistic structural patterns o f the original narrative and expository 
reading texts in then* own writing, therefore confirming that the text they read does have 
an affect on their writing.
Another signi&ant finding in this study was the mdication that the four 
elementary primary grade delayed readers applied the written language linguistic 
structural patterns o f  the narrative and expository texts m their written reteilmgs. The 
information examined in this study suggests that the linguistic structures of the 
participants’ written retellings resembled the linguistk structures o f  the texts they read. 
Although the individual participants demonstrated different levels o f  ability, the analyses 
showed that the pattern o f T-units and shnple and complex verbs used in the children’s 
writing approximated those o f the original written texts they read. The cross analyses 
showed that each o f  the participants were sensitive to the distmct Imguistic structures o f 
both narrative and expository texts.
Since the expository texts in this study had as de&tite a  Imguistk: structural 
pattern (more T-units and simple verbs) as did the narrative texts, it was reasonable to 
suggest that the partkqxmts’ writmg o f  the narrative and exposhory texts would follow 
the same linguistic structural pattern. As this study has suggested, one way to introduce
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young children to expository text is through an instructional technique that permits the 
children to read narrative and expository texts with similar topics. Through the reading 
and writing about both types o f texts children develop an understanding o f  how narrative 
and expository texts are structured. They bring this understandh% with them as they 
figure out the organization o f passages as they read and attempt to comprehend what the 
author o f  a selection is trying to communicate.
The ability to reconstruct the two types o f texts offers evidence that learning to 
read and understand the texts is a meaning-driven, constructive process (Pappas, 1991 ; 
1993). Narrative and expository texts are similar in some respects, although there are 
intrinsic differences in the written texts and purposes. According to Pappas, children 
need to have a sense that variation o f each type o f text exists in written language and that 
the different texts accomplish various purposes. The data supplkd in this study 
illustrated that these young delayed readers were capable o f recognizing these variations 
m the two types o f texts and apply them to their own writing.
The findings provided in this study also indicates that these young delayed readers 
were capable o f processing the linguistic structures of the expository text as well as the 
narrative text, which may be attributable to their imitating the linguistic structures they 
saw in the texts they read for this study. The findings in this study may also mean that 
the use o f expository text not only needs to, but also can, have a more prominent place in 
the literacy programs in the elementary prûnary grades because the mcreased experknce 
with expository texts in the early literacy programs can cause young children’s 
difBcukies with expository texts later in school to fiide (Kamil & Lane, 1997a). The 
information gained from this study mdicates that some children’s writing may resemble
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the linguistic structures o f the texts they are reading. Additionally, this study shows that, 
not only are the original narrative and expository texts’ linguistic structures different, but 
also children’s linguistic structures in there written retellings o f  the different texts are 
different and adhere to the same pattern as the original texts.
3. The written reconstructions o f the original narrative and expository texts reflect 
the comprehension o f  the elementary primary grade delayed readers and their ability to 
read and write about narrative and expository texts.
Retelling assisted me in becoming femiliar with, in part, the comprehension 
processes applied by the participants after they had read both narrative and expository 
texts. Retellmg was a  constructive undertaking that required the four participants to 
construct an individual text by formulating conclusions based on the original texts. The 
retellings in this study went beyond comprehension to consist o f  producing text in a 
written format. Although this detail does not propose that one must regard the product o f 
retelling as a wrhing task, it can be said that comprehension and production o f texts are 
but parts o f an individual, united process, and that this process is made patently clear 
through retelling.
Maintaining such a stance o f comprehension o f text and the product o f retelling 
that follows, preserves various significant instructional implications. It removes the 
unnatural- division between readmg and writing that exists m many educators’ currkula.
It promotes a belief that reading and writing cannot be separate entities, but rather 
conq)lement with each other. Specifically, to at least some extent, the children m this 
study learned to better their writing through reading as well as better their readmg 
through writmg (Teale, 1986; Hansen, 1987; Roller, 1996). The written retelling
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procedure o f narrative and expository texts m this study was a strategy that encouraged 
this kmd o f learning.
Results in this study suggest that the elementary primary grade delayed readers 
were capable o f comprehending paired-topic narrative and expository texts when they 
were written at the child’s reading level. Retelling appeared to be a  useful strategy for 
eliciting the four participants' recollection o f narrative and expository texts. Because of 
the mdividualized strategy o f retelling, it may turn out to have potential at assessing 
elementary primary grade children's comprehension o f narrative and expository texts 
than traditional test methods.
Furthermore, the results in this study verify that elementary primary grade 
delayed readers were proficient at summarizing narrative and expository texts, 
recognizing details they regarded as significant, and writmg in a clear, coherent feshion 
so that the reader of their writing understood what they were writing about the original 
text. Overall, the written retellings had two components—what was recalled from the 
original texts and how what was recalled was structured into unique writing pieces that 
communicated a point (Kalmbach. 1986).
4. The four elementary primary grade delayed readers each constructed similarities 
and dissmiilarities between the narrative and expository original reading texts.
Venn diagrams were implemented in this study as a  means to classify the 
narrative and expository texts in terms o f  more than a smgle trait. More specificalfy, the 
Venn diagrams required the four participants to explam how the two pair-h books were 
different and also how they were snnilar. The participants made cormectmns between the 
pair-it books based on their own personal mterpretations. This process o f intertextuality
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involved making connections between the texts and represented the constructive nature o f 
readmg.
When I con^mred the proportion o f  mtertextual connections each participant 
made, I found that they made relatively the same amount o f connections. While all o f the 
partkipants made mtertextual connectfons, thek connections were typically confined to 
“both had animals” or “both had trees.” Interestingly, when asked if they could think o f 
something that was not so obvious, some o f the participants like Cody noted, “both talked 
about doing good things like leaving spiders alone and being honest” or Danny who 
stated that “both talked about the type o f  job you can have.”
These kinds o f  findings suggest that elementary primary grade children need not 
be expected to read only one type of text, which in most cases would be narrative, but 
that concerted efibrts are necessary to bestow them with other types o f texts and forge 
understandings o f the perspectives and practkes o f theuL Allowing for muftipk texts ty  
enacting a curriculum that permits children to read and discuss the likes and differences 
between texts can be extremely useful in this process because it affords a familiarization, 
as well as the appreciation, o f different types o f texts. This process o f  familiarization o f 
different types o f texts shifts in shared relations, positions both teachers and children in 
new and sometimes productive ways when teaching and learning to read and write, and 
creates openmgs for new links between texts. However, such innovative coUaboratkn 
between texts may also derail one-type-only readmg agendas, as well as create difBcult to 
repak students’ deske to read, understand, and write about more than one type o f readmg 
text. Forgmg critical associations between texts within the classroom readmg and writing 
instruction necessarily involves vulnerability and risk that children may grow m ways
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unimaginable. Yet placing the practices o f teachmg reading and writing with more than 
one type of text m the classroom is probably a lot more productive than either regulating 
or nainimizing the boundaries between the texts.
Limitations o f  the Study and Implkations for Further Research 
As I conducted and analyzed this study, several limitations and hnplications for 
research emerged. While my combination o f  narrative and expository texts yielded 
valuable msights mto the preferences o f this small number o f participants, more in-depth 
information about the participants’ mterests would be beneficial Knowmg how students’ 
preferences translated to actual reading behavior at home and in the classroom, as well as 
knowing how young children choose a particular type o f text, would add in ^ r ta n t 
dimensions. Observations o f  young children choosing reading materials and interviews 
after they choose books in the classroom and school library could offer this information. 
Furthermore, interviews with the children’s parents and siblings could provide further 
detail into what they read at home and if they discuss what they have read m school 
More information regarding the classroom environment and teachers’ values and 
mstructional practices regardmg literacy and literature would also be valuable m 
discovering how the participants’ teachers use literature and writing. Further, smce this 
study was compiled o f  boys only, it would be miportant to more speci&ally address the 
preferences and writing skills o f  boys and girls fi'om other diverse backgrounds.
Studv Implications
At some juncture, to ask the question o f how children learn to read and write 
about expository text begs the questmn o f  what type o f  readmg/writing curriculum were
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the children taught. Thus, I believe the findings o f  this study may have implications for 
elementary primary grade teachers and future investigations about teaching reading and 
writing with both narrative and expository texts.
Implications for Elementarv Primary Grade Teachers
The findings o f this study support the importance o f developing a dual-text 
reading/writing curriculum and encouraging young children to engage in active readmg 
and writing activities with more than one type o f text. Because they could actively prefer 
one type o f  text to the other and provide logical explanatfons for then choices, the four 
study participants were able to read the texts with confidence, write about the texts to 
demonstrate then comprehension, and compare the two types o f texts for differences and 
likenesses. I f  one posits reading/writing instruction as a time to expose young children to 
both narrative and expository texts, perhaps numerous experiences with both types o f 
texts should be provided in the elementary primary grades—prior to asking children to 
engage m, and reflect on, expository texts m the intermediate grades. This concept places 
development of a curriculum that emphasizes young children readmg and writmg about 
expository texts as central to the development o f  children who can read and write about 
both types o f  texts. The notion o f supporting elementary primary grade teachers in 
learning to teach reading and writing with narrative as well as expository texts reflects a 
developmental focus in reading/writmg instruction m the primary grades and 
appropriately so. The participants m this study clearly demonstrated their ability to read 
and write about expository texts that were written at thek level o f  reading.
Duke (1998b) offered five suggests for incorporatmg expository texts in the 
elementary primary grades. She recommended that educators: (a) encourage the
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publishers o f literacy and basal programs to include more expository texts in their 
materials, (b) incorporate research about the successful use o f  expository texts with 
young children in preservice and practicing teachers’ professional education programs,
(c) link expository text reading and writing to scknce achievement, (d) encourage parents 
to include more expository text in their homes and, (e) increase the budget for purchasing 
readmg material when attempting to mclude equal amounts o f expository texts in the 
classroom. This study’s successful results with using paired-topic texts support a sixth 
technique for includmg expository texts in the elementary prûnary grades—pair narrative 
texts with similar topic expository texts.
Am ther ûnplication from the findings o f  this study centers on the nnportance of 
the actual mtertextual Imks between the narrative and expository texts. Because study 
participants consistently described the similarfties and differences among the narrative 
and expository texts, it appears the opportunity for elementary primary grade teachers to 
take a greater role m mteracting with children about the texts they read may provide 
critical support for the children’s ideas and improve their self-confidence as well as thek 
mtellectual growth. Results o f  this study suggest that allowing yoimg delayed readers the 
opportunities to read and write about expository texts may be more productive if  the 
teachers encourage talk about the texts and make comparisons to other types o f  texts. 
Implications for Future Investigations About Teachmg Reading and Writmg with 
Narrative and Expository Texts
Given the clear success o f readn% and writmg about narrative and expository 
texts with the four participants m this study, it may be that some educators and book 
publishers have been too qukk to dismiss the reality and success o f expository texts m
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the elementary primary grades. As I considered these four participants and all the other 
delayed readers I have had the privilege o f  helpmg read and write, more than anything 
else, their individuality was what I most desired to understand—for it was through 
personal uniqueness that each child made his or her greatest achievement when learning 
to read and write about narrative and expository texts. My experiences with the four 
participants in this study have convinced me that, at its finest, the reading/writing 
curriculum must be an endeavor that is collaborative and yet individual m focus. Further, 
the explorations o f how well or poorly children read and write about narrative and 
expository texts must continue to span the range o f elementary primary grade children— 
fi"om the lowest through the average to high readers and writers.
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r a f a r a n e a d  ahova baa h a a n  ap p ro v ad  b y  t h a  S o c ia l /S a h a v io r a l  O oand .ttaa  o f  t h a  
Z n a t i t t t t i c n a l  Saviaw  h o a rd . T h ia  app r o v a l  i a  app ro v ed  f o r  a  p o r i o d  o f  a n a  
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Appendix B
A H u u m  Shbjectt CoMMt F o m
Dear Parent:
I am a graduate student at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, and am doing a research study involving 
reading instruction of elementary students. This information will help in preparing teachers for instructing 
students in literature.
I am asking your permission for your child to participate in this study The reading materials used will be 
part o f his or her regular tutoring session. The only change in the normal tutoring schedule will be that I 
will ask your child some questions about what types of books he or she likes or dislikes.
The reading instruction may be audiotaped so that I may further study the information after the session. 
Your child will be identified on the audiotape by first-name only and will not be identified at any time in 
any of the reports resulting fi’om this research.
You are free to withdraw your consent of your child’s participation at any time during the study.
If you would like a copy of the study summary results, the Coordinator of the Literacy Center will be given 
a copy when the study is completed.
If you have any questions, please contact me at 799-7720 or my advisor. Dr. Thomas Bean, at 895-1455. 
You may also contact the UNLV Office of Sponsored Programs at 895-1357 for questions regarding the 
rights of research subjects.
Please sign below to indicate that you have read the above information and agree for your child to 
participate in this study. I understand that I may withdraw my child from the study at any time. I have 
included an extra copy of this consent form for you to keep. Please return one signed copy to me as soon as 
possible. Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Timothy T. Houge
Child’s Name:
Parent’s Signature:
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Appendix C
Instruction for Tnitial Written Retelling
After reading the book say to the child: YOU DID A VERY GOOD JOB OF 
READING THIS BOOK. NOW I WOULD LIKE YOU TO WRITE ABOUT THIS 
BOOK. OR.? (Wait for response and then proceed.) GREAT, SO WRITE ABOUT 
THIS BOOK RETELLING THE STORY JUST AS IF YOU WERE TELLING ME 
ABOUT THIS BOOK. HERE IS A PIECE OF PAPER AND A PENCIL FOR YOU TO 
USE. IF YOU HAVE ANY WORDS YOU DON’T KNOW HOW TO SPELL, I WANT 
YOU TO SPELL THEM THE BEST YOU KNOW HOW. THE MOST IMPORTANT 
THING IS TO WRITE DOWN EVERYTHING YOU REMEMBER ABOUT THE 
BOOK YOU READ.
If  the child has difficulty responding to this request ask: TELL ME SOME OF 
THE THINGS YOU’RE GOING TO PUT INTO YOUR WRITTEN RETELLING.
If the child claims that he or she doesn’t know how to write, encourage the chfld 
by saying: YOU CAN WRITE YOUR RETELLING ANYWAY THAT YOU LIKE, IT 
DOESN’T HAVE TO BE IN GROWN-UP WRITING.
If the child claims not to know how to write a retelling, say: WRITE YOUR 
RETELLING THE WAY YOU THINK A RETELLING SHOULD B E .
Note. Adapted from ‘XTultural Artifacts as Scaffolds for Genre Development” by G. Kamberelis and T. D. 
Bovine, 1999. Reading Research Ouarterlv. 34. o. 169.
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Appendix D.
Take Me Home Pag-It-Books: Stages 2 and 3
Stage 2
Price, C. (1997). Season to Season. Austin, TX: Steck-Vaughn Company.
Price, C. (1997). Sam’s Seasons. Austin, TX: Steck-Vaughn Company.
Smith, M.K. (1997). Wolves. Austin, TX: Steck-Vaughn Company.
Thonq)son, G. (1997). Little Red and the Wolf. Austin, TX: Steck-Vaughn 
Company.
Keller, E. (1997). Dinosaur Fun Facts. Austin, TX: Steck-Vaughn Company. 
Keller, E. (1997). Dinosaur Show and Tell Austin, TX: Steck-Vaughn 
Company.
Thompson, G. (1997). Lift Off. Austin, TX: Steck-Vaughn Company.
Keo, E. (1997). I Can Be Anything. Austin, TX: Steck-Vaughn Company.
Smith, M. K. (1997). Beach Creatures. Austin, TX: Steck-Vaughn Company. 
Smith, M. K. (1997). The Sand Castle Contest. Austin, TX: Steck-Vaughn 
Company.
Smith, M. K  (1997). Apples and More Apples. Austin, TX: Steck-Vaughn 
Company.
Thompson, G. (1997). The Apple Pie Family. Austin, TX: Steck-Vaughn 
Company, 
stages
Keo, E. (1998). Japan. Austin, TX: Steck-Vaughn Company.
Keo, E. (1998). The Crane Wife. Austin, TX: Steck-Vaughn Company.
Halpem, J. (1998). A Look at Spfalers. Austin, TX: Steck-Vaughn Conqxany.
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Mead, K. (1998). How Spider got Eight Leys. Austin, TX: Steck-Vaughn 
Company.
Barnes, A. (1998). Pizza for Everyone. Austin, TX: Steck-Vaughn Company. 
Stoodt, J. (1998). Pizza Pnkev. Austin, TX: Steck-Vaughn Company.
Leslie, R. (1998). Storms! Austin, TX: Steck-Vaughn Company.
Canetti, Y. (1998). Carlita Ropes the Twister. Austin, TX: Steck-Vaughn 
Company.
Thompson, G. (1998). Com: An American Indian Gift. Austin, TX: Steck- 
Vaughn Company.
Thompson, G. (1998). Jennv and the Cornstalk. Austin, TX: Steck-Vaughn
Company.
Mead, K. (1998). Gifts to Make. Austin, TX: Steck-Vaughn Company.
Mead, K. (1998). A Gift to Share. Austin, TX: Steck-Vaughn Company.
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Appendix E
Interest/Attitude Interview
Student’s Name: ____________________________________________ Age:________
Date: Examiner
Introductory Statement: [Student’s name]. Before you read some stories for me, I would
like to ask you some questions.
1. Where do you live? Do you know your address? What is it?
2. Who lives in your house with you?
3. What kinds o f jobs do you have at home?
4. What is one thing that you really like to do at home?
5. Do you ever read at home? [If yes, ask:] When do you read and what was the last 
thing you read? [If no, ask:] Does anyone ever read to you? {If so, ask:] Who, and 
how often?
6. Do you have a bedtime on school nights? [If no, ask:] When do you to bed?
7. Do you have a TV in your room? How much TV do you watch ever day? What are 
your fttvorite shows?
8. What do you like to do with your friends?
9. Do you have any pets? Do you collect thmgs? Do you take any kmds o f lessons?
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10. When you make a new friend, what is something that your friend ought to know 
about you?
School Life
1. Besides recess and lunch, what do you like about school?
2. Do you get to read much in school?
3. Are you a good reader or a not-so-good reader?
[If a  good reader, ask:] What makes a person a  good reader?
[If a not-so-good reader, ask:] What cause a person to not be a good reader?
4. If you could pick any book to read, what would the book be about?
5. Do you like to write? What kmd o f writing do you do in school? What is the favorite 
thing you have written about?
6. Who has helped you the most in school? How did that person help you?
7. Do you have a place at home to study?
8. Do you get help with your homework? Who helps you?
9. What was the last book you read for school?
10. If  you were helping someone learn to read, what could you do to help that person?
Note. Adapted from Reading Inventory for the Classroom, (pp. 27-28), by E. S. Flynt, and R. B. Cooler, 
[998, Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice-Hall, Inc.
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Appendix F
Case Study Participants’ Structured Intervfew about Their Readmy and Writing 
Experiences
1. When do you believe you started to read?
2. What kind o f words or books did you read?
3. Did you enjoy reading when you started to read?
4. When do you believe you started to write?
5. What types o f words did you write?
6. Do you have a library card?
7. How often do you go to the library?
8. Do you enjoy reading? Why or why not?
9. Do you enjoy writing? Why or why not?
10. Is there anything you do in you classroom that has anything to with your writing?
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Appendix G
Table for When and How Data will be Collected
Question When was data collated? How was the data collected?
la. What do delayed readers 
prefer regarding narrative 
and expository text prior 
to their reading and 
writing about both types 
of texts?
Immediately following the 
introduction of the Pair It- 
Books.
Two questions were asked: (a) 
Which book would you prefer 
to read first—the fiction or 
nonfiction? and (b) Why do 
you prefer to read this 
particular book first?
lb. What do delayed readers 
prefer regarding narrative 
and exposiuxy text 
subsequent to their 
reading and writing about 
both types of text?
Immediately following the 
reading and written retelling 
of the paired narrative and 
expository books.
Two questions were asked: (a) 
Which book did you prefer to 
read and complete a written 
retelling? and (b) Why do you 
prefer this book?
2. What affect do the 
patterns of texts, of original 
narrative and expository texts, 
have on delayed readers’ 
written retellings?
After the participants have 
completed a written retelling.
Written retellings were 
examined for the following:
1. Length—What are the 
number of words and 
sentences in the written 
retelling, t-units, and 
words per -t-unit?
2. Linguistic Structures— 
What are the number of 
simple and complex 
verb forms?
3. How do delayed readers’ 
written retellings reflect their 
comprehension of narrative 
and expository texts?
After the participants have 
completed a written retelling.
Irwin and Mitchell’s (1983) 
modified richness scale that 
contains a five-point holistic 
measure of written retellings. 
Each written retelling was 
coded and analyzed on the 
holistic scoring rubric that was 
designed to reflect five levels 
o f performance.
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